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Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician

Jrufj>

a

I>r. lieed treats all clironic diseases that flesli is
heir to ; all cases that are given up as incurable
bv the allopathic and homœpathic physicians. I
will take their case to treat and cure them. I find
about four-tifths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
one 2-cent
stamp and §2.00. Examination second
sight and consultation free.
Office U on I'm—II a. 111. to 9. p. m.
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,)ollars

THE MAINE STATE PRESS,
Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.50
year ; if paid in advance, $2.00 a year.

Advertisements inserted in the "Maine State
Press" (which has a large circulation in every
part of the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
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Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning in first
class American and Foreign Go's at Lowest Rates.
Also Life and Accident Insurance.
Telei-hone 701.
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We have decided to give Sewing
Silk and Twist groatcr promiin onr stock tlian heretofore. We shall carry tit all times
the largest and most
complete
stock of colors to be found in Portland, so that if a lady cannot
match colors elsewhere, call on
us and ne can do it. We shall sell
only the celebrated Belding Bros.
& Co. goods, as they are superior
to any other ill quality. They are
the only American Sewing
Silk
manufacturers who ever received
a (<OIJ) MEDAL at any exposition
either at home or abroad. They
are the most popular goods made.
Those
who
have
never
used
the Belding Sewing Silks are invited to give tlieiu a trial; they
will lind them entirely satisfacnence

tory. N. U. STUDLEV, Manager,

Congress St.,

491»
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Music Books of the First Glass,
For Choruses

or

Quartet

Choirs.

Ditson <£· Co. are fortunate in having THREE
books at once to present to the notice of
All are equally good;
choirs and their leaders.
they vary as the tastes af their compilers vary.
Please examine and choose.

first-class

$1 sent, will bring to you, by return mail, a copy
of Lavs 1)eo, or Santoral, or Vox Laudis.

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

for all
es.

occasions.

Good

supply

Good Solos, Duets and
of Christmas and Easter

Waterville's Postmaster.
Washington, I). C., Aug. 4.—The President to-day commissioned Frank L. Thayer,
postmaster at Waterville, Me.
Fire In East Machias.

Machias, Aug. 4.—John Jasper's barn,
woodshed and ell, with six tons of hay at the
run in East Machias, were burned this morning. The house was barely saved. The loss
no insurance.
Drowned in the Kennebec.
North Anson, Aug. 4.—John Root, a
young man at work on the farm of Mrs.
Joseph Smith, one and one half miles below
this village, was drowned
yesterday afternoon.
He had taken a boat load of men to
an island in the Kennebec, returned the boat
to the shore, and then attempted to swim to
the island. When about two-thirds across
the channel, he threw up his arms and sank.
The body was recovered last night.

A Shrewd

experimental steamer, built for great speed,
uut

iici

Any book mailed for the retail price.

OLIVER DITSON & CO.,

Boston.

Send to JOHN C. Η AY Ν ES & CO., Boston,
(branch house of O. Ditson & Co.)for Grand Illustrated Catalogue of all Musical Instruments,

Trimmings.
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THE WEATHER.

Washington, Aug. 5.
The indications for New England today are
fair weather, westerly winds, slight fall in

temperature.
LOCAL WEATlIEIt KKPOItT.
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original machinery was replaced with
new at the Goss Iron Works here a few
months ago.
She has been lying at East
Boston some time, but Sunday night the
watchman was enticed ashore, and parties
in the employ of the Bath creditors took her
out of the harbor and

brought lier here.
Boston's Masonic Pilgrims.
Eastpobt, Aug. 4.—The steamer Cumberland, having 011 board St. Omer Commandery
of South Boston, arrived here about 11
o'clock, after a rough passage from Portland.
Soon after leaving that city the Sir Knights
began to get their sea legs on, but mJfcgr of
them believing discretion the better part of
valor retired early, though that course did
not prevent quite a number of them from
paying to Neptune his customary tribute.
This morning, however, the Sir Knights all
reported in good order at the breakfast table
and did ample justice to the cuisine, for
which the steamers of the International Line
noted.

On arrival here the Commandery
met by a committee from the Encampment of St. John, and other knights were
present from Calais and St. Stephen who
will accompany the Commandery to St. John·
which place will be reached about 4 o'clock.
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PHILADELPHIA'S CYCLONE.
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Observation.
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Philadelphia, Penn., Aug. 4— Mr. John
Dialogue of Camden, whose works were destroyed by yesterday's cyclone, says
Looking out the door upon the river 1 saw the
tornado approach. 1 could see the buildings of
the Pennsylvania salt works, 011 the Philadelphia
side, going off like chaff. Then the storm struck
the Major lteybold, which was partially abreast
of my place. Portions of her upper works were
whirled fully 400 feet into the air. A tremendous
roar preceded it.
The moving fury resembled a
dense mass of rolling black smoke, and, it travelled within 15 feet of the surface of the water on
the river. A singular phenomenon was noticed
not only by myself, but by all my men in the vard.
This was a huge ball of lire, fully 10 feet in diameter, which swiftly accompanied the storm cloud.
After playing sad havoc with my establishment,
I saw this ball of fire explode about 250 yards
north of me with a report so terrific as to shake
the foundations of the buildings in my yard. Following this came a number of explosions, but of
less force. All the sky to the eastward was unusually bright, and had a sort of rainbow appearIn fact this was one of the most remarkaance.
ble sights of the kind that I had ever seen. The
ball of fire which exploded 1 am satisfied played
the mischief at the American Dredging Company's
place.

The people of Camden all tell the story of
the rumble, like the rattling of a train of
heavy wagons over paved streets, that accompanied the cyclone. Before it the air
was filled with flying debris, and people seeing the awful sight fled in terror by the hundreds to their cellars. The cyclone lasted
between four and five minutes, and was
marked with terrific puffs and roars. It is a
singular fact that flat roofed houses suffered
the most ; the wind, with the greatest ease
catching tliein under the cornice, lifted them
as though they were sheets of paper.
There
was hardly an intance where a mansard roof
building was wrecked. So great was the violence of the wind that the fronts and sides
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like platoons of soldiery
Monster trees that had
stood the storms of years were uprooted or
broken oft' like pipestems. The eccentricities
of the wind could be seen on every- side.
Buildings which it would seem that an ordinary storm would demolish, and which were
in the path of the storm, were spared, while
their neighbors—modern structures of brickwere gutted or wrecked outright.
About the
only two public buildings damaged were the
Tabernacle M. E. Church at Third and l'earl
streets, and the Cooper sclioolhouse, close at

The best information at hand regarding

FOREIGN.

People

In

that five persons lost
their lives, two are reported missing and sixty were injured, some so seriously that recovery is impossible. The missing are Mary
and Thomas Atkinson, of Camden, who were
on the Reybold.and who are believed to have
been swept into the river as no trace of them
The scene in the 23th ward
could be found.
of Philadelphia this morning is one of desolation. Manyhouses are razed to the ground
others are completely gutted, while many
more are rootless.
The appearance of localities on both sides of the Delaware river in
the direct track of the tornado resembles a
once thickly populated region that has been
visited by an extensive fire.
The total loss
will amount to about $500,000, including
$250,ooo on property in Camden, $150,0C0 in
Philadelphia, and $25,000 on vessels damaged
in the river. The rain storm which followed
the tornado also did a great deal of damage,
and the water in the Schuylkill river this
morning is higher than for many months. In
Managunk some of the streets were washed
away by the flood to a depth of seven feet
from curb to curb.
The trestle work of the
bridge there was carried away, and the cellars of 300 houses were tilled with water.

the Stricken
DEATH

Cities.

Mabreii.i.es, Aug. 4.—The cholera panic
is increasing and many persons are ileeing

from the city. It is reported that no less
than 80 persons have died from the cholera
in Marseilles within the past few days.
Μλκιιιι), Aug. 4.—The cholera has for
some time existed in the jail at Cartagena,
but every effort has been made to suppress
outside knowledge of the fact. Yesterday it
leaked out that not less than 200 of the criminals imprisoned within the jail were down
with the scourge. This discovery produced
a fearful panic
among the other convicts,
and they rose in revolt and made most desperate efforts to break away from the prison.
They were, however, finally overpowered by
the soldiery and compelled to resume their

quarters.

There were reported yesterday 3,718 new
cases of cholera throughout Spain, and 1,501
deaths.

Pahjs. Aug. 4.—There are several cases of
cholera in the Paris hospitals and a number
of other patients with the disease are under-

going private treatment in the city.
Amending the Criminal Bill.
London, Aug. 4.—The House of Commons
last night agreed to a new clause in the criminal bill Jgranting the right of search to a
relation, guardian or other person who is in
good faith interested in a girl's welfare. A
clause making a medical man who examines

girl for an immoral purpose liable to two
years' imprisonment was negatived by a vote
of lis to 50. The bill was passed in committee.
a

The

Earthquake

in Russia.

Later advices state that 54 persons were
killed by the earthquake in Russia and 64
injured. Shocks continue to be felt and the

inhabitants
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Rev.
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Albany.

Action Taken by the New York Legislature.
The Old Dominion Nobly Recognizes
the Solemn Occasion.
Memorial
Service
Westminster Abbey.
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Carriage Containing a Party of
Ladies Struck by a Train.
Nobkistown, V J., Aug. 4.—The Dover
accommodation train, going west this morning, struck a carriage at the crossing between
Chathem and the Summit, instantly killing
A

Mrs. Edward J. Brown, Miss Mary Brown
and the infant child of Mrs. Irving Brown.
The latter lies in a critical condition. The
infant's nurse had her skull crushed and is

probably fatally injured.

at

Mt. McGkegok, if. Y., Aug. 4.—On the
mountain brow, by the eastern lookout, a
gun boomed sullenly at 4 o'clock this morning. The shock of the reverberations was
yet on the heavy air when a second report,
shook the earth. The artillerymen had begun firing thirteen guns to mark the sunrise
of Gen. Grant's last day upon the mountain.
The guests at the hotel and the family in the
cottage were startled by the reports, "but the
meaning of the guns' heavy booming was
quickly suggested to the waking ear. The
morning crept into 5 o'clock, and again the
half-hour gun boomed its solemn token of respect from the mountain side. Then a steady
breeze came up from the direction of the
Catskills, and fanned openings in the lowlying clouds, and they began moving. Shreds
of gray vapor were torn from the
lilting fog,
by the tree tops, and floated lazily off toward
the northeast.
The cottage and the hotel
became so clear that several artists for illustrated papers were enabled to catch their
outlines.
The soldiers received orders to
break up camp, and in less than twenty minutes all the tents had disappeared from
among }he trees and were packed away in
boxes ready for shipment.
At G o'clock the buglers of the four ramusnies οι troops were sounding the
reveille,
and as the last strains floated over the mountain they were swallowed up in the
booming
of the gun that every half hour will thus
mark the significance of this day. Then the
soldiers, in full uniform, stood at parade
rest for roll-call down where the
battery of
guns are planted, close bv the path of Gen.
Grant's last ride to the lookout.
At 7 o'clock the shock of the gun awoke
clear echoes over the mountain and down the
slopes. The family at the cottage were astir
at 8 o'clock, and correspondents and
guests
were moving at the hotel.
The mountain
trains at (i o'clock had begun bringing
up
people, and every hour thereafter the little
engine drew up at the depot. The funeral
car to carry the remains from the mountain
to Saratoga came up early.
At 8 o'clock the sun was shining
brightly.
Last night the family in a group and alone
had taken their final farewell of the remains
of the dead General, and
today they give up
his body to the nation.
At 8.30 o'clock the doors of the Grant cottage had been thrown open, and a stream of
visitors poured in steadily for over an hour.
About 9 o'clock the head of a long line of
buggies, wagons, omnibuses and various
kinds of vehicles appeared climbing up the
steep incline near the eastern outlook, and
soon the area in the vicinity of the
cottage
was
thronged with horses and wagons and
farmers with their wives and families.
At 9.30 o'clock a train of two cars brought
General Hancock and a number of distinguished visitors, the two companies of
regulars being drawn up in line to receive
them. They proceeded from the station to
the cottage in the following order: General
Hancock and Colonel Jones, Admiral Kowan
and General Sherman, Senator Evarts and
Gen. Rufus Ingalls, Senator Miller and Mr.
Joseph W. Drexel, Gen. Hancock's staff,
Miss Drexel, her aunt and cousin, dressed in
deep mourning. On the same train came the
Loyal Legion, under Passed Assistant Paymaster Gilbert A. Kobinson, Brevet Brigadier General Charles A. Carleton, Paymaster
Geo. D. Barton, Brevet Lieutenant Colonels
Floyd, Clarkson and Augustus M. Clark and
Capt. Edmund Blunt.

Services at the Cottage.
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ments from the Masters, there are good Anthems
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scribers, Seven
Kates of Advertising—One inch of space,
the length of column, or twelve lines nonpareil,
constitutes a "square."
$1.50 per square, daily, first week ; 75 cents per
week after; three insertions or less, $1.00, continuing every other dav after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents;
one week, $1.00 ; 50 cents
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Under head of "Amusements" and "Auction
Sales," $2.00 per square per week; three insertions or less, $1.50.
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At 10 o'clock the services at the cottage
were held in the presence of over a thousand
persons. Cane chairs and rustic settees were
provided for the ladies under the trees in
the grove before the cottage.
The ceremonies opened with the
reading of Psalm
xc., which was followed by an impressive
by Bishop Harris.
prayer
The hymn,
My faith looks up to Thee," was joined in
by the whole assemblage present with fine
effect.
I)r. Newman, who chose the mountain
quiet for his address over the body of his
friend, then delivered the address of which
the following are the principal portions :
Well done, thou good and faithful servant; enter
thou Into the joy of thy Lord.—Matthew xxv, SI.
Such, my brethren, is the eulogy that God
shall pronounce upon human goodness and

fidelity wherever found among the sons of
men.
The accidental distinctions between
prince and peasant, millionaire and pauper,
are

commanding general
but

as

the

and private soldier,
dust in the balance

in
his
estimation
of
personal worth.
In the intensity of this divine light let us today rec all the character of the illustrious man
whose death a nation so tenderly mourns.
Some comrade in arms shall speak of the
splendor of his martial genius; some statesmen
shall review the majesty of his civil administration ; some historian shall place him on the
pedestal of his renown ; but let me, as the
minister of religion, dwell upon that great
character which will ever be his crown of glory
and the imperishable heritage of the country
he loved so well.
Shall we enquire why the land is filled
with lamentation. Do you tell me, my friends
that a great man is dead !—greatest among

warriors, foremost among statesmen, noblest
Do you tell me that he led
among patients?
our armies to victory :
That he administered
our government in wisdom ?
That he best illusuuieu me essential

principles oi our national life ? Do you tell me that he was the
truest of husbands, the kindest of fathers, the
firmest of friends, the purest of philanthropists, the humblest of Christians? True,
thrice happily true !
But whence the secret of the power of this
one life on the
thought of the world and the
love of mankind? His was the genius of common
sense, enabling him to contemplate all
things in their true relations, judging what is
true, useful, proper, expedient and to adopt the
best means to accomplish the largest ends.
From this came his seriousness, thoughtfulness, penetration, discernment, firmness, enthusiasm, triumph.
Wherein others dreamed
of success he foresaw defeat; when others expected despair, ho discovered ground of hope.
In war and in peace he was the wisest and the
safest guide this nation has had since "the
father of his country" ascended to his reward.
His soul was the home of hope, sustained
and cheered by the certainties of his mind and
the power of his faith. But he appeared
greatest in the presence of the unforeseen.
Then came an inspiration as resistless as the
march of a whirlwind, as when on the second
night of the battle of the Wilderness, when
he chanced the entire front of the line of
battle, and quietly said in response to a messenger, "If Lee is in my rear, I am in his."
He was at his best when most needed. He
responded in an emergency. He is one of the
few men in history who did more than was
expected. Some men excite great expectation by the brilliancy of their preparations ;
but this quiet, meditative, undemonstrative
man exceeded all
expectation by doing more
than he had promised, and by doing what all
others had failed to do.
To- day you arc filled with the glory of his
military triumphs. "ï ou are recalling Belmont
and Henry, and Donelson and Shiloh, and
Vicksburg and ChatUiiooga, and Richmond.
You are calling him the greatest of soldiers;
and you do well. But do not degrade him to
the level of those famous heroes who fought
for empire and for glory. Lift him up to a
higher pedestal, around which shall forever
stand justice, and liberty, and peace, and law,
and order, and civilization, and religion, with
chaplcts in their hands wherewith to crown
him. He fought for the right; to end the

He hated war.
; he conquered a peace.
Doubtless he will be best known in coming
uges as the foremost soldier of the republic
Unknown generations will read his battles
war

Rains in New England,
φ Heavy
Plymouth, Ν. H., Aug. 4.—The heavy
rain of last night and this morning caused a
great rise in the rivers. W. R. Park & Co.'s
lumber boom at the mouth of the Baker
river gave way, letting a large amount of
uncut lumber into the Pemigewasset river.
A portion was saved along the river banks.
The loss is unknown, but will be large.
Chester, Vt.,Aug. 4.—The severest storm
of the season passed over this section early
tiiis morning, raising brooks, gullying roads
and laying flat corn and grain.
Dartmouth College.
of
Concord, X. H.—At a meeting of tlic trustees
Dartmouth College in tills city to-day it was voted
to establish the Joel Tal ker professorship of Law

Political Science, anil James F. Colin·, of tne
class of '72, was unanimously elected. Professor
Colby is at present connected with the law school
of Yale College.
and

CENERAL NEWS.

meeting of the National Civil Service
Reform League will be held at Channing church,
Newport, It. 1., to-day.
The annual

DAILY PRESS.

with wonder and admiration. In every hamlet, in every metropolis, his martial fortn will
be cast in bronze and sculptured in marble.
Historians will vie with each other in paying
homage to his genius ; but the time will come
when men everywhere will recognize the greatness and benificence of his administration as
President of the United States. It were a
crime against history and an injustice to his
memory were we to lose sight of the statesman
amid the glory of the warrior.
Such was the
magnitude of these great measures of state, of
domestic and foreign policy ; so far reaching

their influence, so comprehensive their mission,
that generations may pass from the vision of
the world ere the true and full estimate of his
political worth shall be determined. Then, his
administration of eight years will receive the
calm consideration and
just approval of his
countrymen.
And whether in camp or cabinet, in private
or public, at home
or abroad, how pure and
commendable his moral character. Life in the
camp has proved ruinous to the morals of the

greatest of warriors. The exeitemcnt of η life
devoted to arms, the scenes of excess and
plunder to which a soldier is exposed, the absence of the restraints of home and church,
tend to the worst of passions and to the corruption of the best morals. But here, in the
presence of the dead, whose ears are alike
dead to our praise or censure, let it be our
grateful duty to record that after five years in
camp and field he returned to his home without
a stain
upon his character. Among ancient or
modern warriors where shall we find his

superior in moral elevation ? Given to no excess himself, he
sternly rebuked it in others.
His sense of justice was equalled only by
his love of truth.
He preferred honor to
wealth, and poverty to riches not his own.
Oh, Americans, think of the pride of your nation, the glory of your age and the object of
the world's admiration, having nothing to bequeath to those he loved, save his good name,
and that heaven admitted to probate without
the whisper of contention.
Gentle, true and kind gratitude was one of

the noblest emotions of his soul. His words
few, but pregnant with a grateful recognition. To one who had been a friend in need
he declared :
"I am glad to say that while
there is much unblushing wickedness in the
world, yet there is a compensating grandeur
of soul. In my case I have not found that
republics are ungrateful, nor are the people."
He knew his enemies and treated them with
a
withering silence that has passed into a
proverb. He knew his friends and, true ■/>
his knightly soul, supported them in "good reBut he was never the comport and evil."
panion of bad men ; and when he discovered
in a pretended friend deception or dishonesty
or
immorality, he shook him off as Christ rejected Judas. His was the language of the
pealmist : "In whose eyes a vile person is contemned." His private friendships were refined
and he found his chief delight in the society of
the true, the pure and the elevated.
He discerned character with the precision of a seer.
His great subordinates are in proof. His chief
associates in the affairs of state are illustrawere

tions.
And who, in all these four lustra since the
strife was over, in the decade since he retired
from the chair of state with a name great in both
hemispheres, has ever heard him speak of his
deeds of valor, or the success of his administration ."Let another praise thee, and not thine own
lips and to-day the people crown him. But
tVlP wrvrld YVnetnlrne Λο nKorniifm·

r\f

îllno

Ail»

trious countryman in

supposing that he was
without self-appreciation. He knew his power
and realized his strength,
His humility was
not horn of self ignorance.
His self abnegation was not inspired by contempt for the

deeds. He was
not
the approbation of his fellowmen, nor was his ear deaf to the voice of
praise. He loved fame, but he did not seek it ;
he loved power, but he did not aspire to it ;
he loved wealth, but he did not covet it.
He
was a man with all the
passions and appetites
of human nature ; and to make him other than
a
well-poised, self-mastered man, would be an
injustice to his memory. But he was wiser
than his celebrated contemporaries., in that
reward

of

indifferent

noble

to

he would not Suffer himself to be unmanned
by
popular applause, or the exercise of power, or
the possession of wealth, or crushed by misfortune, or disheartened by suffering. Ambition could not corrupt his patriotism ; calumnies could not lessen it ; discouragements could
not subdue it. It was not a sudden outburst
of the imagination, but an
con-

intelligent

viction.

Is it true that his personal qualities were
not brilliant ; that his salient points were not
conspicuous ; that in running parallels between
him and other men of fame a feeling of
disappointment is experienced because there is
not on the surface some prodigious element of
power and greatness? Yet he had this double
advantage over all this world's heroes—he
possessed the solid virtues of true greatness in
a larger
degree than any other men of renown,
and possessed them in greater harmony of

proportions.

But this foremost American possessed all
these and other virtues in happy combination ;
not like single gems, brilliant
by isolation, but
like

jewels in a crown of glory, united by the
golden band of a completed character. What
humility amid such admiration ; what meekness amid
such provocation ; what fidelity
amid such temptations ; what contentment
amid such adversity ; what sincerity amid such
deception; what "Faith, Hope, and Charity"
amid such suffering. Temperate without austerity ; cautious without fear ; brave without
rashness ; serious without melancholy ; he was
cheerful without frivolity. His constancy was
not obstinacy, his adaptation was not fickleness.
His hopefulness was not Utopian. His
love of justice was equalled only by his delight in compassion, and neither was sacrificed to the other. Hie self-advancement was
subordinated to the public good. His integrity
was never questioned ; his honesty was above
suspicion ; his private life and public career
were at once reputable to himself and honorable

to

his country.

As he

the typical American, should we
to find that his was the typical
American home ? May we lift the curtain and
look upon the holy privacy of that once unbroken household?
Uf the mutual and reciprocal love of wedded life within those sacred
precincts? Husband and wife, the happy supplement of each other, their characters blending in sweetest harmony like the blended colors in the bow of promise.
He, strength, dignity and courage ; she, gentleness, grace and
the
Doric
column to sustain ; she
purity. He,
the Corinthian column to beautify. Ile, the
oak to support ; «lie, ivy to entwine.
And such was the tenderness of his love
and solicitude for her and hers he surprised
her by a letter found after his death. It came
as a message to her from him after he had
gone.
When his spirit had returned to the God who
was
there
found
secreted
in
his
it,
robe,
gave
his last letter to her, enveloped, sealed and addressed. He had written if betimes, written it
secretly, and carried the sacred missive day
after day during 14 days, knowing that she
would find it at last. In it he poured forth his
soulinlove for her and solicitude for their chilbe

was

surprised

dren :
Look after our dear children and direct them I
the path of rectitude. It would distress

η

me^far

honorable, upright anil virtuous lite, than it
would to know that they were prostrated on a bed
of sickness, from which they never were to arise
an

alive.

alarm

Thev have never given us any cause for
on their account and I earnestly pray they

will.
With these low Injunctions and the knowledge I
have of your love and affection, and of the dutiful
affection of all our children, I bid you a final farewell, until we meet in another, and, I trust, a better world. You will lind this 011 my person after
never

my

demise.

Jit. McGregor, July 9,1885.
Reared in the Methodist Episcopal church,
and baptized in his last illness by one of her
ministers, his religious nature was sincere,
calm and steadfast. The principles of Christianity were deeply engrafted upon his spirit.
Firm, but never demonstrative, he was not a
man of religious pretence.
His life was his
profession. He knew that Christianity had
nothing to gain from him beyond the influence of a "well ordered life and godly conversation," but that he had everything to gain
from the power and promises of our Lord.
And where in all the annale of the church
shall we find a dying hour so full of divine repose ? Ilis calm faith in a future state was
undisturbed by anxious doubt. His suffering
and wasted body was but the casket for the
resplendent jewel of his soul, and when death
ruthlessly broke that precious casket an angel
carried the jewel to the skies to lay it at the
Saviour's feet. In the early light of April 1,
when all thought the end was come, the sufferer said to me : "Doctor, I am going."
"I hope the prospect of the future is clear
and bright," was my response, and the answer
came: "Yes: oh, yes!" Then followed a scene
of infinite tenderness. The honored wife, the
precious daughter, the devoted sons and their
wives each in turn approached, and he tenderly kissed them. "Do you know me, darling?"
was the
loving wife's,inquiry, and he whispered back, "Certainly 1 do, and bless you with
all my heart." Such love melted the marble
heart of death, and the "king of terrors" fled
affrighted. The sufferer revived. Heaven added months to a life so dear to us all. When
he had recovered sufficiently, I asked him :
"What was the supreme thought onjyour mind
when eternity seemed so near?"
"The comfort of the consciousness that I

had tried to live a good and honorable life,"
was the
response which revealed the hidden
life of his soul. Again the angel of death cast
his shadow over the one a nation loved. Arnid
the gathering gloom I said : '-You have many
awaiting you on the other side."
"I wish they would come and not linger
long," was the answer of his Christian faith
and hope. They came at last. They came to
greet him with the kiss of immortality. They
"last
came to escort the
conqueror over the
enemy" to a coronation never seen on thrones
of
earthly power and glory. Who came : His
martyred friend, Lincoln ? His companion in
arms, McPhcrson ? His faithful chief of staff,
Rawlins ? His
in camp and

great predecessor

cabinet, Washington ? And did not all who
had died for
liberty come ! Ο ! calm, brave,
heroic soul, sing thou the song of Christian
triumph : "O, death, where is thy sting ; O,
grave, where is thy victory? Thanks be to
God, which giveth us the victory, through
Jesus Christ, our Lord."
At the conclusion of the discourse the

hymn, "Nearer, My God, to Thee, was
rendered very impressively by the congrebene-

gation. The services ended with the
diction.
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The singers at the funeral were :
Sopranos Miss Whitney of Boston, Miss
Fannie Bopes of Brooklyn, and Miss Callader of

side of the casket kept the throng
moving,
while II. B. Ormxbee of Wheeler Tost, Saratoga,and Passed Assistant Paymaster Gilbert
A. Robertson of the Loyal Legion, were a
guard of honor at the foot and head of the
casket respectively. The details for guard
duty will be relieved by members of their respective (organizations at intervals of three
hours each until the remains are again mov-

—

Brooklyn.

Contraltos—Mis.

Dr.

man.

Douglass and Mrs. Chap-

Tenor—J. li. Whitney.
Bass—Herman Busch.

Leader—Henry Camp.
The great crowd that attended, the services
cottage remained to see the body
It was
brought out by the main entrance.
borne down the steps bv Grant Post of
Brooklyn, composed of thirteen veterans,
and was preceded by a detachment of soldiers and two buglers playing the "Dead

ed.

at the

Co. B, 5th battalion, was placed on duty in
the corridor, to stand guard till midnight,
when it was relieved for six hours by Co. 1),
of the same battalion.
The remains will lie in state in the Capitol continuously till 10.30 a. m. tomorrow,
when the doors" will be closed. At 11.30 the
funeral procession will be again formed on
State street, the remains will be transferred
from the catafalque to the funeral car, and
will be escorted to the Central Railroad depot. At 12.20 a pilot engine will leave Albany and run ten minutes ahead of the schedule timo for the funeral train to New York,
and the funeral train will leave the depot
here at 12.30 p. m., arriving at the Grand
Central depot, New York, at 5 p. m.
The Proceedings of the New York

March in Saul."
Gen. Snernian and Col.
Fred Grant and Jesse and Ulysses S. Grant,
Jr., walked two by two in advance. Then
came Gen. Frederick I)ent and Dr. Sharpe;
Gen. J. A. Cresswell and the Mexican Minister, Senor Komero ; a detachment of artillery
with arms reversed marching as infantry ;
Gen. Hancock and staff; Senators Evarts
and Miller, Gen. Horace Porter, Thomas
Ochiltree of Texas, Dr. Douglass, Gen.
Rufus Ingalls, Admiral Rowan, and many
friends of the dead General.
Arriving at the station there was another
great crowd, and after some little time spent
in

getting

the passengers on

board, the

Legislature.

train

left for Saratoga.
Mrs. Grant has concluded not to go to New
York today, and will probably not leave here

until

Friday

The proceedings of the two houses of the
Legislature were not of long duration. In the
Senate Mr. Ellsworth moved that the President appoint a committee of seven to act
with a similar committee from the Assembly
upon this sad occasion, and the motion was
unanimously adopted. Mr. Thatcher presented the following resolution, which was read
and referred to the committee :

next.

Departure from the Mountain.
While the casket was borne to the car, the
mountain train waited at the little rustic
depot. There were seven cars, with the
powerful mountain engine "Jos. YV. Drexel"
attached. Next the engine was the funeral
car, with open sides and solid massing of
black drapery for its burden. Next in the
train was the car "Eastern Lookout," being
the same in which Gen. Grant went up the
mountain just seven weeks ago today. This

The death of Gen. Grant has fallen upon lis as a
public calamity. The nation stands lamenting at
the coffin of her great captain. In life the illustrious of all lands paid him homage ;
in death all
men of all degrees and of all tongues bring to Ids
name their ready tribute of respect, our entire
land has clothed itself for him with a seemly show
of sorrow, our citizens with one accord of common
grief mourn his loss. For twenty-live years of
his three and sixty years
nis life has
been
and
clear
our
to
open
sight.
He first touched upon public affairs, when fraternal dissensions sought to halve the heritage left
us by our fathers and his sword more than
any
other instrument carried out the will of (iodand
brought an unwilling peace which his magnanimity alone softened and his generosity alone
beautified. As it was given him through the
clouds of war to shape the way oi fierce and
angry squadrons, so greater glory was reserved
for him to guide the newly confederated people
along the pleasanter paths of peace. Today by
the side of his sable bier the voice of prayer and
requiem of lament go up alike from North and
South.
Whereas, the Governor of the State has suggested our assembling to take such action as
shall seem appropriate ; and whereas, we desire

to be the family car to Saratoga, and after it were attached the cars "Western Outlook," "Lake Anna," "Lake Banta," and
"Sarahka," with two others. The transfer
from the cottage to the train was accomwas

plished without difficulty.
At 1 o'clock the order to start was given,
and the train, standing as it did upon the
grade, slowly started by its own weight and
impetus down the mountain. The bluffs and
ridges on each side of the track were densely thronged with people, and the grove south
of the cottage, where the General's little
grandchildren played, was alive with spectators. Every rock, every jutting point, evenBut from all
vantage ground was occupied.
the throng standing uncovered in the afternoon sunlight no sound escaped. The moun
tain was hushed and still except from the
t.
j-i
t.
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dead ; and whereas, sueli action is peculiarly due
from representatives of that State in which the
great commander died a citizen; therefore
Resolved, That we, Senators of the Legislature
of the State of New York, do meet together at the
office of the U. S. Marshal, in the city of New
York, on the morning of Saturday, August 8th,
and in a body accompany his remains to the place
of interment.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions lie
properly engrossed ana sent to the family of Gen.

The little village of Wilton was reached,
and on the platform a few hundred villagers
with uncovered heads
silently Saw the train
pass through. The level plain was reached
and the descent had been safely accomplished. Seven level miles now lay between
the train and Saratoga, and the speed was a
little increased. Farmers and their families
stood near and sat upon farm fences to see
the train that bore the dead ex-President,
and again the cannon on the mountain spoke
out over the valley.
The spires of Saratoga were coming in
view, and from that direction came the dull
booming sound of cannon planted half a
mile out of the village beside the Mt. McGregor track. Soon this battery was reached
and passed, its brass guns saluting the train
on its passage, and the train straightened
away parallel with the tracks of the Delaware & Hudson, on which just north of the
Jit. McGregor depot the funeral train of the

The members of the Assembly had meanwhile been gathered in the Assembly parlor,
and a committee of fourteen was appointed
to conferwith the Senate committee and prepare a suitable memorial of the sentiment of
the Legislature. The Assembly then ad-

journed till to-morrow at 10 a. m.
After each house had adjourned, its members formed in line to join the funeral procession.
Viewing the Remains.
evening Colonel Grant, Jesse and
U. S. Grant, Jr., accompanied by Gov. Hill
and others, entered the capitol. The throng

>^CTv-yôrKTgMTat w»<Lwas waiting, while
thousands of persons were
held back
by the military. The mountain*«train drew
alongside the other train and stopped. 1 I1S«
were nine cars in the New York Central
train. Next to the engine came the funeral
The other cars were
car, "Woodlawn."
occupied as follows : Car No. 2, clergy and
Dr. Douglass; 3d, the sons and notable
mourners; 4th, Gen. Hancock and staff; 5th,
Gov. Hill and staff; 6th, the press; 7tli and
8tli, military escort; 9th, baggage.
The
remains were lifted in silence by the guard of
honor to the car "Woodlawn," which was
draped with bombazine and hung with Hags,
and the funeral parties were transferred to
their respective cars, which were all trimmed
in plain black with plaited bombazine. The
Brooklyn guard of honor and the six men of
the Loyal Legion with a detachment of regu-

i.ate this

it
checked for a time, and the
General's sons" Ufts'Sclf 'WnPStn
to
view
the
remains of their father.
briefly
A cluster of eight incandescent lamps shed a
brilliant light on the dead face and revealed
a startling spectacle.
The stain of the face
has the appearance of having been enameled
in a bungling manner.
The stain is of a
ghastly hue and has a scaly appearance. This
is explained as due to the fact that the face
was powdered late this afternoon and without reference to the probable effect of tile
brilliant light to which the remains now for
the first time are subjected.
The powder
will be removed in the morning.
The Escort in New York.

lars entered the dead car, also two men of
Wheeler Post, G. Λ. K., and soon after 2
o'clock the train moved through the throng
and away from Saratoga.

New Yobk, Aug. 4.—The procession escorting the remains of Gen. Grant from the
Grand Central depot to City llall will be
made up as follows :

Arrival at Albany.
Albany, August 4.—The decorations
throughout the city are very elaborate. The
arches of the principal facade of City Hall
are filled with rising suns of black, with
purple rosettes, and the draping of the principal
streets presents a very imposing sight. The
doorways of the Capitol are richly draped,

Gen. Hancock and Staff.
United States Band.
Battalion of Foot Artillery.
Four Companies of Infantry.
Two Companies of Marines.
Two Companies of Blue Jackets.
Gen. Shaler and Staff.
Second Battery, mounted.
Brig.-Gen. Ward and Staff.
First Brigade of the First Division of the National
Guard.
One hundred citizens in carriages.
Catafalque Guard of Honor.
Brig. Gen. Fitzgerald and Staff.
Second Bridgade of the First Division of the National Guard.
The line will be down Fifth avenue to
Waverly place, to Broadway, to City Hall.
As the first brigade enters City Hall park it
will open ranks, and the catafalque will be
driven to the hall.
Three hundred policemen will be on duty at the station and 400 at
the hall.

as well as the stone columns between the entrances. The catafalque rises 12 feet, is
mounted by a dome rising β feet, and the
whole is topped with a gilded ball, on which
rests an eagle with outstretched
wings.
Although the new Capitol has been occupied
for more than six years, during that time the
only reception to any public man, given
within its walls, was given to Gen. Grant
when lie was here in January, 1881, and the
first remains of a distinguished man to be in
state within its walls are those of General
Grant.
To all on board the funeral train the beautiful drapery of the cars was the subject of
comment. No woodwork, except the sashes
of the windows, was visible, and the
engine
and tender were also draped with black in a
tasteful manner. The funeral car "Woodlawn" was plaited all over with black, and
the National flag was festooned
gracefully.
The other cars were also elaborately
furnished, but all were draped with good taste.
At the rate of eight or ten miles per hour,
the train moved eastward out of Saratoga.
At every street crossing, on every veranda
and balcony, all the vantage ground for observation was taken up. Bells on the
steeples at Saratoga tolled as the black train trailed slowly out of the village toward Albany.
A clock tower dial in Saratoga indicated 2.10
o'clock as the train passed through the
suburbs, and twenty-five minutes later the
train pulled slowly into Ballston, on the out-

skirts.

Here

a

;

Handsome Observance by Virginia.
Richmond, Va., Aug. 4—The Governor has issued a proclamation ordering that on Saturday.

Aug. 8, the day appointed for the funeral of Gen.
U. S. Grant, .ill public offices of the State be closed ; that the flags of the Capitol be displayed at
half mast, and that from sunrise to sunset guns be
fired every half hour from Capitol square. Citizens
throughout the Commonwealth are requested to
observe the solemn occasion by religious service
or other appropriate ceremonies.
Governor Cameron has ordered two compauies
of the First Virginia Regiment, the Richmond
Grays, Capt. I. J. Bossieux, and the Walker Light
Guard. Cant. H. C. Jones, and two companies from
the Third Virginia Regiment, the Danville Grays,
Capt. Covington, and the Alexandria Light Infantry, Capt. Mushback, to proceed to New York, to
take part in the military escort on the occasion of
Gen. Grant's funeral. They will leave here on
Thursday evening for Newport News, and there
take the 01(1 Dominion steamer for New York.
Governor Cameron and his staff will accompany
them.

manufacturing establishment

bereft of its hundreds of employes.
They had mounted the fence near the track,
and there watched the train as it passed to
the streets of the town, while about the depot
were throngs of men and women.
The
church bells were slowly tolling and a field
piece near the depot saluted the train. After
passing Ballston the train's speed was in
creased.
I11 the funeral car, U. S. Grant Post were
mounting guard at the casket. The remains
rested upon a black dais.
The doors at the
side of the funeral compartment were open,
.....J 4-1,Λ
~1
ilwas

royal purple velvet and silver mountings of
the casket.
The first and each succeeding
detail mounted on guard consisted of two
men of U. S. Grant Post, one of whom stood
with folded arms at the head of the casket,
aud the other at the foot.
Round Lake, Iiev. Dr. Newman's summer
home, was passed at 2.48 o'clock, and the depot platform, fences and fronts of the cottages in the grove were black with mourning
drapery. The population of this resort
formed in lilies, with uncovered heads, on
each side of the tracks, and scarfs of mourning were fluttered by many ladies in the
throng as the sombre train moved by.
Cohoes was reached at 3.22, and when the
black train rolled through it had emptied its
factories and workshops, its stores and its
homes, and everybody had crowded to the
track and near-by buildings to see the train
that bore the dead General and ex-President.
Gen. Sherman and Col. Grant were conversing when the throngs at Cohoes attracted
their attention, and comment was made by
each upon the widespread feeling of respect
for Gen. Grant.
The heavy black draped train rolled into
Albany at ;J.4<), oil time as per special schedule. Supt. Voorhees, Jof the Delaware &
Hudson Canal Company's road, stepped
down from the cab of the engine. "From

the first movement of the train from Saratoga to this instant," lie remarkedijto one who
had ridden on the train, "you have heard no
sound from bell or whistle," and it was true.
When the party arrived here they were escorted to carriages and driven to the governor's mansion. Before the remains were removed, Gov. Hill and other officers returned
to the train and there greeted Gen. Hancock
and staff, who were alighting from the car.
The remains were placed within the mounted catafalque, six black horses, with black
trappings, were bitched to the funeral ear,
and at the head of each horse as leaders,
were members of G. A. It. posts 5 and 121.
The crowd was dense.
The remains having been deposited on the
funeral car, it was drawn out into Spencer
street, where it was flanked by Co. A, 5th
artillery, and Co. Ji, 12th infantry .commanded by Col. W. B. Beck and Major Brown reThe Grand Army men guarded
spectively.
tne remains at the posts of honor, and four
men of the lOtli battalion were mounted at
Gen. Haneach corner of the catafalque.
cock and staff then filed out into Spencer
street, where the General was mounted on a
powerful black horse, splendidly caparisoned.
There were 4311 men in the procession.
Many companies outside of Albany and vicinity were present, and the procession as
finally constituted and in motion was formed
The column moved
of three divisions.
through North, Pearl to State, to Kagle, to
to
Washington Avenue, Knox, to State street,
There Gen. Hancock disto the Capitol.
mounted and retired, and the remains were
deposited beneath a great catafalque in the
State House corridor, but before being so
placed the body was conveyed to a private
room in the Capitol building where the undertakers and embalmers removed the lid of
the casket to inspect the body and learn its
condition after the journey from the mountains. They said they found the remains in
excellent condition.
The public was admitted about 5 o'clock,
being permitted to walk two abreast on each
side of the casket, which lay on an inclined
dais. Seven thousand four hundred persons
visited the remains the first hour. U. S.
Grant Post, of Brooklyn, had 125 men waiting here, and a detail of six men on each

Sympathetic

Utterances from Englishmen.
London, Aug. 4—The Times lias another leader
to-day devoted to eulogizing Gen. Grant, whom it
lauds as a noble and pure minded hero.
It says :
"To-day this country's sympathy is with our transatlantic sister, while the South shakes hands with
the North over Gen. Grant's bier in
acknowledgement of national unity."
At a meeting of the Royal Yacht Squadron yesterday the suggestion of the Prince of Wales, the
Commodore of the fleet, that the flags of the
squadron be placed at half mast during the funeral of Gen. Grant was adopted.
MEMORIAL AT WESTMINSTER.

Large
at

and

Distinguished Attendance

Services

Commemorative

of

been handled by 'men. The very soldiers became
impregnated with his spirit. General tirant has
been grossly and onlustly called a butcher. He
loved peace and hated bloodshed.
But It was his
duty at all costs to save the country. In his
silence, determination and clearness of insight
(irant resembled Washington and Wellington.
Ood's light lias shown forth the future destinies
of a mighty nation, that the war of 1861 was a
necessary, a blessed work.
The cause for which Grant fought—the unity of
a great people, the freedom of a whole
race—was
as great and noble as when at
Lexington the embattled farmers fired the shots which resounded
around the world. The South accepted a
bloody
arbitrament. But the rancor and fury of the past
are buried in oblivion.
The names of Lee
and Jackson
will
be
a
common
heritage with those of Garfield and Grant. Americans are no longer Northerners and .Southerners,
but Americans.
What verdict history will pronounce upon Grant as a
politician and a man I
know not, but here and now the voice of censure,
deserved or undeserved, is silent.
We leave his
faults to the mercy of the merciful. Let his faults,
whatever they may have been, be written on
water.
Who can tell if his closing hours of torture and misery were not blessings in disguise?
Could we be gathered in a more fitting place to
houor Gen. Grant? There is no lack of American
memorials here. We add another today.
Whatever there be between the two nations to
forget
and forgive, is forgotten and forgiven. Let America and England inarch in the van of freedom and
progress, showing the world not only a magnificent spectacle of
human happiness, but a still
more magnificent spectacle of two peoples united,
loving righteousness and hating inlquity.lnflexlbly
faithful to the principles of eternal Justice, which
are the unchanging law of God.

Among those present were the Duke of
Cambridge, Marquis of Lorne. General

Wolesley, Lord Iddesleigh and scores of
leading Englishmen. Of those occupying the
scats reserved for Americans were Senators
Hawley, Eustis and Edmunds, ex-Attorney
General Jirewster, Consul General Waller,
Messrs. Morgan, Field, Marble, Potter and
Smalley, and numerous other Americans,
whose names have been previously mentioned in connection with the preparations for
holding the services.
Notes.

Sacramento, Aug. 4—Gov. Stoneman

sued

a

lias isproclamation which recommends that all

State, county, municipal and public buildings be
draped in mourning 011 August 8. the day of Gen.
Grant's burial, also that all business, public and
private, be suspended on that day.
Niagara Falls, N. Y„ Aug. 4—It has been arranged tolioid memorial services here on Saturday
in Prospect Park, ill the reservation.
Ν. Y., Aug. 4.—During the firMt.IMcGbkoob,
ing l\t Ι,,ί
it
r.7.1
,11
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artillery was badly injured by the premature discbarge of the piece. His face was torn open and
right eye blown out, but It Is thought be will re-

cover.

New York, Aug. 4.—R. B. Hayes telegraphed
Gen. Asplnwall that he would be In New York
Thursday. He expressed thanks for the attention shown him.
Gen. Hancock will notify Grand
OrganizaArmy
tions through the press on Thursday
of the positions tbey shall occupy. The Army of the Potomac lias chosen the following special mourners:
Generals W. B. Franklin, 11. W. Slocum. Daniel
E. Sickles, Charles Devens, Geo. H. Sharpe, Abncr Doubleday, S. W.
Crawford, C'. H. Thompkins,
and W. H. Ireland.
to

on
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London, Aug.

4.—An
immense crowd
gathered in and about Westminster today
and waited patiently for the
of
the memorial services in honor beginning
of General
Grant. Fourteen generals of the British army were present and the equerry of tiie
Prince of Wales.
The American legation
was closed today and Minister Phelps and
the attaches of the legation attended the services in a body.
The service was an imposing event added
to the history of England.
The edifice was
crowded with a congregation, nearly every
member of which was a distinguished person.
The order of the services was as folla w s :
I.—Schubert's "Funeral March."
a.—The funeral procession up the nave of the
Cathedral to the choir.
а.—The opening burial service.
"3
4.—The Nineteenth Psalm.
5.—The Day's Lesson.
б.—Funeral sermon by Canon Farrar.
7.—Spohr's aniliem, Blest are the departed."
8.—Handel'!) anthem, "His body is buried in
peace.
a.—The concluding prayers.
10.—The burial service.

II.—Blessing.
The funeral address, delivered by Canon
Farrar, was most impressive, and was listened to in almost breathless silence.
His
texts was taken from the Acts, chapter 13,
verse 30

:

Eight years have not passed since the late Dean
Stanley, who Americans so loved and honored,
was walking around this
Abbey with General
Grant, explaining its wealth and great memorials.
Neither of them had nearly attained the allotted
span of human life. Both might have ;hoped that
many years would elapse before descending to tin-

lull of years and honors. This is the fourth
summer since Dean Stanley fell
asleep. Today
we assemble at the
obseques of the great soldier
whose sun set while it was yet day, and at whose
funeral services in America tens of thousands
have assembled at this moment to mourn with the
weeping family and friends.
After ebHpientiy tracing General Grant's
boyhood and manhood, the speaker said :
"If the men who knew him in Galena, obscure,
silent, unprosperous, unambitious, had said, if
any one had predicted, that he would become
twice President and one of the foremost men of
the day the prophecy would have seemed extravagantly ridiculous. But such careers are the
glory of the American continent; they show that
the people have a sovereign insight into intrinsic
force. If ltome told with pride that the dictators
came from the plowtail, America may record the
answer of the President, who, when asked what
would be his coat of arms, answered proudly,
mindful of his early struggles, Ά pair of shirt
sleeves.' The answer showed a nolile sense of
the dignity of labor, a noble superiority to the
vanities of feudalism, a strong conviction that
men should be honored simply as men. not according to the accident of birth. America has had
two martyred Presidents, both sons of the people.
One a homely man who was a farm lad at the age
of 7, a rail-splitter at 18. a Mlssissipplan boatman at 28, and who in manhood proved one of
the strongest, most honest and God fearing of
modern rulers. The other grew from a shoeless
child to lie a humble teacher in the Hiram Institute. With those Presidents America need not
blush to name the leather-seller of Galena. Every
true man derives a patent of nobleness direct from
Cod.
Was not the Lord for thirtv years
a carpenter
in Nazareth?
Lincoln's and Garfield's and Grant's early conscientious attention to
humble duties fitted them to become kings of
men. The year 18fil saw the outbreak of the
most terrible of modern wars. The hour came and
tiie man was needed. Within four years Grant
commanded an army vaster than had ever before
grave

MATTERS.

CENTRAL RAILROAD.

The railroad meeting held at Presque
Isle yesterday afternoon was well attended. S. W. Matthews, of the Aroostook
Republican, was chosen chairman, and
George II. Smith secretary. Much enthusiasm was manifested, and spirited re ι
marks were made by Messrs. Matthews,
J,
Park, Nutting, Hayford, Allen, Kidder and
others, after which the Aroostook Central
Hailroad Company temporarily organized
by
choice of J. B. Hall of Presque Isle, president; Or. J. Cary of Caribou, vice president;
\. C. Perry of Presque Isle, secretary, and

"RrWsOiatthews

of Caribou treasurer.

The

executive

committee lias T. H. Phair for
chairman. It was voted to hold a grand mass
meeting at Presque Isle, Saturday, Aug. 22d.
BASE

BALL.

PORTLANDS.
AB.

Annis, If
Weidel.cf
Holland, 3b
Hartnett, lb

Β
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Shaw, ss
Fulmer, 2b
Hauna, rf

Dugan. ρ
Thayer, c
Totals

37

BH. TB. PO.
1
1
1
Ο
2
6
2
3
0
0
0
2
Ο
1
1
Ο
ο
ο
ο
ο
ο
ο
4
ο
10
0
2
υ
Ο
Ο
1
2
2
3
7

R.

U

<i

11

A.
0
0
0
1
4
5
0
7
0

K.

1
0
0
Ο
ο
2
3
Ο
3

17

27

9

BR0CKT0N8.
AB.

Hawes, lb
Howard, If
Davis, 3b

Baxter,

5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

c

PattOIl, ss
Cudworth, cf,

Tofliing, 2b
Sylvester, ρ
McGunnnigle,

rf

Totals

38

Innings

R.
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
Ο
Ο

BH.

1
1
1
0
3
1
Ο
Ο

Ο

3

7

TB. TO.
2 11
1
2
1
4
0
5
3
2
1
3
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
8

27

A.
0
Ο
5
0
0
0
2
7
1

R.

0
Ο
3
4
1
0
1
3
Ο
12

15

23456789
Portlands
β
01010300
Brocktons
1 Ο Ο 2 Ο Ο Ο Ο—13
Time of game—2 hours. First base on errorsPortlands 5, Brocktons 5. Struck out—By Dugan
0, by Sylvester 5. Total strikes called—( >u Dugan
19. on Sylvester 9.
Two base hits—Hawes, Thayer and Weldel.
Honte run—Weldel. Passed balls
Thayer 1. Baxter 3. Wild pitches—Sylvester a
Umpire—Joseph Quinn.
1
1
Ο

LAWRENCES 9.

6.

HAVEKH1LLS

Haverhill yesterday, the home team was
badly beaten by the Lawrences in the poorest
played game of the season. Titcomb was oil and
was batted hard while Duval was badly
at fault.
Foster made a line running catch. The score :
In

LAWRENCES.
Λ.Β
5
5
5
4
3
4
4
3
4

Kiley, If,ρ
Brosnan, 2b

Hassett, 3b
Jordan, cf, If
O'Connell, lb
Conway, p., cf

McAnilless,
Winslow,

ss

c

Vadeboncœur, rf
Totals

2
2
0
Ο
1
l
Ο
1
2

BH.
3
2
2
1
1
l
Ο
Ο
2

0

12

It.

37

TB.

8
2
2
1
1
l
Ο
Ο
2
17

PO.
0
2
1
1
13
4
Ο
4
2
27

A.
4
8
2
Ο
Ο
2
3
1
0

E.

3
0
0
Ο
2
2
1
4
0

15

12

BH. TB. ΙΌ. A.
1
2
2 12
1
O
1
1
3
O
ο
ο
Ο
2
2
2
1
4
2
3
0
1
2
1
1
0
0
0
3
0
1
1
1
1
ο
1
Ο
Ο
Ο
5
10
0
14

E.
Ο
2
3
0
1
0
1
4
0

(i

17

HAVEBHILLS.
AB.

Irwin,

lb

5
5
4
5
4
4
4
4
4

Foster, If

Kobinson, c
McGarr, 2b
Hawkes, ss
l'rince, cf
Hurley, rf
Duval, 31)

Titcomb, ρ
Totals

B.

39

Innings

1

2

3

«
4

5

10
6

15

24
7

8

a

Lawrences
0 1 1 5 0 2 0 0 x— a
Haverliills
0 40 0 10100— 0
Earned runs—Haverliills 1, Lawrences 2. Home
runs—Kiley, Mcdarr. Two base hit—Hawkes.
Three base hit—Kiley.
Passed balls—ltobinson
3, Winslow 2. Wild pitches—Titcomb 3, Conway
1, Kiley 2. First base on balls—by Titcomb 2,
Conway 1. First base on errors—Lawrences 7,
Haverliills 8. Struck out—by Titcomb 2, Conway
J. .Sweeney. Time of
2, Kiley 2. Umpire—J.

game—21i.

15m.

STANDING OF THE EASTERN Ν. E. LEAGUE.
The following is the standing of the clubs In the

Eastern New England League to date:
Won.
Lost,
l'layed. Per cent.

Hrocktous
Lawrences
Haverhills
Portlands

28
28
20
la

1Γ,
10
25
28
25

Newburyports..l5
Innings

44
44
45
47
40

03.7
63.7
44.5
40.5

37.5

AT NEW YORK.
1 2 3 4 5 0 7 8 a
0 302 2 000 0—7
ι oooooooo—i

New Yorks
Buffalo
Base hits—New Yorks, 13 ; Buffalo» 8.
New Yorks, 5; BufTalos, 7.

Innings

1

Errors-

2345078a

1 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0—4
Bostons
Ο 00000 0 0 2—2
Détroits
Base lilts—Bostons, 3; Détroits, 4.
ErrorsBostons, (I ; Detroit, 5.

PHILADELPHIA.
...1 23456789
I 1 1 ι ο 2 5 Ο 2—13

AT

Innings

Chicago»:

Ο 00300000—3
Philadelpliias
Base hits—Chicago*. 17 ;
Philadelpliias, 5. Errors—Chicagoes, 7; Philadelphia*. 11.
AT

Innings
Providences

PROVIDENCE.
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 1 0 0 0 0
Ο 0 0 1 0 0

7
1

8
0

9
2—5

Louis
0 3 0—4
Base hits—Providences, 7; St. Louis, a. Errors
—Providences, C; St. Louis, 14.
St.

THREE CENTS.

their date with the Portlands ami Manager Bancroft telegrapeed last night that they would play
here the loth, as Drat announced.
We respectfully suggest to Capt. McQunnlgle
that he captain his nine and request the other
members of the team to play ball and let the umpire aloue.
At a meeting of the directors of the Portland
Association held last evening it was decided to
suspend Watson Indeflnitely and without pay.

TEMPERANCE TEXT BOOKS.

Reply

of

the Woman's

NOTES.

Tiie Mechanics of Mechanic Falls started Tues-

day on a trip to Augusta, Belfast, TBangor, Skowhegan and Yarmouth, playing in the order named.

The game with the Yarniouths will be the decisive
game in a series of live.
This is the ninth game that Dugan has pitched
on the Portlands and has won
Then,
every one.
again, it is a singular fact that the home team bats
harder when he is playing in the box.
Evidently
he gives the boys courage to work hard.
Yesterday's league game between the Providences and Détroits was
postponed to Friday, on account of rain. This obliged the former to cancel

Temperance

Union to theState Board of Health.
We present below the reply of the Woman's
Christian Temperance Union to the criticism of
the State Board of Health upon the work entitled "Hygiene for the Young," prepared under
the direction of the Union, and also au opinion
from the Hon. Joslah H. Drununond bearing
upon
the duties of the board with regard to temperance
text books. As the matter Is an important on· In
which much interest is felt by the general public
that they may have a full understanding of the
matter we reproduce the report of theState board.
The criticism which the Woman's Christian Temperance Union replies to occurs in the last para-

graph:
REPORT

OF

THE HOARD

OF

HEALTH.

The law creating the State Board of Health prescribes that it "shall from time to time examine
and report upon the subject of hygiene for the uae
o( the State."
As the season Is at hand when
school committee* decide upon the text books to
be used during the coming year, the board conaiders It timely to make recommendations in thli
connection.
It Is very important that teachers should have a
greater knowledge of the subjects than is contained In the text books which are used by their
pupils ; and, consequently, It Is advised that they
study carefully Martin's The Human's Body (H.
Holt & Co.. New York), the unabridged edition,
the advertised price of which is only $2.75; or
Huxley & Youmans' Physiology aud Hygiene (D.
Appleton & Co., New York), a smaller work, but
remarkable for its clearness.
Those who have
little children to teach will get good suggestions
as to the best system of presenting physiological
truths to the very young from Misses Buckelew
and Lewis' Practical Work In the School-room,
Part I (A. Lovell & Co., New York), but they are
warned that much of the science In the little book
Is such only In name.
For use In high schools. Martin's The Human
Body, briefer ceurse (H. Holt & Co., New York),
or Walker's Anatomy,
Physiology and Hygiene
(A. Lovell & Co., New York), Is recommended.
The above mentioned work of Huxley & Youmans would be given the preference for this
grade, but for the fact that, having been written
auiiic

jean

agu,

it uw:s

uoi

present

[ne

SUOiectS

special reference to the action of stimulants
and narcotics upon the human system, and recent
legislation Insists upon the emphasizing of this
A well informed teacher, howeTer, could
point.
supply this deficiency by oral instruction.
For ungraded high schools in small towns, we
recommend Blalsdell's Our Bodies and How we
live. (Lee & Shepard. Boston.) This is a more
elaborate work than |the one Just mentioned,
and we give it the preference, also, for the higher
grade of Grammar schools. Its description of
Illustrative experiments are particularly useful,
and, in the hands of a capable teacher, it is suitable for use in the common schools.
For most schools of the Grammar grade, and for
the ordinary district schools, a hearty endorsement is given to Smith's, The Human Body and
its Health (Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor & Co., New
with

York.)

As some objectionable books have been issued
and diligently pushed by their publishers, the
board thinks it best to put committees on their
guard against them. The worst of those examined is Brands' Lessons on the Human Body, which
was evidently written by one who has learned
what little lie knows about anatomy and physiology from antiquated sources, and not learned It
well, and who considers wholesale condemnation
of alcohol the best methed of dealing with the
question. Johonnot and Bouton's How We Live Is
hardly less objectionable than Brand's book, and
is another good Illustration of zeal without knowledge. Hygiene for Young People, prepared under
the direction of the W. C. T. U., has too little Instruction concerning the care of the body generally, and gives a rabidly one-sided view of the
alcoholic question. Even children will detect the
fallacy of many of its statement·, and will thus
lose faith In all associated teachings. Intempertuce of speech is not conducive to temperance In

living?——^.

GAitB TO-DAY.

The Brocktons will play again this afternoon
with the Portlands and Dugan and Thayer will
again be the battery fur the Portlands and Wheelock will play right field.
Barrett and
Bignell
will be the battery for the Brocktons.
Game will
be called at 3 o'clock.
PORTLANDS 6, BROCKTON» 3.
Ou account of the pouring rain through
yesterday forenoon everybody thought the prospect of a
game of ball in the afternoon was very poor.
But
about noon the rain ceased, and at 3 p. m., although it was pleasant by any means, the
weather was not sufficiently favorable for Umpire.Quinn to call the game and he did so. The
grounds were in exceedingly poor condition ; large
pools of water stood thickly about the diamond
and the outfield was simply wretched.
Errors In
abundance were expecied, but, as the score will
show, only few were made. Nearly three hundred
people witnessed the game and liberally applauded every good play made.
Dugan aud Tnayer
scored another grand success, and Sylvester and
Baxter did good work for the visitors.
Some of the most notlceble plays were Cudworth's catch of a tly from Hanna's bat, after a
bard run; the batting of Thayer and Weldel—the
latter striking over left field fence for a home run,
and bringing Tliayer home ; two brilliant running
catches of tly balls by Hanna, and oue by Davis :
and in fourtii inning when with men on first aud
second bases. Dugan retired the three following
men (all hard hitters) on strikes.
The score

Crant.

I

PRICE

ΒΙΒΒΜΧΜΒ

G. H. Gkkbish, M, I).,
A. Hokb, M. D.,
"j.-Q. Webster. M. D.,
A. G. Jf0UN0, M. R.,

Committee.

OPINION or THE HON. J. H. DRCMMOND.
The law establishing a State Board of Health,

makes it the duty of that board "to examine aBd
report upon works on the subject of Hygiene for
the use of the schools of the State." The statute
creating this board is entirely distinct from the
"Act relating to scientific temperance instruction
>■ public schools," and the Board of Health is not
charged with the duty of reporting upon the works
to be used in our schools under the latter statute.
As shown by its title, the object of the latter statute Is to provide for scientific temperance Instruction in our schools, and the use of works on
Physiology and Hygiene is a mere method of accomplishing the result. The selection of the books
under the latter statute is left where the general
law places it, in the hands of school committees
and supervisors.
As the law makes the instruction of pupils In
relation to "the effects of alcoholic drinks, stimulants or narcotics," the primary object, the use of
a book which only incidentally does this is not
compliance with the law.
In brief, the State Board of Health are charged
with no duty in selecting or reporting upon books
to be used under this statute, and books which
would give the proper instruction under the act
by which the board was appointed, might not give
the instruction required
by the other act, and unless they make
"the effects of alcoholic drinks,
stimulants and narcotics upon the human system" their tpeeial objeet, they are not the books
which teachers and supervisors would be justified
in using.
Yours very truly,
JOBIAH H. Diu'MMOM).
REPLY OF THE WOMAN'S UNION.
A similar law has been passed In fourteen States
with an aggregate population of fourteen and a
half millions.
A series of at least three text hooks, even more
carefully prepared in their adaptation to grade
than our Arithmetics a re, is needed to comply
with the requirements of these statutes. It was
self-evident that the primary and intermediate
books of this scries would not only be the most
important, because reaching the future citizens In
larger numbers, but would also be the most dlfflcult to prepare ; therefore upon these the greatest
care has been expended.
A syndicate of authors—one of these a distinguished Normal school teacher, as well as an
anatomist—undertook the work, which was submitted to Prof. A. B. Palmer, M. D., LL.R., Professor of Pathology and Practice of Medicine,
and Dean of the Department of Medicine and
Surgery at the University of Michigan at Ann
Arbor, who endorsed the scientific accuracy of
the manuscript. This endorsement was not an
act of easy going kindness or courtesy, but a
business transaction for which as a literary and
scientific man Dr. Palmer was paid a stipulated
price for so carefully reviewing the manuscript
that he could put his name back of its statements.
As such a voucher his name appears upon the
t 11 <> itaarii nf 11» u
utapI·
"Wvnrtunu *««· Vaihiw

People.,r The tiook Ια proof sheets was sent to s
large number of practical and distinguished physicians and chemists, and their closest criticisms
invited and secured. This book, representing the
skilled criticisms and contributions of so many
wise and practical minds, is now being extensively
used 111 the schools of the country.
The State Board of Health of Maine. In a recent
report, says of It: "Even children will detect the
fallacy of many of its statements." The president of the board has been waited
upon ana asked to point out tli« evident inaccuracies that had
escaped the trained observations of so many
skilled critics. These he enumerated as follows:
1st. "The book does not refer to the medical use
of alcohol." 2d. "It does not sufficiently emphasize the fact that very many
people can habitually
use a moderate amount of alcohol and not t>e
appreciably Injured by it." 3d. "It denies that alcohol Is a food."
In this connection it was admitted that "men of equal ability in the medic»!
profession wete divided as to the food value of alcohol." To the first criticism about the omission
of the medical value of alcohol, we reply: In
conferences with medical men and with teachers,
the advice was unanimous "that the medical uses
of alcohol should not be discussed in works of
this kind, because while equally eminent men are
divided as to the extent and value of the curative
properties of alcohol, they are agreed that It
should not be taken as a medicine on lay prescriptions. If, therefore, before the scholar thus takes
alcohol he must wal t for the doctor to prescribe
it, the discussion of Its medical value Is of no
practical use in a school text book, and should be
relegated to medical works. To tlie second criticism that we do not emphasize enough the apparent safety with which a moderate amount of alcohol can be taken by many people, we reply: On
page 13 of this hook will be found:
"This appetite does not gain with equal rapidity
upon all."
On page 160 is this:
Some men of great self-control may use a moderate amount ofalcoholic liquors through a long
life without apparent injury, hut their children
are likely to inherit a'stronger
appetite for narcotics and a weaker will with which to control it.
Attention was called to this statement, but it
was considered that the fact "that verv
many people can drink without appreciable harm," is not
emphasized in tills lnok. Upon this
sufficiently
point the W. C. 'Γ. U„ and other friends of total
abstinence, must beg leave to differ from him. To
the third criticism in regard to alcohol as a food,
we call attention to the admission that men of
equal ability in the medical profession are on opposite sides of the question."
Such men as Dr. B. W. Richardson of London,
F. R. 8.; l)r. Lionel lleale, Κ. K. S of England;
Dr. N. S. Davis, President of American Medical
Association; Dr. Ezra M. Hunt of Trenton, with
a host of other eminent men
support us In the
statement, "that tried by the tests applied to other substances in
this connection, alcohol is not a
food." We think our position is as well sustained
as that of our critics.
As these criticisms are upon points familiar to the popular mind, we have
not referred them to Dr. Palmer, hut leave them
to the verdict of the people whom they concern,
and who are abundantly able to Judge of their
merits and to decide whether the safety of moderate drinking or its ilangers should be most emphasized in this education of the young.
L. M. N. Stevens, Prest. Maine TV. C. T. L'.
Ma BY H. Hunt, Sunt, of Dept. of Scientific Instruction of the National W. C. T. V.
Tribute to Cen. Crant's Memory.
Headuuarterx FirstBbigaoe,M. V. Μ.,ί
Portland, August 3, 1885.
j
Cent re/ Orders No. 3
I. As a tribute of respect to the memory of (Sellerai Ulysses S. Grant, tne officers of this command
will wear the usual badge of mourning for ninety
days; aud on occasions of ceremony, all regimental and company colors will be draped w ith crape
for the sauic period.
II. Commanders of regiments and unattached
companies are charged with the promulgation of
this order.
By command of
BBIOADIKB Genbhal Buown.
Henry M. Spraoue.
Major and Ass't Adj't Gen'I.
..

piu;ss.

THE
WEDNESDAY

MORNING,

AUG. 5.

We do not read anonymous letters and conmiuncations. Tin· name and address of the writer are
In all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
eomunications tliat are not used.

STATE OF MAINE.
ΠΥ THE GOVEIÎNOIi, A PROCLAMATION.

The National bereavement caused by the death
General U. 8. Grant, has suitably called forth a
universal expression of sorrow throughout the
civilized world. 1 am aware that the heart of Unpeople of this State is In full sympathy with the
general expression of encomium which lias been so
richly bestowed on his exalted character—measured oil the battle field for this Union, in its National executive departments ami finally exemplified in that last great trial for life m which he disa glorious spectacle of divine self sacrifice
played
and composure, the fruit of a God-like manhood.
In consideration of the deatli of so illustrious a
patriot and statesman, I do recommend that our
National Hag be suspended at lialf-iuast on the
public buildings of our State until the day of the
funeral, and that there he a general suspension of
puhjic and private business during the hours of
the funeral services of our honored ex-president.
Given at the Council Chamber at Augusta this
twenty-fourth day of .July, in the year of our
Lord, one thousand eight, hundred and eightylive, and the independence of the United States
of America, the one hundred and tenth.
Feedekk k Hohie.
By the Governor,
OitAM an da SMITH, Secretary of State.
of

We shall miss those poetical discretions
of the beautiful sunrises and sunsets on
Mount McGregor which we have been re-

ceiving by telegraph

for

a

The New York World, a paper which has
had some experience in collecting in and
about New York, very unkindly suggests
that .Chicago will have its monument to
Grant built and mortgaged before New Yorkhas appointed its committee.
Jefferson Davis is having a good deal of
trouble in the columns of the Jackson (Miss.)
Clarion, because people insist on saying "the
United States is" instead of "the United
States are."
Either is preferable to the
»»uuiu

"was,"

or

iiivc

Young,"—should be to its faults a little blinder than a disinterested outsider would
be. We see no reasou to doubt that both
bodies are equally anxious that the book that
will best subserve the purpose selected
shall be introduced into the schools.
The

tu

as

Mr:

uiivr il.

says tliat lie lias secured
more than 1,000 letters from all sections of

the country, asking him to place William R.
Morrison at the head of the Ways and Means
Committee. This indicates that the freetraders are going to repeat their folly of last
winter.
If Mr. F. B. Dunton, nowin Portland jail,
is the same one who lias been appointed
postmaster at Centre Lincolnville, and there
to he no doubt that he is, the exigencies of the public service would seem to require the President to exercise the pardoning power, inasmuch as Mr. Dunton lias two
more months to serve in jail.
seems

Secretary Manning has

issued

a

number

or circulars to selected classes of dealers and
manufacturers, asking them what they think
of the tariff. If Mr. Manning can remember
as far back as last winter he ought to know
what most classes of dealers and manufacturers think about the tariff. Still if he would
like further information let him propose to

repeal

it.

Last Sunday the Chicago anarchists liad a
picnic. One of the transparencies bore the
inscription: "We mourn not so much Gen.
Grant at the little child who was starved to
death yesterday." The money spent
lor
beer and poor rum at the picaiewould have
kept all of Chicago's starving children alive
for years. No mention was
made of this on
the

difference of opinion is

an

The New York Sun wants the City Hall
where Gen. Grant's body is to lie in state
kept open all night and illuminated by electric lights so that
people may see the remains in spite of their daily duties. It will
soon become
necessary to explain to tlio
American public that it is a funeral and not
a show which is to take
place in New
York this week.
It turns out that the
story that the "skilled
laborer" Albright is to succeed Higgins is all
humbug. On the contrary the '-skilled la-

borer" has been introduced with the view of

ultimately strengthening Higgins. The latter's assistant is now a Republican and Albright is to succeed him after he learns the
business. Higgins and Keiley seem to be

favorites whom the administration is determined to cling to come what may.
The report of the civil service commission
in the case of Postmaster Jones of Indian-

apolis, if it turns out an acquittal, as it seems
likely to, will undoubtedly give a great impetus to "clean sweeps." Possibly Post-

Palmer may be moved from his
excellent decision to make no changes that
the good of the service does not
demand, by
so powerful a lever as such a
report would
into
the hands of the hungry and thirsty.
put
master

Gen Grant's obsequies

now

iizcu in a

are utiways to combine business
participation in the national
Whatever the sensation ol the

nunurea

advantage
mouniing.
hour, be it a funeral, lire, murder or marriage the free advertising fiend is always
with

there, his trail is over them all. This is a
peculiar form of American enterprise that
should be promptly suppressed. If suppression is not possiblo it can certainly be
kept within proper limits.

The Hon. Simon S. Brown apparently
brought home some weighty information in
regard to the Augusta post office, for he had
hardly time to brush the dust off of his
clothes before the Augusta brethren were
called together for a grand powwow. What
happened at the powwow is not definitely
known, but the Kennebec Journal says there
was.considerable discord. Probably some of
the hungry ones are getting tired of Morton's

THIS ILLU8TBATE8 TIIK FEELING BBTWEEN
TUE TWO

CITIES.

Philadelphia Press.
Philadelphia should finish her Grant monument while New York is still begging money

for hers.

DRAW T1IE BALL· PLAYERS.
Lowell Courier.
The Springfield Union gives the preachers
a foul tip
by suggesting that if a minister
wants to get the attention of base ball men
his delivery must have the scientific curve.
HOW TO

MACHINE WO I! KS, ΚΑΙΝ OK SHINE.
Manchester Union (Bern.).
The was a good deal of thunder and lightning in New Hampshire yesterday, but the
telegraph wires worked sufficiently well to
bring the news of the appointment of something like thirty postmasters in various sections of the State. It was a good day's work,
despite the showers.
THE

Mr. Bessemer's steel process patents have
yielded him $600,000 a year for 21 years.
A scarcity of houseflies is remarked in
Yankton, Dak., and there are those who predict much sickness in consequence.
At Ashland, Penn., and vicinity water is
so scarce that it is sold at eight cents per

gallon.

Ex-Governor

Anthony

said: "The
average Kansas town will vote bonds to buy
a can to tie to a dog's tail.".
Out of G3 horse races which a Louisville
man attended in one year only two were
up-and-up. The others were put up jobs,
with the winning horse already selected.
Gen. Bob Toombs is on record In an auto
graph album as answering the question, ;"If
not yourself, who would you rather be?"
with the word "Gladstone."
A man who lives on an Indian farm, Lewcounty, vv. va., is oui κ years οία, ana
lus bare feet measure thirteen and a half inches in length.

The volitic stone of Indiana is claimed to
he the coming material for architectural purIt is

poses.

impervious

to heat and

cold, is

elastic, durable and as susceptible of polish
as marble.
It is stated that during the late warm season the electric light destroyed moths, bugs
and iusects by millions. A single globe lia»
been known to yield from one pint to one
quart of insects each morning.
Henry Irving has issued a kind of circular
letter to the lessees of several leading theatres in London, inviting them to join with
him iu withdrawing their advertisements
from the Pall Mall Gazette.
In the enormous canning industries of Or-

egon the labor is

largely Mongolian.

announces

One lot of 50 Solid Ash Chamber Sets, of a style
entirely new the past spring. These arc Full Sets,
anil are warranted. They have a beautiful Marquetry Ornamentation, and were considered Low
at our former ligure of $35.00. We now. however, offer them for

$42.50.

Painted Enamelled Chamber Sets.

We have also a very Large Variety of other Black
Walnut Sets, varying from $50 to $150, all of
which are marked at reduced figures.

CHERRY CHAMBER SETS.
One lot of 25 Solid Cherry Chamber Sets, warranted. These sets have French Bureau, with
Landscape Mirror, the Commode has three drawers
and a side door, and the drawer pulls are of the
favorite square shape, in solid brass. These sets
are unquestionably the best bargain in genuine
cherry sets ever offered in this country.
Former Price $33.00. Special Cut Price,

$42.00.
Term» of Credit on these sets, to residents of
Portland, $5 down and SI.25 per week until paid,
or $5 per month if purchasers receive their Pay-

they intelligent. We hope the
Secretary may have better luck in reforming

the consular service than he has

$30.00.
in

Malioganized

Chamber Sets.

One lot of 100 Elegant Mahoganized Chamber
Sets, of Ten Pieces Complete : Curly Maple or Mahoganized panels, French Bureau, with Bevel
Landscape Mirror, Commode with thr»e drawers
and side door, gilt or nickel bar pulls. Former
Price 933.00· Reduced to

these

We Defy Competition
Special Sets
above enumerated. Quality of Materials, Workmanship and Price being together considered.

One lot of 115 Painted Enamelled Chamber
Sets, dark and light panelled, with Landscape
Mirror, Combination Panels and Handsome Ornamentation. Reduced from $23.00 to

$18.00.

These are Full Size Sets of Ten Pieces, well
made and attractive looking.
Teruia of C'reilil on above Sets, to residents
of Portland, $4 down and SI per week until paid,
or Ϊ4 per month if purchasers are paid Monthly.
We nave Forty Other Different Styles of Painted Enamelled Sets Constantly on Exhibition at
our Warerooms.
Those above mentioned are Entirely New, having been designed expressly for
our Spring Trade, and are not shown anywhere
else in Boston.

One lot of 75 MOHAXE PLUSH Parlor Suits,
SEVEN PIECES complete, including GENT'S
EASY CHAIR, LARGE ARM NOISELESS
PLATFORM ROCKER,
BACK
TWO-PART
SOFA and FOUR LARGE SITTING CHAIRS.
The FRAMES are BLOCKED and DOWELLED,
and are manufactured from WARRANTED
KILN DRIED LUMBER.
REDUCED from
$55.00 to

$27.00.

$45.00.

We furnish these sets with best Italian, Lepanto or Hudson Shell Marble Tops, when desired.
We have several other patterns of Mahoganized

One lot of 55 PARLOR SUITS, upholstered in
first-quality Hair Cloth, w ith frames of solid Black
Walnut, and of the very best make. This Set con-

Sets, equally low in price, which
space here to enumerate.

we

have not

ASH CHAMBER SETS.

reforming the diplomatic service. We trust he will
appoint men who will be able to reside in the
cities to which they are sent without snubbing. One of his foreign ministers is tarrying in Paris trying to muster up courage to
encounter the cold shoulder of Vienna society and at last accounts had not succeeded.
in

The Argus fails to throw any light on the
mystery surrounding the alleged appointment of F. B. Dunton as postmaster at
Centre Lincolnville. If there were a shadow
of a doubt that the Dunton appointed postmaster is the Dunton now in jail for stealing
from the very post-office to which lie lias
been appointed, the silence of the Argus
would seem to have removed it. The Hon.
Simon S. Brown has returned to his home in
Waterville, in easy reach of our esteemed
contemporary. Perhaps he can throw some
light on this matter. Perhaps he can tell
what arrangements have been made for conducting the post-office during the two months
which Mr. Dunton has yet to serve In jail.

sists of Seven Pieces, including Window and Corner Chairs, Large
Arm Rocker with Western
Spring Attachment, Easy Chair, Two-Part Back
Sofa, and two Reception Chairs ; reduced from

$22.00.
lot of 33 Solid Ash Chamber Sets, of the Νew
Ten Pieces complete. These were
a bargain at 830.00; but we have
marked them, to close, at
One

Square Design,

considered

ary debt of the country to General Grant never to
be liquidated, the account never to be closed? Will
he leave nothing to lie enjoyed by others equally
meritorious?"
We should say that Mr. Singleton would

have shown good taste if Ik; had declined to
appear at the funeral, llis mourning must
be purely perfunctory.
We publish elsewhere the

reply of the
Temperance Union to

the criticism of the State Board of Health
upon the temperance text book prepared by

the Union, entitled "Hygiene for the Young."

One lot of several patterns All-Wool
Carpets at
60c. per yard. One lot of 50 Pieces All-Wool
Extra Supers at 65c. per ynrd. One lot 75

Pieces Tapestry, of standard make, at 65c. per
yard.
We have also a large variety of Roxbury, Lowell, Brussels and Moquette Carpets, together with
a full line of Rugs and Mats, all at prices
largely
reduced from former figures.

CROCKERY DEPARTMENT.
In this Department we have made a sweeping
twenty-live per cent, reduction.
We offer an English Dinner Set of 124 Pieces ol
the new square shape tor SO.OO.
An English Decorated Tea Set of 44 Pieces
Λ11 English Dinner Set of 112 Pieces, 810.50.
'ΓβΐΊΐΐΜ of Credit on above Sets, to residents
of Portland, $3 down and SI per week until paid,
or S4 per Month, if purchasers are paid
Monthly.
Our Crockery Department is fully stocked, and
the variety of Designs is fully matched by the cut
rices at which the Sets are marked. We have
limier Sets for from $12 to $r>0, and Tea Sets
from ΐδ.60 to $12.

STOVE DEPARTMENT.
We ask particular attention to this portion of

Oven Ranges, complete
witli ware, reduced from $23 to

$22.00.

lot of 75 single-oven Ranges, complete with
reduced from *'JO.OO to

One
ware,

$17.00.
Besides these special designs, we furnish the celebrated Walker, Magee and New Hub Ranges at
very low prices. Every range we sell is warranted
to bake. Illustrated catalogues of our ranges mailed anywhere in New England on application.
Term» of Credit on above ranges, to residents
of Portland, $4 down and 81 per week until paid,
or $4 per mouth if purchasers are paid monthly.

HOLLAND SHADES.

$38.50.

CO., No. 5 Union St., Boston.
dtaug22

THE

In four

Union Mutua

SUMMER SPECIALTIES.
men's Zephyr Nightshirts m»«ïë wi
fine Lonsdale Cambric: nice and
cool for hot weather. Price $1.00

LIFE INSURANCE

Plaid Madras Folded Tics, ΙΟ els.
each, $1.00 doz.
Canton Silk Windsors for Boys'
and Girls' wear.

OF

Cltiidda Shawls, extra quality, all
colors, at $3.47 each.

COMPANY,

IN

1

How

■'Isn't it marvellous," said one man to
another at the Academy one night not long
ago, "how that fellow on the stage can say
«uch ridiculously funny things without al-

lowing

ripple

a

brought

into contact with some chattering
idiot who always laughs first at his own
jokes. Then the offence becomes appalling,
to keep from laughing before an audience
is a difficult tliiug to do, and often baffles
the most desperate efforts of lecturers and
actors. To save their souls they cannot
choke off the miserable smile that will come
sneaking over the face at the wrong time.
Some of the funny; men have spent months
of practice orer this one thing. Mark Twain
explains that he doeyn't smile when cracking

cringe

mer»

4·1»λϊ« 4·λ«·»+1.

if ο of

their toes, and

Hugliey Dougherty,
the famous minstrel, for a long time resorted
to the scheme of sticking a pin into his thigh.

People who have not been on "the stage cannot imagine what agony it is to attempt to
keep from ;laughing. For this reason they
cannot sympatluze with that graceful fellow
up thero as lie glides about with sinuous motion alive with suggestive gesture», and
drops
onciexcruoiatingly funny tiling after another.
Perhaps lie is hardened and can hold his skin
taut, but ten chances to one at this very moment he is nervously clutching his lingers,
his leg muscles are contracted, his scalp is
itching with suspense, and he would give
$1000 could lie hold a board up in front of
him and indulge in a good square snicker."

Kewanee, HI.

evernvhere.
Price: CrTlcrRA,
50c.!
KreoLVEKi. (fl.no; Soap, 25c. Prepared by the
Pottb* Drug ant> Chemical Co., Boston, Mass.
St'iid fur "How to Cure Skin ;Diseu»e«."
ClJi ni PimplM, Skin Blemishes, and Baby Huracft eured by Cmcrju Soap.
rv RESPONSE TO MANY
and repeated requests of physicians, pharmacists
and others with whom the urTtr vn* Remedies
have become the synonyme of all that is
efficient,
and elegant in domestic medicinal preparations, we have
compounded and now offer to the public the CuTK't'itA Plaster, containing the es-

Êjeliahle

properties of Cuticuba, combined with the choicest essences, όχι mets. «unis and balsams of recent
pharmacy and
Bible history. A.t druggists, 25c. ; five for
$1.00,
mailed free. Potteb Dbuo and Chemical
Co.,
Boston.
sential

augI8W&w2w

Half'» II one y the great Cough cure,
25c., 5oc
and $1. ÎSIeuu'» Mnlphur Non ρ heals & beautifies. 25c. (Sermnn Corn Remover killsCorns
and Bunions. Hill'* llnirimcl IVhixker Dye,
Black and Brown, 50c.
Pike'· Toothnrke
Drogif· cure in one minute, 25c. Denim Rheumatic Pills are a sure cure, GOc.

janic

eod2dp&wlynrm

HTNDRED THOUSAND
SIXLARS,
paid policy-holders for each
the

HOLyear of

7

jy2y
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ON I,Τ CORSET made that can he returned
hy its purchases after three weeks' wear, if not
ο and
PEBFE

ΓΙΪ

SATISFACTORY

every respect, anil its price refunded by seller.
Made in a variety of styles and prices. Beware of
worthless Imitations.
None genuine without
Ball's name on box. Full assortment of these
Celebrates Corsets for sale by
in

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT,
PORTLAND,

jel

ME.
eod2m

SPENCERIAN

BOSTON.

4M

ie20

Congrt-aH Ml., Portland, Me.
eodCm

7.30
9.00
10.30

A. M.

P. M.

7.50
9.20

2.20
3.35
5.40
6.20

10.50

A. M.

P. M.

7.55

2.25
3.40
5.30

9.25

10.55

Call 01· send to any Agency Office for
of Its plaus.

JAMES

a

circular

SINKINSON,

MANAGER FOIt MAINE AGENCIES,
Portland, Elaine.

marl

50

codtf

Scars' experience as Heating
and Ventilating Engineers.

TTSly
meeting of the

adjourned
Stockholders of
Island Association for sale of
THEDiamond
lot* will be held at the

Restaurant Buildof
ing. Diamond Island, Wennesuay, Aug. β, 1885,
at 2V-> o'clock p. in.
Plans and list of lots may be obtained of Secretary, 109 Middle St.
Γ. J.

LARlîABEE,

Secretary.

Shades etc.
given to watch
repairing, and a record kept of the running of all
line watches.

8t

Exchange

THEATRE, RIKK,

2.30
3.45
5.35
6.25

A. M.

p. M.

a. M.

7.45
9.35
11.05

2.35

8.15

p. M.

3.50
5.45

for Descriptive
—

FOB SAI.E BY

A. MULNIX,

—

Portland,

Maine.

eod6m

LOOK! LOOK!
REDUCTION IN COAL!
2000 lbs.
"
1900
"
1800
"
1000

$5.25 Cash
"

5.00
4.75
2.75

First quality coal, weight guaranteed.
just what you pay for.

"
"

You get

CHAS. H. O'BRION,
Brown's

St.

eod6m

Catalogue,

jy29

Wharf.
cltf

20 cent tickets to Peak»'
Children 15 cents.
C. H. KNOWLTON.

Garden.

DAY

THEIK FAMILIES

Marine Risks from 1st
January, 1884 to 31st December,
18S4

$3,958,039.44

$5,506,796.14

ASSETS:
7

Six Per Cent. Interest on amount Outstanding Script Paid on and after Felt». 3, 1885.
Dividend to Poliey Holders on Premium
Terminating in 1884.

40 PER CENT.

THIRTY^DAYS

J. W. MUNGER &

CO.,

191-2 Exchange St.

feb3 '85

FOB

—

will run as follows (weather permitting) :
Leave Franklin Wharf at 5.45. 7.45,9.00,10.30 a.
m., 1.15. 2.00.1 3.15, 4.30, 0.10, 7.30, 9.30 p. m.
Leave Peaks'Island 0.20. 8.00,9.15,11.05 a. m.,
1.35,2.15, 3.45, 5.05, 6.25,7.45,10.20 p.m. Leave
Cushing's Island O.OO, 8.15, 9.35,10.45 a. m., 1.30,
2.35, 3.30, 4.45, 6.45, 8.00, 9.45 p. m. Leave
White Head 6.10, 9.25 a. in., 2.25, 4.o5, 0.35 p. m
Round trip tickets with admission to the Garden
for 20 cents ; children 15 cents.
NIJNDAV TIME TABLE.
Leave Franklin Wharf 9.30,10.30 a. m., 12.30,
2.00, 3.00 p. m. Leave Peaks' Island 9.45, 11.00
a. m., 1.00, 2.15, 5.00 p. m.
Leave Cushing's Island 10.00, 10.45 a. ill., 12.45, 2.30, 5.15 p. m.
Leave White Head 10.50 a.m., 12.55,2.20, 5.05 p.
m.
Leave Long Island 11.30 a. m., 4.30 p. ni.
J. B. COYLE, Jk.. Manager.
jyl8dtf
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CABINETS

514
may29

Congress Street.
III
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Insolvency.

Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland. State of Maine.
July 28th. A. D. 188Γ>.
In case of HARRISON S. COUSINS, Insolvent
Debtor.
is to give notice, that ou the twenty-eighth
day of July. A. D. 1885, a Warrant in Insolissued by Henry C. Peabody. Judge of
was
vency
the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the estate of said
HARRISON S. COUSINS, of Westbrook,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition of
said Debtor, which petition was tiled on the twenty-eighth day of July, A. 1). 1885, to which date
interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payments of any debts to or
by said
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property bv him are forbidden by law.
that a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts ami choose one or more assignees of bis estate, will be held at a Court of Insolvency to be liolden at Probate Court Room, in
said Portland, on the seventeenth day of
August,
A. 1). 188Û, at 2 o'clock in the afternoon.
(liven under my hand the date first above written.
H. It. SAKGENT.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency foresaid County of Cumberland.

IIHIS

Jy2'J&augD

THEATRE^· PEAKS' ISLAND.

One Week, commencing Monday, August 3, tlie

Laughable Comedy,

Banker's Luck!

With a Strong Olio Combination!
Take Forest City Boats;
Kound Trip IB cents.

Camp llccting·
Portlaml District
Canipmeetlng
Ί111Κ
Martlia's Grove, Fryeburg, Me., under
rection of Kev. Win. S.
eonunenees

during the

at

di-

Jones, Presiding KUler,
Monday, August 10 and continues

week.

Fare from Portland and Westbrook to the Camp
Ground and return $2.00, (rum all other points on
the line ot the Portland & Ogdeusburg Railroad
to Fryeburg Depot and return one half fare and
from Depot to Camp Ground and return 30 cents.
Board and lodging during the meeting $1.00
per day.
Trains leave Portland at 8.25 a. in., 12.40 and
6.00 o'clock p. in. Returning leave Fryeburg for
Portland at 6.36 and 10.55 a. m. and 6.22 p. m.
Annual business meeting; of Martha's Grove
Camp Meeting Association will be held on the
Grounds, Wednesday, Aug. 12th. at 1.30 p. in.
GEO. L. KIMBALL, Secretary.
Portland, Aug. 4th, 1885.
aug4d9t"
FINANCIAL.

BONDS!
Slaif of TOnine,
Portland Water Co.,
A. Farmiatftou,
Tlnine Central,
Hiddeford & Maeo Water

Lanniny. Jlirhigan,

Zane*vill e, Ohio,
Waaiau, H i*.,
Nelnonville, Ohio,

ft·
β*
tt*
Λι
5a
4»
4m
3*
On
6n

Co.,

...

Iowa Loan & Τ runt

Co.,

anil other safe securities for said by

H.M.PAYSON&GO.
Jy3

eodtf

PORTLAND

EDUCATIONAL.

I/ALL,
ST.
AUGUSTA, ME.
DIOCESAN RCnOOI. FOR OIR1.N.
CATHARINE'S

The Rt. Rev. H. A. NEELY, D. D., President.
18th year opens Sept. 24th, Terms $250 a year.
For circulars address the Rer. Mm. D. Marin, Μ. Α., Pria.
jylleodlOw

imcTioat in emlsii a.yd class.
ICAL STUDIES

TRUST COMPANY,
First National Kank Building.
City, County

and Kailroad Bonds, and

other First-Class Securities.

Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

W.

J.

COL.CORD,

BOYD

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS.
eodtf
jelO

STREET.

ΒONDS !

dtf
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ΑΝΌ-

Ι SCHOOL FOR mm LADIES & MISSES,
NO. 90 PARK ST.,
Will reopen Sept. 16,1885. Special attention is
given to the common and higher English branches, Arithmetic, Book-Keeping, etc. Classes will
recite twice a week in the History ol' ihr Eue-

English Literature and English History ; twice a
week in the Hiniory of Art, beginning with the
subjectot Architecture; three times a week in
Oeneral Literature, beginning with the Odyssey and reading analytically the Iliad, the .Eneid,
Paradise Lost, the Inferno, etc.; four times a
week in Phynioloey; three times a week In
Geology, aud one lecture a week iu mineralogy, with the study and free use of a collection
of 300 specimens and models ; four times a week
in Creek, beginners' class fitting for college;
three times a week each in French and German.
Special students will be received in all
these classes. A large collection of ^photographs
will be used iu the teaching of history, mythology
and geography. English pronunciation a specialty in every class. So far as consistent with
the plan of the school, the discipline of the public
schools is maintained. Seats for day pupils and
places ill the family may be secured by personal
application until July 1st and after Sept. 1st, or
y letter at any time. Children under twelve
years of age will not be admitted unless they can
enter existing classes. Number of pupils limited.
Letters must be addressed to 06 Park Street.
eodtocl
je27

MRS.

School

Rockland
Cs & 4s
No. Pacific Gold..6s
Anson
4s

ARETAS
No.

for

Children

SEWING CITASSES
Will reopen at her residence, No. 119 Winter St.,
September 21st.
Pupils received at the earliest school age and
fitted for the Grammar School or Mrs. Caswell's
If desired.
C'l.AWWFW IN HKWIJIU work on a tried
system.
An Advanced Clam in Mewing will be
formed to learn the use of patterns, cutting and
finishing. To enter this class pupils must understand ordinary plain sewing.
A few pupils in
sewing will be received during Aug. and Sept.
Jyll
dtoctl

Bath
6s & 4s
Maine Central.. 7s & 5s
P. & 0. R. R....6s

SHURTLEFF,

194 niDDLE

KTREKT,

1'orllnti.l.

January 1,1884.

janldtf

T#tW ti IMITOC

BANKERS
«

Cor. Middle and
Choice

Securities,

Exehange

Street.

suitable for Sayings

Banks and Trust Funds,
on hand.
jan;

constantly
eodtf

J. B. BROWN &

SONS,

BANKERS,
No. 218 Middle Street.

PERRY'S

■Sterling and Continental Exchange
bought and sold at most favorable rate·.
Travelling and Commercial Letter» of
Credit Issued, available in all the Prin-

cipal

Cities of

Europe.

Investment Securities Bought and Mold.
eodtf
jan31
KI'KINKMN

CARDS.

TENNEY & DUNHAM,
Manufacturers and Jobbers of

PLAIN

TIN

WARE

NEW ENGLAND

—AND—

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

KITCHEN FURNISHING GOODS,

Boston, Mass., OLDEST In America: Largest
and Best Equipped In the WOULD—100 Instructors, 1971 Students last year. Thorough Instruction in
Vocal and Instrumental Music, Piano and Organ Tuning, Fine Arts, Oratory, Literature, French, German,
and Italian Languages, English Branches, Gymnastics,
ctc. Tuition, $5 to $20; board and room, $45 to $75
per term. Fall Term begins September 10,1885. For
Illustrated Calendar, giving ftill information, address,
E. TOUKJEE, Dir., Franklin Sq.t BOSTON. Mass.
je30
e od 2 ni

Maine Wesleyan Seminary
Ml) FEMALE COLLEGE,

PHOTOGRAPHER

PAVILION

—

AFTER PROOF.

J. D. JONES, President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President,
W. H. MOOHE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN. 3d Vice President,
J. H. CHAPMAN, Secretary.

For time of train*see posters and other advertising matter.
augltll w

M. E.

Only. Mrs. Caswell's Parlor Glasses
New

Premiums on Policies not marked
off 1st January, 1884
1,447,756.70

LOSSES PAID IN

SACRED CONCERT BY CHANDLER S BAND,

Ο ADET

7

on

—AT—

LAKE MARANOCOOK, SUNDAY, AUG. 9.
Lew RntfMof Fare.

The elegant, staunch and swift
Steamer

j

water-borne.

Premiums

J. WT1XAHD. President

LABORING MEN

FOR

AND

PEAKS' AND CUSHING S ISLANDS.
GREENWOOD GARDEN LINE.

MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

Send

mission.

jysteainer Cadet's
admits to
A

—

ATLANTIC

FOR A FEW WEEKS ONLY.

CHICAGO, CLEVELAND.
G, G.HALLETT. 236 Water St., New Yorls

ZOOLOGICAL GARDEN,
And All Attraction*under One Ad-

jyCdtf

Star Line Steamboat Co.

MARINE INSURANCE

$5.00 Per Dozen.

TROY,

Greenwood Garden,

8.30
10.15

FARE: Round Trip 15 cents. 10 Round Trips $1.00.
je22
dtf

For Long Island, Little Chebeague, Jenks and
East End Gt. Chebeague and Harpswell, 9.30 a.m.,
б.00 p. m. ; Orr's Island 9.30 a. m.
Returning for Portland leave Orr's Island 12.50
p. m. ; Harpswell *6.15 a. m., 2.45 p. m. ; East End
6.45a.m., 3.15 p.m.; Jenks' 7.00 a. m., 3.30
p. m. ; Little Chebeague 7.15 a. m., 3.45 p. m. ;
Long Island 7.35, a. m., 4.05 p. m. Arrive at Portland 8.15 a. m., 4.45 n. m.
•Monday mornings leave Harpswell 6 a. m., other landings 15 minutes earlier than schedule time.
HKINDAÏ TRIPB.
Leave Portland 10.00 a. m., 2.00 p. m. Leave
Harpswell for Portland 12.00 m., 4,00 p. m.
Round trip tickets to Harpswell Sunday's onj#
35 cents, Jenks' and Long Island 25 cents.
For further particulars apply on board to
CAPT. J. L. LONG.
je29tf

as

dût

6.45
7.45

On and after Monday, June 22d, this new and
staunch steam vacht will run as follows :
Leave Diamond Island at 0,20, 7.30, 8.30,
9.30,11.30 a. m., 1.30. 2.45, 4.15, 5.45, 0.45 p. m.
Leave Burnham's wharf, city, 5.50, 7, 8, 9,
10.15 a. m.. 12.30, 2.10, 3.15, 5.00. 0.15 p. ill.
The 10.15 a. m. and 3.15 p. m. trips are sailing
trips to Diamond Cove, (touching at Diamond Island.
Arrangements for evening sailing parties by applying to the Captain on board.

Steamer "Gordon'

YORK,

S o'clock, re·ΛΛ Ct».

PEAKS' ISLAND.

STEAMER ISIS.

:

PANELS!

inyao

Choirr

■

/'. /.
p. M.

For Diamond Island ami Diamond Cove.

and after June 28,1885,
ON will
leave daily from Custom House Wharf,
viz

COBKESPOPTBEîrTS,

BANK,Corning, Iowa

J η loaning
Trust l'uuds.
NOT HOW MUCH, BUT 1IOW WELL»*'
ie oar Motto In Lonuing. Send for circular
to loans, references, etc.
giving full particulars as
Interest from Iwte of Receipt of ΛΙοικν.
HT CORRESPONDENCE SpLIClTEP·
Lew E.DAiiBOW,Preet
ÎÎFAS.O.NoKTON.Oaili'r.
«Oilman. Son t Co.. Bankers, Ν. Y. City,
Merer to j murthant·' N*îk-hu Bank,
Oaica#o, lliinaftl

niarlO

Forest City

Landing,

Kent's

Hill.

Fall Term Begiiis August 25th.
Six Literary Courses,
Conservatory of .Musir.
Department of Art,
COMMERCIAL COLLEGE AN1) SHORT
HAND INSTITUTE

State Agents for
on.

NEW

12
apvlO

l:(OMI ΊΙΝΓ

NTOVKN,
Me.

Exchange St., Portland,

Herbert Cw.

eodCm

Kri^'S

ATTORNEY AT LAW AM SOLICITOR
—of—

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS,
No. 93 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
E»~AU business relating to Patents promptly
faithfully executed.
juiadtf

ana

Charles A. True,
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
jyl*

!» t

EXCH.INGE ST.

ertdlm

Opens this Fall. Short-hand taught by mail.
ItifSentI for circular to

GEORGE A. CLARK, M D
Homceopathist,

Rev. E. M.Smith, A. M., Pres.

439 CONGRESS STREET,

eo(i3\v&w4\v30

W Ε * Τ Η Κ Ο Ο Κ

SVTWELVE YEARS' EXPERIENCE
for Private ΙπυθμΙογη and

IRA BERRY, JR.,

11.10

jy22

(8accessor to Οκο. W. Frank & D arrow.)
Choice First Mortgages in the bent Fanning
Districts iii Iowa, Missouri, Kansas and Nebraska.
Jnterest paid at your oicn home in N. )'. Exchnnoe.

w

9.35

5.00
6.35
8.00

Leave

M.
1.20
2.35
3.50
5.10

P.

ALICE.
On and after July 4, 1885, the above steamer
will leave Burnhain's Wharf near loot of Franklin
St., Portland, daily, as follows: For Long Island,
Little Cheheague and Jenks Landing at 9.45 a.
ni., 2 and 5 p. m. For GreatlChebeagui' cast end,
at 5 p. m. RETURNING, leave Great Chebeague
at 6.45 a. m., Jenks Landing at 7 a. in., 12.1Γ· and
3. p. m., and Little Chebeague at 7.15 a. in., 12.30
ana 3.30 p. m.. touching at Long Island on all
trips. For further information, apply on board to
CAPTAIN R. BREWER.
Jy3dtf

"Delightful Sail Twenty Miles down Casco Bay Among the Islands."

AND

POV20

Music by Chandler's Band.

RTEAiHGR

HARP8WELL STEAMBOAT CO.
Portland, aslfollows.

s All·!

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 5,
STEAMER FOREST CITY.

Boats leave Forest City Landing at
turning at G o'clock. Γϊ«·ΐ4«·ι»
aug3

WALDO STEAMBOAT COMPANY.

The steamer MAY FIELD will leave Franklin
Boston boat wharf for Peaks', as follows: 8.15,
0.45, 11.15 a. in., 2.30,4.00, 5.00, 7.40,10.00 p. m.
Leave State street wharf for Peaks', as follows :
8.00, 9.30 a. m., 2.15. 5.15 and 7.30 p. m.
Returning, leave Peaks' for Franklin wharf, 8.35,
10.10,11.35 a. ni., 2.50, 4.30, 6.00 and 9.30 p. m.
Returning leave Peaks' for State street wharf at
8.35, 11.35 a. m., 4.30, C.OO, 10.30 p. ill.
•HIVKAV TIME-TABLE.
Leave State St. Wharf for Peaks', 9.00,10.30
а. m. ;
2.00,3.15 p.m.
Returning, leave Peaks' for State St. Wharf,
9.30, 11.00 a. m. ; 2.S0, 5.30 p. m.
Leave Franklin Wharf for Peaks', 10.45 a. m.,
3.30, p. m.
Returning, leave Peaks' for Franklin Wharf at
4.15 p. m.
Tickets, admitting to Garden, 20 cents. jy22dtf

Portland,

*Ρ|Ί

3.45

p. M.

8.00
9.30
11.00

or

NEGOTIATED BY TU*

FIRST NATIONAL

A. m.

TIME TABLE.

premium plan and
Adjusted
NON-FORFEITURE INVESTMENT I'LAN

THE

A. M.
6.20
7.40

Β

7

ADVANTAGES of litis Company are
AGE. EXPERIENCE, STRONG FINANCIA I. CONDITION. LARGE SURPLUS. EQUITABLE and ATTRACTIVE PLANS, and conservative management.

P. M.
1.15
2.30

A.

innSOdtf

nil approved

of tlds company and issued by

<ICt

\FTI:K\00\
on

6.40
6.15
this line, which includes admissiou to Kink, Roller Coaster or Pavillion, 15c.
(^"Tickets
Twenty rides $1.00.
Excursion parties and parties for deep sea fishing furnished with boats at reasonable rates.

GREENWOOD GARDEN

VS.

aunii

over

BONDI

SAMPLE Λ β different «tylcs of PENS, sent for trial,
on receipt of 18 tmxsent Btampg,
CARD,

LORINC, SHORT&HARMON

M.
2.00
3.15
4.30
6.00

P.

A. M.

PAYS DEATH CLAIMS, ΛΥ'ΙΤΗΟϋΤ

are special features
none other.

1.50
2.50
5.00

10.25
10.30
The 7.30 p. m. trip of Steamer Minnelialia will be run right down and back on foggy nights and the
o'clock trip will be omitted.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave Forest City
Leave
Great Diamond.
Little Diamond.
Portland.
Evergreen.
Trefethens.
Landing, P. I.

POLICIES ARE
INCONTESTABLE
After three years for any cause except fraud.

on

9.25

11.15

9.00

ep(l2w

NAUTICAL INSTRUMENTS
and a full line of Kye Glasses, Spectacles, Spy
Marine and Tourists1 Glasses. Linen Testers,
Heading and Magnifying Glasses, Goggles, Eye
Personal attention

the BEST.

3.40
4.55
6.40
7.55

Premiums marked off from Jan. 1,
1884, to Dec. 31, 1884
$4.046,271.04
Losses paid during same period
2,109,919.20

Twine,
Twine for Profit.

Watches, Clocks, Charts

as

4.50
6.30
7.50
10.20

Strong

UNIFORMITY, DURABILITY,

We'recommend these PENS

3.35

9.20
10.50

2.25

lECURITlE S mortgageI

tfWcAC·:
Q IMPORTANT
ifOSSeSS $
CHARACTERISTICS.

SUPERIORITY OF METAL.

1.05
2.20

7.35

Longue Tfnui

JT.

M.
6.10
7.30
9.30
11.00

$4.»>0 Per Dozen.

DIAMOND ISLAND,

TEEL PENS

6.15

M.
1.10
P.

Total Marine Premiums

HERRING AND MACKEREL NET,

8ψ

12.45
2.00
3.15
4.30
6.10
7.30
9.00

M.
6.05
7.25
9.25
10.55
A.

misconception.

Gloucester Net and Twine Co.,

The

P. M.

This Company will take risks at their office,
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding

the coming
Can make up Purse Seines at few hours notice of
or
Stow Twine. The Stow Twine Seines
Hadley
have given entire satisfaction as they are light
and strong.

CORSETS

A. M.

WHI.

SUPERIOR

WE OFFER A

jy25

Great

p. M.

A. M.

1.30
2.30

C'RAICi.
WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
Jjeave
Leave
Leave
Little Diamond.
Evergreen.
Trefethens.

Leave
Diamond.

Leave

PROVIDENCE

P. M.

P. M.

MINNEHAHA

CAPT.

ADMISSION 25 CENTS.

ADMISSION 50 CENTS.

4.30

THEREFORE A SURPLUS of
IT!«HAS
lOO.OOO.OO according to the Massachu-

FISHERIES.

Stow

ST Ε AIVI Ε R

a. M.
9.00
10.30

Insure Against Marine Risks

IT

A great variety of New Prints, embracing the Choice New Styles that
have been selling all Summer at 7 and 8 cents, now at only 5 cents per
yard. Among them are many choice Indigo Blues, warranted perfectly
fast colors.
We have also a large variety of Bleached and Unbleached Cotton Cloth
in all widths which now are selling at extremely low prices.
Also, all our Ladies' and Misses' Jerseys have been marked very low
to close. We are selling a large variety of White Bed Spreads at much
less than regular prices to close.
Also, all our Ladies', Gents' and Children's Hosiery are selling at
wonderfully low prices, and 20 dozen Ladies' Black and Colored Silk
Gloves at only 28 cents per pair; about half price.

Fine but

2.10
3.25
5.10
6.30
o.oo

DISCOUNT, immediately the proofs are complete and satisfactory, and without waiting 60, 90,
or any number of days.

pound,

Special BargainsforlisWeek.

BALL'S

P. M.

6.10
7.25
9.25
11.15

9ϋΐ,37β.ΙΦ.

ITS

*■"»

A. M.

1.45
3.00
4.30
6.10
8.00

IV, Auk. β.

PORTLANDS,

FIKIIKR, JR.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
Leave Forest City LatulLeave Portland.
ing, Peaks' Island.

CAPT. JOHN

P. M.

PORTLANDS,

VS.

TIU ItND

JIOVDAT, Λη«·ι<1 10.

WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
Leave Forest City LandLeave Portland.
1
ing, Peaks' island.

OF NEW

ITS

FRANK B. CLARK, 515 Congress St.

NACCHT KIT OOOD.
We have been selling your Cuticuba Remedies for the past three or four
years, and have
never heard aught but good words in their favor.
Your Cuticura Soap is decidedly the best selling medicinal soap we handle, and is highly
prized here for its soothing and softening effect
J. CLIFTON WHEAT, Jit.,
upon the skin.
Druggist, Winchester, Va.

SALT RHEUM CURED.
Two of the worst cases of Salt Kheum I ever
saw were cured by your Cuticuba ItBMEDiES.and
their sales exceed those of all other like remedies.
I sell verv little of any other medicinal Soap than
Cuticuba.
GEORGE A. ANTHONY, Druggist,

dol-

ISSUES POLICIES
ITplans,
and its

F

Our sales of Cuticuba are
than of any medicine we sell ; and we assure you
I hat we have never had a single instance in which
the purchaser was dissatisfied.
As to your Soap,
we can sell no other, everybody wants Cuticuba.
MILLKH & CHAPMAN, Druggists,
Louisiana, Mo.

hilmonn of

POLICY CONTRACT is plain and
definite in all its terms, and no chance for

TOILET SOAPS,
BRUSH BROOMS,
SOUVENIRS OF PORTLAND,
A Splendid Cream Note Paper for 25 cents per
Best 10 cent Soap in Portland.

PORTLANDS,

vs.

Nutîoual

EXPRESS

STEAMER

to

dealings with its policy-holders.

BRUSHES,
COMBS,

OH cleansing the Skin and Scalp of Disfiguring Humors, for allaying Itching, Burning
and Inflammation, for curiugtlie first symptoms of
Eczema, Psoriasis, Milk Crust. Scald Head, Scrofula and other inherited Skin and Blood Diseases,
Cuticura, the Great Skin Cure, and Cuticuba
Soap, an exquisite Skin Beautifler, externally,and
Cu tic υ it Λ Resolvent, the new Blood
Purifier, internally, are infallible.

«ALE.
as large, if not larger,

4,208,602.74
A

THE
tuality,

HAIR

Everything that int Purifying anil Beautifying Cntieura will do.

LARoieT

Dividends,

UNION MUTUAL recognizing its muis the most liberal company in its

A. B. BUTLER, 247 Middle Street.

Til 10

5,592,112.84

setts standard, and of $723,200.00 by the New
York standard.

PAPER,
ENVELOPES,
JAPANESE FANS,
POCKET BOOKS,
PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS,

can

or

Surrendered policies,

PRESENT|ASSETS ARE $0,322,ITSOOl.er,
while its liabilities are only 85,-

WRITING

jokes, because saying funny things always
makes him feol sad.
The most successful humorist on the stage
is he who has an expressive face, which lie

mnlrPQ it.CAlf

3,140,251.96

company's existence.

SPECIAL BARGAINS IN

am&unt of practice. It is one of those arts
which the public never appreciate until

been put in use by actors and lecturers to keep from smiling, but
the simplest and most effective is to put a
small wooden button in the mouth and bite
down on it every time the impulse to laugh

Endowments paid.

Twenty-one
lars, equal to

"No, not marvellous exactly," replied the
other, who was an actor, languidly lowering
his opera glasses and curling his mustache
sententiously, "but it requires an immense

taneously.
Many devices have

$7,892,511.71

SHOWINC

countenance?"

settle into a position of calm and mournful despair the moment the joke leaves his
lips. The more solemn the humorist the
greater the effect of his words. Nothing
pains or dampens the enthusiasm of an audience so much as to discover that the funny
man knows that he is funnv. When he
laughs he makes them feel as if he is simply
inviting theui to do likewise in a cold-blooded
fashion, and that makes them inad. They
pay their money to see the show, and they
love to delude themselves with the idea that
they are actually discovering the humor
themselves and that they are laughing spon-

Death losses paid,

TOTAL PAYMENT
Policy-holders of nearly

of a smile to creep across his

BROCKTONS
HAVERHILLS

p. m.
12.40
2.45
4.15
5.30
9.45

8.00
10.30

CAPT. II. Β. TOWNSEMD,

S 4 S

M.

10.30

7.30

will leave South Freeport daily, (Sundays excepted) for Portland at 7.00 a. m. and 2.30 p. m. Returning, leave Burnham's Wharf at 10.30 a. m
and 5.00 p. m.
For passage or freight apply to the captain on
board. Carriages in attendance upon the arrival
of passengers for Freeport and vicinity.
Will
touch at Cousin's and Littlejohn's Island both
ways.
Jel7d3m

lias liait thirty-five years' experience

[Baltimore Herald.]

3.30
5.00

5.30

0.30

A. M.
5.45
7.00
9.00
10.30

A.

M.

2.15

12.15

4.15

5.00
7.30

A. M.
5.45
7.00
9.00
10.30

Γ.

A. M.

10.00

2.45

H AIDEE,

TS RECORD IS

Stage Funny Men Keep From
Laughing at Their Own Jokes.

P. M

12.40

Ou and after Monday, June 22,
the new Steamer

MAINE.

«BUANIZEU

Leather and Canvas Belts for Ladies and Men.

FOREST

£

We have a line of Holland Shades on genuine
$43.00
; Hartshorn Fixtures, in 10 different colors, which
! we shall offer in connection with the above sale at
65< EACH.
Term* of Credit on above Sets, to residents
of Portland, $5 down and $1.25 per week until
WE MUST ENLARGE! GOODS MUST BE SOLO!
paid, or $5 per month, if purchasers are paid
Catalogues and term» of household goods
Monthly.
sent by mail lapon application.
In addition to these two special offers we have
Orders by
mail for any of the above goods promptly
on exhibition Parlor Suits in almost endless variety, ranging from $50 to $150 Each, made from attended to. IVo charge for packing. Goods
delivered in Portland free of charge.
new and fresh Spring Designs, Upholstered in a

W. H.
HERVEY &
jy30

12.15
2.15
3.30

Portland.

to

One lot of 40 Solid Ash Chamber Sets, Ten
Pieces complete, with Landseape Mirror and ComFormer Price !?'5β.ΟΟ.
Commode.
bination
«ow offered at

large houses Chinamen are doing all the
work of canning, under the direction of an
American superintendent, and every firm
employs them.
A novel railroad is to be constructed in the
Austrian Tyrol, balloons being utilized for
the upward trip, the car having grooved
wheels to fit in the steeply inclined rails.
Gravitation comes into play on the
"
ward trip.
Allen Thorndyi;e"Rice, the proprietor of
The North American Review, has a fortune
0Î five millions. Πθ is a young man, not 35,
it is said, with olive complexion, dark brown
hair, large hazel eyes, a good straight nose,
and a well-brushed, close-cut beard overhung
by a long mustache.

Sojd

The Bangor Whig has been looking up the
records of some of the official mourners at
Grant's funeral. It finds that Mr. Singleton,
who is to represent Congress od that
occasion, speaking on the bill to place Grant
on the retired list, asked :
"What but prurient ambition or greed of pain
can make him (Grant) appear at the bar of this
House, in the person of friends, and plead for further honors or more ample fortune? Is the pecuni-

CARPET DEPARTMENT.

A. M.
8.30
10.30
11.40

P. M.

A. M.

8.00
10.00
11.1Γ»

Combination of Colors of Embossed Plush. Spun
Silk or Hair Cloth, on which wo announce similar
cut prices to those above mentioned.

our establishment.
One lot of loo Double

PARLOR SUITS.

Monthly.

his intention

are

Woman's Christian

$26.00.

One Special Lot of Black Walnut Chamber Sets,
consisting of three different patterns, with tops of
Italian Marble, Hudson Shell or Lepanto. These
are Full Sets of Ten Pieces each, including French
Bureau, Landscape Mirror and Combination Commode. The stock is warranted KILN DEIED
Lumber, the style is the latest, and the workmanship of the very best.
The Former Price of these sets was $35·00.
As a Special Inducement, we offer them during the
continuauce of this sale, for

follows:

run as
CITY.

CAPT. A. 8. OLIVKR.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
WEEK DAY TIMETABLE.
Leave Forest City LandLeave Forest Citu LandLeave Portland.
Leave Portland.
fan
ing, Peaks' Islam!.
ing, Peaks' Island.

will be PAIR HIS
will be delivered

goods
goods

Black Walnut Chamber Sets.

Jy22

to reform the consular service. Many of the
present agents he finds are not gentlemen

neither

of

FARE TO BOSTON BY BOAT, an<l the
FREE in Portland.
2--Every purchaser of $50 worth off goods will have his FARE
PAID BOTH WAYS BY BOAT and goods delivered FREE.
3-ln the case of purchasers off $100 worth and upwards, FARES
will be paid ROTH W AY S, the goods delivered FREE, and parties can
pay $10 down and take ONE YEAR in which to pay the remainder.

once

dog-in-the-manger performance.
Secretary Bayard

STEAMER

llian eighteen months, tlie G H EAT HOUSE FURNISHING FIRM of

purchasing $25 worth

person

KEEPINC A STRAIGHT FACE.

■Up to Monday night only $20,000 had been
subscribed in New York for the Grant monument. This leaves $980,000 to lie raised tiefore Saturday, in order to complete the 81,000,000 which the Mail and Express was
anxious should be raised in order to "put to
everlasting shame" New York'straducers.
New York apparently talks much better than
it acts.

On and after July 1st the Boats will

W. H. HERVEY & CO., OF NO. 5 ONION STREET, BOSTON,
1--Any

EASTERN NEW ENGLANO LEAGUE GAMES.
TufNilny A Wcdiaridajr, Aug. 4 A .1.

finds itself cramped for space in which to transact the great and ever increasing volume of its business. To make room for mechanics to work, in
effecting
the necessary enlargements, it is compelled to mark down its entire stock to most unprecedented figures, to close out. These Special Bargains will
be offered to the citizens of Portland, for the Next Thirty Day* Only, with the following Unparalleled Inducements:

honest one.

CURRENT COMMENT.

transparency.

And

For the SECOND TI.11E within

less

α.τιιλετικντ».

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO.

for the

is

Speaker Carlisle

KXCl'RNIONN.

ENLARGEMENTS !

ral, however, that the author of a book—and
the Woman's Christian Temperance Union
stands virtually in this relation to "Hygiene

PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.

through a graveyard at night, is now preparing to leave the country altogether. Alfonso
lacks the courage of his predecessors. lie is
too timid to lay claims to greatness.

United States "were"

Doubtless the Woman's Christian
duty.
Temperance Union is acting conscientiously
It is only natualso in sustaining the book

week past.

King Alfonso of Spain, who recently went
through the cholera districts as a boy goes

miMCELI'AlVKOUM.

We have no doubt that the criticism of the
board was made conscientiously and in the
performance of wliat it believed to be its

SEMINARY & FEMALE COLLEGE
di:ekin«,

Prompt attention given to all orders by
telephone and telegraph.
je25dtf

tie.

Pleasant location. Easy of access. Full Courses
of Study, Academic and Collegiate. Students received in Common English Branches. Special advantages offered those preparing to teach. Expenses low.
Superior accommodations. Three
terms. Fall term begins Tuesday. Xepi. S. Address
Λ. P. WESTON, President.
jy31
eodlui

W"

mail,

SËMÏNÀRY,
EASTHAMPTON,

IL LISTON

STEPHEN

Jolt-

MASS.

Prepares Bovs for the various Colleges and higher
Schools of Science. The Fall Term will begin
September 3d. For Catalogue address
J. II· UWVKIt, Λ. »!., Actinic Principal.
jyl

and

BERRY,

(çaitL

Wïinieit

No. 37 Plum Street.

eodlwtaugleodlw

First-class storage for Flour, FIsli,
Cotton and other merchandise in the
Portland Sugar House.
Warehouse receipts given. Otis Brothers elevator.
Lowest rates of Insurance. Apply to
J. S. DOUGLASS, Agent,
No. 397 Commercial Street.
jyl4dtf
For

Philadelphia.

The goo<ÇSeli. ANNA FHYE, now
laying at Custom House Wharf. For
freight, apply to GALLAGHER & CO.,
12'.· Commercial St., or to
»
CAPTAIN N1CKEKSON, onboard.
dtf

A;
Jy20

PORTLAND, ME.

PHOTOGRAPHER
Fine Portraits

a

Specialty.

OPP. FALMOUTH
JanG'83

PORTLAND,

HOTEL,

ΝΙΕ.
eodtf

TELE

Boston Stock Market.
The following quotations of stocks are

PRESS.

daily :

WEDNESDAY MOBMNG, AUG. 5.

i

>

steady.

advanced %S% per cent. The market closed
and firm.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggre-

gated

The

Pittsburg &
Pittsburg

do 2d

Ptrk

Cod Liver

Small

2 75

a

3

English Cod3 50ά4
1 75 A2
Pollock
1 50 ά2
Haddock
1 75£2
Hake

HerringScaled |*bx...l4<®18c

12 al5c
No. 1
Mackerel & 1)1)1—
Short* 1. 11 00 α 13 50
No. 2, δ 50 a7 50
i^arge 3s
3 00&4 00
2 50 ft 3 00
ί c'OltllCC.
Cranberries—

Medium

Small

CayioCod...

Maine
Pea Beans..

—

—

—

—

a

Eggs ^>doz..

Chickens ψ lb
Fowls 4;*' ft·

50

IS α20c I
15ccl6e I
1
Good
10 2,12c Evaporated.»
Store
Chccne.
Vermont...
8V2@9V2C
Ν. Y. fact'y 8y2&oy2c

s«r»c«5

glced $

Miliar.
lb....c
Grauulated
G Vic
Extra C

nt « CiiliTi

St

Kiï·

Market.

CHICAGO, Aug. 4.1885.—Cattle—Receipts (!,head; shipments 2,000 head; oarely
steady; shipping steers 4 60®5 90; stockera and
feeders 3 00 «4 20; cows, bulls and mixed 1 75 s
■4 25 ; Texans 2 75 a 4 25.
Hogs—Receipts 18,000 head; shipments 5,000;
10®20c lower ; rough and mixed at 4 15® 4 30;
packing and shipping at 4 30@r> 35; light at 4 60
@5 40; skips 3 00 «4 20.
Sheep—Receipts! 3000 head; shipments 200;
slow; natives 2 00<î4 25; Texans 175@3 75;
lambs per head 1 00@3 00.
Domestic Markets.

OC

(By Telegraph.)
Aug. 4, 1885.—Flour market
Receipts 12,8S4|bbls; exports 183|4bbls; rather
more steady and little better export demand;
moderate inquiry from home trade; sales 157,000

<

NEW

YORK.

bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 40g3 CO; Superfine
Western and State at 3 25g3 75 ; common to good
extra Western and State at 3 60®4 00; good to
choice do 4 05@5 50; common choice|vvhite wheat
Wes extra. 4 75g5 25: fancy do, 5 30.C 6 50;common to good extra lOhio, 3 65(35 25 ; common to
choice extra St. Louis, 3 fi.' iEu 50 ; patent Minnesota extra, good to prime, 5 00®5 50 ; choice to
double extra do, 5 50® 5 GO, including 3200 bbls

B0|1 ™

y-4i/a
**«°

PalermoeD,..«'· 60^7 5(

mill extra at 5 00®510 ; 600 bbls fine do at
2 40S.3 60 ; 500 bbls supeitine at 3 25®3 75 ; 900
bbls extra No 3· at 3 60®4 00: 4200 Bbls
wheat extra at 3 G5@5 50; 5200 Minnesota extra
at 3 66@5 50. Southern flour is steady. Rve flour
is <|Uiet. Wheat—receipts 39,037 bush; exports
55,79023,566 bush ; spot lots firm and without
important change; light export inquiry; sales
89G.000 bush spot; No 2 Chicago at 93» 93 Vic ;
No 1 Northern 96% c ; No 3 Refl| 93c ; No' 2 lied
No 1 Red State atl06Vi; No 1
looinelev;
White 98Vac. liye nominal. Corn %@Vic higher
closing with slight reaction ; fair export demand ;
speculation only moderate ;recetpts 28.100 bush ;
exports 267,788 bush; sales 172.000 bu on spot;
No 2 at 52'Ve®5.3c elev; No 2 White 56c; Yellow
Ont*
55c.
higher; receipts 19,000 bush;
exports 19.115 bush; sales 96,000 bush spot; No
3 at 35c ; White do 39 Vic ; No 2 at 35% c ; White

city

jwinter

lumber, $11.
Sell Maggie Ellen, Portland to New York, lum
ber, p. t.
Sell Bramhall, Portland to New York, mack
erel, 20c libl.
Sch George M. Adams, Kennebec* to Washing

40%®S41c;| Mixed Western 38®40c; White
42®45c; White State 42g45c. Coffee quiet.
Hiignr barely steady: refined quiet; C 5·''-β®5
9-lGc; Extra Cat 53/saoc/ec: do White at'5%c;
Yellow at 45/e aSc; off A 5%S5'/se; Mould A
Gs/ac ; standard A 5 15-16@6c ;l granulated 6 5-16

Kennebec to Baltimor<

ice 50c.
Sells Julia A. Bailey, Wallace J. Boyd and Cor
tennial, Kennebec to Philadelphia, ice 50c.
Sch Helen Mar, Bowdoinham to Bridgeport
lumber p. t.
Sch Daylight, Portland to Glen Cove, syru
bbls. p. t.
Scii Albert H. Waite, Klizaliethport to Portland
coal 55c and discharged.
Sell A. P. Emerson,I Bonaire to Portland, sal

η M sc ; Confectioners A 6 3 16'n.GVi : cut loaf and
crushed at G%c; powdered at 0%®6%e; Cubes
Petroleum—muted 98%. Talat 6s/e$G%c.
low heavy. Pork firm; mess spot 11 00; family
mess 11 75. Reef dull. Lard 10gl2 points lower and fairly active; Western steam spot at G 70®
6 72Vi ; refined for Continent G 90; S A at 7 40.
Butter steady (Western at9@19c; State at 14o l'j.
Cheese is steady; State 5%®7Vic; Western Hat

7VaC.
Sell Louisa Bliss, Baltimore to Portland, coa ι
$1.10.
Sch Woodbury II. Snow, New York to Portland
cement 1U.
ficli Thomas Borden, New York to Portlam
salt 80c and discharged.
Sch Ethel M. Davis, Fernandina to Matauzat
lumber ίθ.
Sch Maggie J. Chadwick, Portland to Norton
Va., mackerel 20c, if to .Richmond 25c.
Sch A. Hammond, Oardiuer to New York. Inn
ber $1.75

Imports.
ST JOHN, Ν B. Selir Aftou—100,000 ft lunibc
to Mark I' Emery.

Receipts.

PORTLAND, Aug. ·1.1885.
Received by Maine Central liailriiail, ÎIU' i>(,r
land 21 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for coi
necting roads. 103 ears miscellaneous inerchat !disc.
Hides and Tallow.
The following are Portland quotations

assess-

500

FREIGHTS.

Railroad

an

(By Telegraph.)

The following are recent charters:
Bark Artlmr C. Wade, Portland to Buenoi
Ayres, lumber, #10.50.
Hark ΙΓ. S. Jackson, Portland to Philadelphia
ice 50c.
Bark Ocean Pearl, Kennebec to Philadelphia
ice 50c.
Brig Ned White. Portland to Buenos Ayres

ton, ice 60c.
Scii S. 1'. Hitchcock,

ovfrn

Chicago Cattle

1G^17C Muscatel..■
3r
3
Biitlrr.
London La> .··»"-3
1C>0131
Creamery k* lh 22<?24c
Gilt Edge Ver 20 o;24c
Choice

2»,4
1%
2Ya
l*/e
1%
114
5%
1%
1%
5%

Sheep and Lambs—Kceipts—4339 ; in lots 2 00
@3 50 ; extra 4 00 al 50.
Calves 2Vig5%@c.

...iovm

ίθ4έ11

Mining

6Vi.

«»*c
'·»".*0

on

Hidi

and Tallow.
Ox and Steer Hides 90 ps and over, 0Vac [a lb
c
It,
Ox and Steer Hides under 00 lbs— <>
c
<>
lb
Cow Hides,all weights
c t* ib
4
Bull and Stau Hides, all weights
10
Γ
Calfskins...
ψ lb
50c@?l each
Sheep Skins
40ffi45c each
Lamb Skins
25@35c each
Light and Deacon Skins
5 c-t»tb
Rendered Tallow
isscaib
Rough Tallow

s

4@Gc.
Freight* steady; Wheat steam 2d.
1885.—Flour quiet.
Chicago.
August 4,
Winter 4 83 a 5 25 ; Michigan 4 50@5 00 ; Wiscon-

50.«,5 00 ; Seconds 4 00® 4 50 ; l'atents al
300g,5 50; Minn. Bakers 3 45®4 25; soft Spring
3 35 « 4 00 ; low grades 2 25®Î100. Rye flour al
Wheat weaker: August 87Vk@88c:
3 60,«3 85.
No 2 Spring 87% c; No 3 at 80c; No 2 Red 92®
3
87
Vic. Corn firm at 40yg®46V4c. Oafc
No
93c;
firm at 26®28c. Rye is steady; No 2 at 58e.
Fork closeirstcady at 9 75@9 87%. Lard weak al
Boxed Meats steady; shoulders
G 371/2 ®G 40.
4 25«4 M ; short rib at 5 40a5 421/i ; short cleai
5 90^5 95.
Receipts—Flour 9,000 bbls;wheat 49,000 bush ;
corn 164,000 bush, oats 55,000 bush, rye 900C
bush, barley 2000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 10,000 bbls, wheat 17,00C
bush, corn 311,000 bush, oats 137,000 bush. ry<
1000 bush,barley 2000 bush.
ST. LOUIS, Aug. 4.1885.—Flour quiet; fa mil;
3 50ff3 65; choice 3 95g4 05; fancy 4 50«5 00
Tied a'
patent 5 1555 40. Wheat very dull; No 2 nt
41 ·Γ;/ί
993/«c@99%. Corn firmer; No 2 Mixed
Oats higher; No 2 Mixed at 24'/a<s
®42%c.
24% c. Lard G 25.
Receipts—Flour 3000 bbls, wheat 5,500 bush
corn 28,000 bush, oats 31,000 bush, rye 000 bush
barley 0000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 3,000 bbls, wheat S3,000 bu
corn 45,000 bush, oats 23,000 bush, rye 0000 bu
barley 0000 bush.
DETROIT, Aug. 4,: 1885.—Wheat dull; No 1
White at 94yac ; No 2 Red 97V4C.
sin 4

Receipts—Wheat 57,100 bush.
NEW ORLEANS, Aug. 4,1885.—Cotton quiet
middliug B*/ic,
MOBILE, Aug. 4, 1885.—Cotton nominal ; mid
dling 9%c.
SAVANNAH, Aug. 4, 1885.—Cotton is quiet
middling 9%c.
CHARLESTON, Aug. 4,188.-Cotton nominal
middling

10c.

Republic
Rugia

Valencia
Merrimack
Andes
Circassian

FOR

..

Sour bread is caused

days

4.33
7.00
14.27

Moon rises

morn

MARINE

The

LIQUID

excessive fer-

impure. The

are

are

attending

caused

the

of

use

In 1877, two branches of the German Govern
ment, opened correspondence with our Mr. Murdoek, unsolicited, and the results are that they arc
using Murdoch's Liquid Food to-day in large

quantities.

to

FRANCE.

it

The French Government, through a commissioner, took the same interest,and are using it.

or

3ΕΪΙ>ίC3rXj^aL3NTII).
The English Government use it in all their several departments, and in large quantities. Our orders have been as great as COOO cases in a single
month, and will continue to increase, as they use
it as a substitute for Beef Extracts and Tonics, realizing that it will make blood faster than all other Foods or Extracts known,

imperfect action
which renders the bread, biscuit, or pastry heavy, sour, and
disagreeable, or a residuum of lime and dirt, imparting a
bitter taste to the food. Any baking powder that does
due to these

Emery.

this is unfit for

Sch Sewall, Duucau, Winterport—flsh barrels to
& Prince.
Annisquam, Billings, Deer Isle canned
goods to Howes, Hilton & Harris.
Sch C M Gillmor, Teel, Port Clyde
canned
goods to Burnham & Morrill.
Sch Commerce, Gray, Castine for Boston.
Sch Chas Cooper, Penobscot for Boston.
Sch Belle, Bangor for Gloucester,
Sclis Lucy W Dyer, with 135 bbls mackerel;
Julia Ellen, 150 do; G W Brown, 2G0 do; James
Warren. 4o do: Fannie A Rmirlinir. 27K rfo· π .1
Adams, 350 αο; «race C Young, 300 do; Eliza
A Thomes, 350 do ; Cosmopolitan. 150 do ; Josephine Swanton, 100 do; Daisy, 150 do; Oasis,
250 do.
Cleared.
Barque Karriet S Jackson, Bacon, Philadelphia—Clark & Chaplin Ice Co.
Seh Wallace J Boyd. Lake. Kennebec, to load
ior Philadelphia—J Nickerson A Son.

Carney

There

—

—

where
"

Royal,"

is used.

heavy

or

but

bread, biscuit,

sour

cake

baking powder, like the
In the use of the Royal no residuum is
raised by it is always sweet, light, and
free from the

peculiar

tastes

"'· ··

This is because it is

of.

or

composed

of

nothing

absolutely pure materials, scientifically combined in

iishing without our authority essays, see tlieir
Boston, on Conpamphlet 1885 in Chicago anil
densed Haw Food read before the American Medical Association at Richmond, Va., and Washington, D. C., to show the value of their Extract.
THEY KNOWING·, and every one can by writor the auing to the secretary of the association,
thors or by referring to the essays in our pamphon Itlie value of
were
read
the
that
essays
lets,
Murdock's Liquid Food, it being the only Condensed liaw Food known.
Not satisfied with this they publish (without
reports;
authority) cases taken from our Hospital
as in
the same are in our advertisements, as well
we publish.
eveiy pamphlet

ex-

actly the proper proportions of acid and alkali to act upon
and destroy each other, while
producing the largest amount
of raising power.
We are justified in this assertion by

FROM OUR CORRKSPOJiDBNT.

GREEN'S LANDING, Aug 4
Sch Kate Mc
of Portland, Capt Brown, with 240 bbls
mackerel, ran ashore on Dumplln Island Ledge,
bilged and filled with water.
BOOTHBAY, Aug 3—Ar, sells Allandale. Remiek, Portland for Ellsworth ; C V Minott, Hathaway. do for Calais ; liienzi.Ch.ilto, do for Machias ;
Eddie Pierce, MeKown, drf for Bay Fundv; Κ ITay, Hibbard, New York for Calais ; R S Hodgdon, Boston for Rockland.
»
In port, sehs Nellie Star, Soule, for St John, NB
Chas Ε Balch, Manson, from Portland, to load for
Norfolk ; Mary Elizabeth, Dunton, for Portland ;
Koret, Anderson, Bangor for do.
—

Clintock,

the

unqualified

statements of the Government

Chemists,

who, after thorough and exhaustive tests, recommended
the

ity

MERCHANTS' KXC11AXOR.

"

Royal

over

for Government

all others in

There is

Sid fm Liverpool 1st inst, ship J Β Walker, Wallace, San Francisco.
Ar at Monrovia July 12, brig Ysidora Rlonda,
Jones, Portland.
Sid fm Montevideo June 24, ship Servla. Smith.
Liverpool.

"

no

where the

because of its

use

purity, strength,

danger of

sour

bitter bread

or

Royal Baking Powder

There never was an essay
read before any Medical Association or Society in the
world on Raw Food Extracts
or condensed Raw Food, ex-

superior-

and wholesomeness.

biscuit

or

alone is used.

Food.
For Murdock's Free Surgical Hospital for Women.

We solicit cases that have not

topmast shattered and will have to wait several
at

a

has never followed In any case
One Hospital assigned to the members of
Allopathic Society.
One Hospital assigned to the members of
1
Homœopatliic Societv.
Enabling any physician to have a bed for a
vate case if he so desires.
Or any physician can have a bed assigned,
we will take charge of the patient.

new one.

The crew of barque Annie Lewis refused duty
Lalcahuano June 23 and were sent to prison.

Fishermen.

MEOTCATED

Sid fm Boothbay 3d, schs Lady Ellen, Pierce,
and Ε R Nickerson, Farmer, Bay Fundy ; Annie
Sargent, Orne, do.
Ar at Bueksport 3d inst, schs Daniel Webster,
Sheehan, Grand Banks; Charlotte Morgan, Jordan, and Marblehead, Bridges,Banquero.
Ar at Gloucester 3d, sch John M Plummer, of
Portland, from Block island.
Ar at Provincetown 2d Inst, sch Augusta Ε Herrlck, with 430 bbls mackerel.
Domestic Ports.
CHARLESTON—Ar 3d, sch Ariadne, Colby,
Kennebec.
NORFOLK—Sid 1st, schs Bertha Warner, Lathwaite, Boston; Albert Cross, Pendleton, Pawtucket; H J Cottrell, Haskell, New Bedford.
BALTIMORE—Ar 2d, sell Katie J Ireland,
Steelman, Kennebec.
Ar 3d, schs W A Crocker. Hutchins, Tenant's
Harbor.
Cld 3d. sch Ada A Kennedy, Kennedy, Boston,

(and sailed.)
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 3d,schs Maggie Dalling,
Dalling, Cardenas ; Levi Hart. Giles, Pensaeola.
Ar 3d, silis Centenial, Willetts, Kennebec; Levi
Hart, Giles, Pensaeola; Fred Jackson, Snow, (jar-

diner.
Cld 3d, schs Ruth Dalling, Cliipman, Bangor;
Clara Fletcher, Fletcher, and Hattie, Low, do;
Augustus Hunt, Baker, Boston ; Charlotte Τ Sibley. Bartlett, Belfast,;
NEW YORK—Ar 3d, barque Bessie Mac«regor,
McFadden, Cienfuegos; Kate, Crowley, Manzanllla; schs Saml Hart. St John, NB: Florence 1'
Hall, Musquash. NB; Moreliglit, Calais ; Chattanooga, anil Tantamount ; Melissa Trask, Bangor ;
Laconia. Rockland ; C Β Paine, Windsor, NS;
Eliza Β Emery, Boston.
Ar 4tli, ship Geo R Skollield. Dunning, Portland
brig Amy A Lane, Carver, Matanzas ; sch Penobscot, Jacksonville.
Cld 3d, barque Antonio Sala. Mitchell, Havana;
Skobeleft. Tucker, for Pasages ; Bessie Simpson,
Bradford, Calais ; schs Elva Ε PetteugilL Dodge.
Portland ; Wm Douglass, Mclndoe, Aux Cayes.
ΡΕΚΤΗ AMBOY—Sid 1st, schs Τ Benedict,
Liuscott, east ; Addie Jordan, for Boston; R W
Denliam, for Augusta ; Silver Spray, east.
Sid 2d, sclis Fannie A Millikeu, east; Elva Ε
Pettengill. for Portland.
NEW LONDON—Passed Little Gull 2d, barque
H J Libby. from New Yrork for Sydney, NSW.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 2d, seh Ralph Sinnett, Pinkliam, Norfolk.
In port 2d. sell Morris W Child, Torrey, south.
W1CKFORD—Sid 2d, sch Georgietta, Alley,
New York.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 3d, schs Alligator, Rich, New York for Boston ; Helen McI.eod
Coggswell, do for Calais.
Ar 4th, sch Isaiah Κ Stetson, Trask, 17 days
from Ponee for Portland.
NEWPORT—Ar 3d, selis M A Achoru, Achoru,
South (Amboy for Boston; Fleetwing, Johnson,
Parrsborofor New York; Silver Spray. Malioney,
Thomaston fordo; Silas McLoon, Morrill, Rockland for do.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 2d, sch Billow, Wood,
Rockland.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 3d, ship Geo Skollield, Dunning, Portland for New York ; schs Elm
City, Georgetown for Portland ; Τ W Allen, Weeliawkcn for Eastport.
Ar 1st, schs Eliza J Clark, from Taunton for
Camden ; Trenton, from St John, NB, for NYork ;
Reno, Macliias for do.
Sid 1st, schs Jos W Foster, Oregon, Willie De
Wolf, Sandy Point, Joe Carlton, Castillan, Μ Β
Malioney, and Mary A Rice.
Ar 2d, schs Oregon, from Franklin, Me, for New

under

yielded

to
past operations, or are too weka aim exhausted
be operated on. Such cases we can buildup in two
to four weeks, euabling the patient to have not
as relapse
only a safe but· a successful operation,
that we have had.

Memoranda.
Sch Frank Ο Dame, which was struck bv lighton
the
KenneBec
river 31st ult, had her forening

days for

Liquid

Murdock's

on

cept

FOR TREATMENT OF HEMORRHOIDS
More than twenty-five per cent of its I
weight ΐε due to the test remedial I
agents known to the profession, by
whom it is conceded that in incorporating them with Toilet Paper there
is a ccrtainty of application and benefit otherwise unattainable. TJnsolici -fl
ted letters testify to its remarkable
curative properties.
One thousand
sheets contain more of these reme-

TW

BEST THING KNOWN

|

«»

WASmG^BLEACÏÏIÏÏG
IN HARD OR SOFT, HOT OS COLD WATER.
HAVES LABOR, TI31Ε and SOAP ΛΗΛΖCNGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
STo family, rich or poor should be without i·..
Sold by all Grocers. BEWABE of imitation»
-veil designed to mislead. PEARLINE is tho
ONLY S AFB labor-saving Compound, ftrv;?
i!w~rs bear* tbo above symbol, and name of
JA3ÏE3 ϊ>Τ£Ε. NSff YORK.

febl3

MWF&wly

7

ι

suffered for more than live years with indigestion. scarcely able to retain tho simplest food 011
my stomach. The burning sensation was almost
intolerable, and my whole system was deranged.
I was wakeful and' could not sleep, and consequently more or less nervous all the time. I declined In flesh, and suffered all the usual depression attendant upon this terrible disease. In a
word, 1 was miserable. At last, failing to find relief in anything else. 1 commenced the use of
Swift's Specific. I began to improve at once. The
medicine toned up the stomach, strengthened the
digestive organs, and soon all that burning ceased,
and I could retain food without difficulty. Now
my health is good, and can eat anything In the
shape of food, and digest It without the slightest
difficulty. I most cheerfully bear this testimony,
because there are hundreds suffering as I was,
and 1 am sure they can be as readily healed. Take
the prescribed dose after eating, instead of before.
JAMES MAN'S, No. 14 Ivy St.
Atlanta. <ia., May J3,1885.
For sale by all druggists.
Treatise on Blood and Skin Diseases mailed free.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.,
Ν. Y., 157 W. 23d St.
Drawer 3, Atlanta, Ga.
I

fanl

d&wlynrm
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gottle.

pri-

II. 1'. S. 0001.0.
11. 11. HAY & SON.
L. C. (. 1LSON, M. D.,

wss.Mtf.j

'srnmtmmmL,

W.A.S.

"

TO ENABLE CONSUMERS TO DISTINGUISHAT

without, tlie use of knife or ligature by
street, Auburn.
Treats all diseases of the Rectum successfully,
without detention from business. Seven years
experience aed hundreds of cases cured in different parts of the State.
Kead the following testimonials and see those
referred to, which will convince the most skepti-

CURED
Dr. C. T. Fisk, 68 Pleasant

Poktland, Dec. 1,1884.
"We, the undersigned, having been successfully

by Dr. C. T. Fisk. can recommend him to
the confidence of the public. His method is simple, almost painless, and requires no detention
trom business.
treated

FRED 11. THOMPSON, 36 Union St.,
RICH I> K. GATLEY, 50 & 61 Union St.,
GEO. HUMPHREY. 72 Parris St., Portland.
D. F. GEKTS, 455 Cumberland St., Portland.
.JOHN F. MERRILL, UO Cross St., Portland.
ALBERT CHASE. 3D Preble St.. Portland.
GARDINER WOOD. 5 Temple Place, Portland.
N. \V. MORSE, 101 Federal St.. Portland.
Names of many ladies treated in Portland will
be given at the Dr's. room.
Ladies inquire at No. 318 Cumberland St.

ATI).S.HOTEL, ROOM 18,
9 a.

m.

4 1>. m.

REASONS

to

eodtf
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WOLFE'S
SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

SCHNAPPS
As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &c.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior tc
every other preparation for these par·
A public trial of over 30 years
uration in every section of our country
of Udolpho Wolfe's Schnapps, its un·
solicited endorsement by the medical
faculty and a sale unequaled by any
other distillation have insured for it th<
reputation of salubrity claimed for it
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

Soses.

UDOLPHO WOLFE'S SON & 00.,
IS BEAVER STREET,
NEW

YORK.

dly

liiarlO

PUZZLE.
XI
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SMARTING

Sufficient to stop' ΐα five
ininutes the smarting, stinging pain of 100 burns or scalds.
I t will stop the pain as soon as

Q

Abundance

<^WMnOKSUMPTIOH

COUGHING

to cure a score
colds and the coughing
that often leads the way to
Consumption. It will positively ease a Cough in χ s

CHOKING
WHEEZING

Foreign Ports.
Sid fm Yokohama July 3d. ship Paul Revere,
Wiley, Cebu, to load for New York.
At Singapore July 27, barque llaydn Brown,
Havener, for Boston.
Arat Manila 30th, ship Iceberg, Treat, from
Hong Kong.

Ar at Nanaimo prev to 19tli inst, barque Ferris
S Thompson, Potter, San Francisco.
Ar at Sierra Leone June 20, sch Chas 11 Fabens,
Paine, Brunswick, (la, to load for Boston.
Sldfm Aspinwall July 22, sch Ella M Hawes,

Purington, Apalachicola.

Jacmcl June 27, scli Alfaretta S Snare,
Smith, St Thomas.
At Port Spain 9th inst. brig Woodbury, Brown,
from New York, ar 7th.
Ar at Demerara Ja# 30, sell Etta M Barter, Barter, Wilmington, NC.
Sid 3d inst, sen Abbie Dunn, Gilchrist. Hayti.
Ar at St Thomas 9d last, sen Larftolne, Steel.
Boston.
Ski July 24, brig Μ Ε Dana, Mitchell, Bostoe.
Ar at

Spoken.

Aug 2, Ε of Sandy Hook 195 miles, brig Η Β
Cleaves, from Arroyo for Boston.
Aug 1, oil Frylngpan Light, sells Ethel M Davis,
and Annie L McKeen, bound south.

BATCHELOR'S CELEBRATED

HAIR DYE

KSTABUSirED 1831.
Best in the world.
Harmless! Reliable! Instantaneous! No disappointment, no ridiculous tints; remedies
the ill effects of bad
dyes; leaves the .hair
soft and beautiful
Black or Brown. Explanatory c i rculars
sent postpaid in sealed
envelopes, on application, mentioning this
pa per. Sold by a 11 druggists. Applied by exF perte at BATCHELOR'S Wig Factory, 30
East 10th St.,N.Y city.

raayie
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Plenty

to relieve the oppres
sion and wheezing of the most
severe case of Asthma.
The
direct cures ol Asthma by
this medicine are proofs that

Dr, Thomas' Eclectnc Oil.has
no equal as an Asthma rare.

In the above cases Dr. Thomas' Eclectrie Oil can
relied upon. It has given relief to thousands.
Keep it in your house. There is hardly a week of
the year H wfll *ot be useful.
be

EASTERN DIVISION.
TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND
ii.OO A. m.: Daily, (Night Pullman) for
Saco, Biddeford, Kittery, PortMmoath,
Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston,
arriving at 6.20 a. m. AT 0.OO A.m. For Cape
Elizabeth, Scarboro, Went Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Hennebunk, Welle, North BerAT

Γηη.ναν

Iiini'tiAn-

p.

111.

"Stops to leave passengers taken West of North

Berwick only. I'lILLJIASI ΡΑΒΙ,ΟΒ ('ARM
on trains leaving Boston 9.00 a. m., 12.30,7.00 p.

and Portland at 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00 p;m.
ΝΙ,ΕΕΡΙΚν
I'I'IjIj.T] A.\
THROtT.n
CARS on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m.
and Portland 2.00 a. m.
Through tickets to all points South and West for
sale at depot ticket office ; also at 40 Eirhangt
m.,

Street.
D.

J AS. X. FURBER, Genl Manager.
jc29dtf
J. FLANDERS, Gen. P. & 'Γ. A.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

FOl'M) SUC'II
FAVOR WITH
MOTHERS OF FAMILIES :

Its never-failing effect in dislodging and removing
worms of all kinds from the system.
The facility with which it is administered, being
in (lie form of TABLETS,
delicately flavored
with Chocolate. It is as agreeable to the palates
of children as the most delicious confection.
It does not require any nauseous after physic, eacli
Tablet carrying its own gentle purgative.
Its perfect liarinlessness to the most delicate constitution or the smallest child.
Eg" A box in the house will save many a doctor's
visit. Sold by all druggists. Price 25 cents.
dtf

je2

IMPORTANT TO OWNERS OF STOCK.

mONDAY, JnneSO,
1885, Passenger Trains leave

On and after

Portland

as

For Ranger, Vnnceboro, At. John, Halifax, and the Province·, »t. Stephen and
Aroostook County, 12.30 p. m., via Lewi»ton, 12.35 and til. 15p. m., via Auguatn; and
for Raa«or at 5.15 p. m. ; for Ranger A
cntnquia R. R., til.15 p. m.. for skowhegan, Reliant and De* ter,12.30,12.35, til. 15
p. m. ; Waterville, 6.45 a.m., 12.30, 12.35,
5.15 and tll.15 p. m.; for Auguatn, Hal.
lowrll. <«nrdiner nnd Hrunawicu, 6.45
a.m., 12.35, 5.15, til. 15 p. m. ; Rath, 6,45 a.
at
m., 12.35, 5.15 p. m., and on Saturdays
11.15 p. m. : Rockland and Knox A Lincoln R. R., 6.45 a. m., 12.35, and on Saturdays only at 5.15 a. m., Anburn and Ι.Γ,τί*
ton at 8.20 a. in., 12.30, 5.10 p. m. ; I.ewiacon
via Rrunnwick, G.45 a. m., tll.15 p. m.;
Fnrmington, Monmouth, Winthrop and
Maranncook. 8.20 a. m. 12.30 p.m.; OakAnaon* 12.3.0 p. m. :
nnd
North
land
Fnrmington via Rrunawick,e.45 a. m. and
12.35 p. m.
Prom Congrea* Street at 13.33 p. m.,
Fast express train for Kllanorth nnd Rat
Harbor,stopping at Brunswick, Gardiner, Hal

Harbor.
The 11.15 p. 111. train also runs through to Bai
Harbor a and may be taken at Portland utation
tThe 11.15 p. 111. train is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sun
days included, but not through to Skownegan 01
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter ·ι
beyond Bangor, excepting to Bar Harbor, ot
Sunday mornings.
Trains are due in Portland as follows: The mora
ing trains from Augusta and Bath 8.35 a. ni.
Lewtston, 8.40 a. m. ; the day trains from Ban
gor and all intermediate stations and connectlnf
roads at 12.50 and 12.55 p. m. ; the afternooi
trains from Maranacook. Waterville, Augusta
Batll, Rockland and Lewiston at 5.35 p. m. ; Fly
ing Yankee at 5.45 p. m. ; the night Pullman Ex
press train at 1.50 a. m.

Portland, Bangor, .Mt. Desert and Ma<
chias Steamboat Company.
COMMENCING MAY 1,1885.
NTEAI1ER CITY OF KICBHOM1
leaves Portland every TUESDAY and FRIPAI
at 11.00 p. 111. after arrival of night train from Boa
toll, for Rockland, Cantine, Deer laic, Sedg
wick. South Went Harbor. Bar Harbor
.Tlillbi idgc. Joueaport and IMnckiaaport
or parties for last three named points desiring ti
do so can proceed by rail to Mt. Deaert Ferr
on days steamer sails from Portland, cross to Ba
Harbor by Ferry Boat and connect with the: Rial·
mond there, as it does not run to Mt. Desert Ferr
on Eastward trips.
RETURNING: Leaves Machlasport ever
Monday and Thursday morning for Mt. Desei
Ferry, and there connecting with trains for Bar
gor, Portland and Boston, and leaves the Ferr
same forenoon for Portland via all landings an
connecting with niglit Pullman and early mornin
trains for Boston.
Limited Ticketa, flrat and aecond elnaa, fo
all pointa in the Prorincea
•I need ratea.

Throat, Chest an<l Lungs,

complaint,

a

HOTEL DIRECTORY.

Fitters

eretrve and assimilatinj£organ on which bodily and mental health depenp. For sale by all Druggists and Dealers genjyl WF&M lninrm
erally.
_

_

NEURALGIA!
DR. C. W. BENSON, of Baltimore, Md., has discovered that the Extract of Celery Seed and the
Extrait of German Chamomile Flowers combined
in the form of Tills, is the most wonderful nervine
in the world and invariably cures
Wick Ileariaclie, IVervou* Headache, Neuralgia, Nci*vo»»ue«s, Sleeplessness, Paralysis, St. Titus' Dance,
and all nervous troubles, as they act directly upon
fhe nervous system as a nerve food and exciter of
nerve matter. They are invaluable to all nervous
people, and Dr. Benson's reputation as a specialist in the treatment of nervous diseases ai once
gives them a high standard. Sold by all druggists,
or sent to
any address on receipt of price—-5()c a
box, or 6 boxes for $2.50. Office 154 N. Howard
St., Baltimore.
mayl3d6mnrmc »V
I MPOUTED

WINES and LIQUORS
OF

ALL*1NDS,

IN THE ORIGINAL

PACKAGES,

FOIt SALE BY

R. STANLEY & SON,
NO. 410 FORE ST.,

Importers,

PORTLAND, ME.

Also General Managers for New
England for the
Celebrated

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRING WATER
FROM HARRISON, MAINE!

Court

St.—W. S. it A. Young, Pre

BATH.
SHANNON'S HOTEL—Jerry Shannon, Proprli

re

"
"
"

β.00
0.20
o.40
—S.35

··

9.26 a. m.
·'
9.35
"
0.00
9.5C "
10.15 ·'
10.36 "
10.87 "
10.50 "

"
Mechanic Falls
12.35 p. m.
Portland (G. ï. Kjr)
PiH'B
Train» North
Lv. Portland (G. Ϊ. By).... ».30a. m.| 1.30p.m.

Ar.
"

"

MIXED
"
1110
'·
11.30
11.55 "
12.30 p. in.

Mechanic Falls
West Minot
Hebron
Buckfleld

·«

12.50

Sumner

1.10
1-30

Ilartford
Ar. Canton

'·

3.15
S.27
3.4·
3.66
4.0*
4.16
4.30
4.4VJ

Gilbertville

'·
"
"
»
1

Stage connections daily with paisenger tralu at
West Minot for Hebron Academy; at Buckfleld far
West Sumner. Cnase's Mills anu Turner; at Caaton for Peru, l)ixiield. Mexico and Kuuiford Fall· ;
also for Bretton's Mills.
L· L. LINCOLN. Supt.
jy9dt£

GRAND TRIM RAILWAY OF (MAM.
CHANGE OF TIME.
Ou an«l after MOXDAY, Jua« 91»,
Trains will run an follow·:

INI

DEPARTURE·:
ForAubiiru and Lewiiten, 7.15 a. in., 1.16
and 5.25 p. m.
For t^orham, 3.30 aid 5.25 p. in., mixed.
For Gorhum,Montreal and Chicago, 0.90

and 1.30 p.

a. m.

For

in.

Quebec, 1.30 p.

m.

ARRIVAL·»:
From liCwiatou and Auburn 8.35 a. at.,
12.25, 3.15 and 5.50 p. in.
F r oui €5 or ham, 8.35 a.m. and 7.20 p. ia.,
mixed.
Froui Chicago, and Montreal 12.36 and
MO p. BL
From Qucbec, 12.25 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night train au4
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE:

35

Exchange St.,

and Depot Foot of India StrHt.

AÏMREDUCED

TICKETS SOLD

—

TO

RATES

—

Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cincinnati, St. Ijoui·, Omaha, Aaginaw. Ht. l*aul, Salt Lake City,

Canada,

Denver, San Francisco
and all points in the

Northwest, West ami

Southwest.

JOSEPH HICKKO.N. General Manager.
WM. EDGAR, G. P. A.
J. STEPHENSON, Sup't
je29dti

run ILANU

& UliUtNobUnli

n. n.

SUIVIITIER ARRANGEMENT,
COMMENCING MONDAY, JUNE 29th, 1885.
until further notice, Passenger Trains will
Leave Portland as follows: S.Û5 a. ni., for
Fabynnn, Bethlehem, Littleton, I^aaraelor, Woodnrillc, IVIontpelier, «It. John·bury, Newport, Montreal, Quebec, Bar·
lingtou, Mieanton, Ogden«burgh, and all
points on connecting lines.
J£.40 p. «.—Express for all points in White
Mountain**, arriving at Fabyan* 4.30, Bethlehem 5.10. Profile lionne β.00, flnmnil
IUi. Washington 6.30 p. m. This train will
not Stop at Mouth W indham or Hiram.
6.00 p. m., for Bartlett and intermediate stations.
ARRIVALS.
S.45 a. m., from Bartlett and way station·.
12.35 a. in., from all While mountain points.
5.45 p. m.,irorn No. Conway and way stations
8.00 p. m., from Montreal, Burlington anil
all pointe on through line.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
Je27dtf
Juue 27,1885.

New York & New England Railroad.
Take the best train between Boston and
New York, leaving either city at S P. II.,

arriving

at the other at 9 P. M.

every

en

day

Je22<lSm

STKaTIKB*.

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY
New York.

For

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesday·
and Saturdays at 6 p. m.
Returning, leave Pl.r
38, East River, New York, on Wednesday· an!
J. B. COYLE, J*.,
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agwit.
sep21-dtl

Ô
J >31 Ml!
Summer

Arrangement.

DAY AND NIGHT TRIPS.

FARE
—

rrçiLi

—

One Dollar
The Elegant New Steamer TREMONT, and ·ι«
Favorite Steamer JOHN BROOKS, will ·α and
after June 22d, make DAY and NIGHT TRIPS,
leaving FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland, ev»ry
morning at 0 o'clock and every evening at 8 o'.lk,

(Sundays excepted.)

RETURNING, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston,
m. and 7 p. m.
The DAY PASSAGE gives opportunity for a
splendid OCEAN TRIP, and of viewing the «harming COAST SCENERY.
State rooms secured in advance.
J. B. COYI-E, Mitnafr.
je20dtf
at s a,

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.
TO CALIFORNIA
JAPAN, CHINA,
Sandwich Islands. New Zealand and Australia.
Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwall on
the 1st, 10th and 20th of each month, carrying

passengers and freight for all the above named

Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Frucisco.
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly fer
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
ana Australia.
For Freight, Passage, sailing lists and furthet
:..r

.ι..

era

a.

m

a.

in

8.00 p. 111.
connects with every

PORTLAND AND WORCESTE
LINE.

i,i—...

...

Agent·.
ε.

ana

ν ι» »

λ.

co.,

λ

113 Auite Nlrcrt, Cor. Broad *1., B«t··.
dtt
feb8

KEDICED OCEAN TICKETS.
fastest end best

the

ui4

passenger
largest,
BY mail steamers
between America and Europe.

First cabin, *CO to »1Λ0; second eabin,
S40to*<i0; intermediate. »35 to MO; steerage,
outward and prei)aid, to and from British port»,
$15, roHnd trip $30; steerage, outward and preto and from* Continental ports, $17 to $35.
Scandinavian and Sterling sight checks at lowe»t
rales. Apply to J. L. FARMER, 22 Exchange St.

Rates:

paid,

je!9

dtf_

ANCHOR LINE.
I'nitctl Mtatrn .Hail

nienmjihip·
Sail from New York for

«LARGOW Tie

Drawing Room Gar:
FOR

Rum

week Days and Sunday t,
in the year.

time

ports.

Connections via Portland & Ogdensburg IÎ. 1
Leave Portland 8.25 a. in., 12.40 and;6.00 p. n

I.OKDONDERRT,

EVERY SATURDAY.
CABIN F ABE, S60 to #«0. SECOND CLASS, |10.

Liverpool

nml QurrQMona RcrTite,
Steamer "H'fï «F BOJ1K."

—

Aug. 26, Sept. 23, Oct. 21. Nov. 18, and every
fourth Wednesday thereafter.
Cabin Passage S60 to SHOO. Second Class, 915.
Steerage, Outward, #40, Prepaid, $15.
For passage or further information apply te
HENDERSON BROTHERS, Sew York,

ROCHESTER,
NASHUA,

or

AYER

to T. P.

i»Ic«J©\VAHf,
139 Congress St., Portland.

may8-d3m

tor.

—AJiD—

BATH HOTEL—C. M. Plummer, Proprietor.
UETUEL.
BETHEL HOUSE—W. F. Lovejoy & Son, Prt

of

invigorating every se-

the leading Hotels at which the Dail
1'kess may always be found.

HOUSE,
prietors.

course

this wholesome
stomachic effects a
perfect and permaIn all
nent cure.
cases of
dyspepsia
the liver is more or
less disordered, and
upon this important
gland the Bitters act
with regular distinctness, regulating and

"

a.m.

5.05
5.45

when

For **le
a11 d**,er*·
other remedies fail.
ΕΣ2Τ27, JOHNSON à LOED, Prop's, Burlington, Vt.

ELM

exhausted, without,
at least, doing more (
than mitigating the

at

train for No. Brid;
tun and Harrison, and with train leaving Portlan
at 12.40 fur Waterford.
\V. F. PERltY.Supt.
J. A. BENNETT. Passenger Agt.
d3m
je30

AUBURN.

When the
sources of the pharmacopoeia have been

anle

Keturning, leave Brtdgton 6.00 anil 10.10
and Γ..40 p. in. arriving in Portland at 8.45

Croup, Bronchitis, Asthma,
Pleurisy,
Whooping- Cougli,
Lung Fever, and all diseases of the

a

alone.

on

PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
F. Ε. ΒΟΟ ΓΗΒΥ. Gen'l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
Portland, June 25.1885.
je26dtf

Stage

has been cured times without number by the timely use of Downs' Elixir. It will cure

specific
for indigestion,stands
reas

follows:

CONSUMPTION

Embracing

Hostetter's Stomach

Ilebron
West Minot

rua'K

iirxEi)

4.30
4.50

and Connecting Steamboat Lines.

—

iBittcrs,

(r»nnnei?t.iner for all

statto&s on Conway Division.) Kittery, Portsmouth, Nrwbnrruorl, Nairn, (>loarrMltr,
Roekport, I.ynn.t'helaeannd Reman, arriving at 1.10 p. m. AT 1.00 P. M. For Riddeford, North Brrivirk, tonwnr Junction
(stops only to leave passengers), Kiitfrj, Portamouth, Newburyport, Malrm, I.ynn η ml
Bouton,arriving at4.50 p.m., connecting with
Sound and Kail lines for points South and West.
AT o.m» P. -TI.
(Express for Ronton and prinp.
cipal Way Stations, arriving in Boston at 9.30
in., connecting with Kail lines for New York.
THAI!** LEAVE RONTON at 7.30,0.00
a. 111,, arriving at Portland 11.50 a. m., 12.25 p.m. ;
at 12.30p,m. runningfroin North Berwick to Scarboro Crossing via western Division, stopping at
"Ki nncbunk, Saco, Biddeford and Old Orchard,
arriving at Portland at 4.30 p. m.
At 7.00 p. m. daily, arriving at Portland at 10.45

12.35

More

HAN

;

Summer Arrangement, in Effect June 23th.

^

than enough to save
a doren children
Choking with
Croup. One minnte after the
first dose the hardest attack
ef Croup will be relieved.

Boston

Point, Scarboro and Old Orchard
Beach, Saco and Biddcford 10.00 a.m., 1.00.
3.00 (mixed), t3.30, 4.15, 5.30 p. m. Dover and
Great Fall* 1.00. 3.30 (mixed) 5.30 p. in.
*Stops at Old Orchard 1 liour 52 minutes. tStops
at Ola Orchard 1 hour 50 min. *The 12.45 p. m.
train connects with Sound Lines for the South and
West ; the 5.30 with Rail Lines for New York. Parlor cars on trains leaving Portland 6.15 and 8.45 a.
m., 12.45 and 5.30 p. m. ; on trains leaving Boston 8.30 a. in., 1.00,3.30 and 6.00 p. m.

«*·■"''

Bucklielil

··

—

d: otn

of

minutes.

SUNDAY TRAINA for

10.00p. ni. Bmiou
1.00^5.30. p. in. Arrivem.5.30,
arrive 10.15 p. m. For
for Portland 6.00

^>Η

applied.

Amboy.

MACHIAS—Sid 27th, sch Chalcedony, Johnson,
Portland.
Sldlstinst. barque JustinaH Ingersoll, Petereon, Sagua.
GARDINER—Ar 3d. barque Ocean Pearl, Henley. Portland; seh Geo M Adams, do.
Sid 3d, sch Helen A Chase, Adams, Baltimore.

ω u

S

Effect June 29,

"

TRAIN» LGAVG PORTLAND
For Bodtou at 6.15,8.45 a. in., *12.45, 3.30, *5,30
p.m. Arrive at BoMton 10.30a.m., 1.15,4.56,8.00,
9.25 p. m. Bo*tou for Portland 7.30,8.30 a. ill.,
1.00, 3.30, 0.00 p. 1U. Arrive at Portland 12.05,
Scarboro
12.25, 5.00, 8.08, 10.00 p. in.
and Pine Point 0.15, 8.45. 10.25 a. in.. 2.00,
3.30, 5.00. 0.10, *8.05 p. m. Old Orchard. Saco
and Biddcford0.15,8.45,10.25a.m., 12.45, 2.00,
3.30,5.00.5.30,0.10, *8.05 p. in. Kenuebunk 0.15,
8.45 a. ui., 12.45, 3.30, 5.00, 5.30, "8.05 p. in.
lifiiufbnukport 0.15, 8,45 a. 111., 12.45, 3.30,
5.00, 5.30 p. in. Old Orchard Beach for Portlaud 7.59.9.30, 11.30, 11.57 a. ill., 2.35, 4.05,
(from Scarboro Crossing via Eastern Division)4,33,
4.45, 7.15, 7.43, 9.34 p.m. Well* 0.15,8,45 a. ill.,
3.30, 5.00, 5.30 p. ill. North Berwick 0.15, 8.45
(ireol Fall·
a. m.. 12.45, 3.30, 5.00, 5.30 p. ill.
and Dorer 0.15.8.45 a.in., 12.45,3.30, 5.00. 5.30
and Lowp. in. Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence
ell 0.15. 8.45 a. ill., 12.45, 3.30, 5.30 p.m. Boch
enter, Farinington and Alton Buy 8.45, a. 111.,
12.45, 3.30 p.m. Wolfboro and Center Harbor
8.45 a. ill., 12.45 p. in. Weir· and Lake Village
via Alton Bay and steamers across the Lake 8.45
ITlanchenter and Concord (via Newmara. m.
ket Junction) 0.15 a. m., 3.30 p. in. ; via Lawrence
a. m.

Sumner

"

"

WESTERN DIVISION

8.45

"

"

BRIDGTON & SAGO RIVER R. R

ÏOl'K.

Sid, solis Trenton, Reno. J H Crowley, Β Young
and Sea Queen.
KDGARTOWN—Ar 30th, sells Lizzie Cochran,
Hopkins, Hoboken for Bangor; Mindora, Brown,
Port Johnson for Salem.
Ar 31st, sclis A M Lee, Flitinmer, Hoboken for
Portsmouth ; Ringdove, Haskeil, New York for
Boston: Eliza Ann, Jameson. Kondout for Salem
HYANNIS—Ar 2d, sells Abbie Ingalls, from
New York for
; Jas Rothwell, Loniborn, from
Philadelphia for Boston.
Passed by 3d. seh Β C Cromwell, from Kennebec for Philadelphia ; Laina Cobb, from Rockland
for New York.
BOSTON—Ar 3d. sclis Rowena, Gott, Now Itiver. NS; U Β McFarland, Strong, Mobile; Mary A
Drury, Nickerson, Charleston; Chae W Church,
Lent, Baltimore; Sandy Point, Grant, Amboy ;
Odell, Wade, Belfast; Seraph, Merrlman, Harpswell; Two Brothers, Bayard, Bristol; Κ L Warren. Coison, Winterport;
Hero, Lowe, and Winslow Morse, Winterport; Alfred Chase, Robinson,
and Sarah Hill, Robinson, Camden; El Dorado,
Strout, Machias.
Cld 3d, sells Frank McDougal, Scull. Roekport ;
Fanny Flint, Warren. Lubec; II A Barry, Chatfield, Clark's Cove, to load for Norfolk ; Fred
Walton, Smith, Kennebec.
Ar 'till, sells Parker M. Hooper, Harkncss, Baltimore ; Sarah Louise, Ilickey, Calais ; Antelope,
Banks. Roekport.
Cld 4th, seh Minnie Davis, Davis, Friendship,
SALEM—Ar 3d, selis Hiram, from Calais for
Vineyard-Haven; Douglas Haynes, DuHton, Amboy ; Alexandria, Cole, do.
In port, sells Moses Eddy, from Edgartown for
Rockland; Win Thomas, Westport for Calais;
Olive Elizabeth, Gardiner for New York ; Josiah
Whitehouse. Carver's Harbor for do ; Stella Lee,
Boston for Deer Isle ; Win McLoon, do for Rockland ; Lizzie Cochran, from Hoboken for Bangor ;
Jachin, Belfast for Rondout: Delaware, Beverly
for Ellsworth ;
Martin Ν Bates, do for Vinalliaven; Flavilla, do tor Camden; Pennsylvania,
do for Rockland,
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 3d, sch Paragon, Sliute,
Bangor for New York.
Ar 3d, sclis A M Lee, Plummet, Hoboken; Lizzie Guptill, Smith, Rockland: S J Gillmore, Arey,
New \ ork for Kennebunk; Kenduskeag, Whituy,

PASeENGKB NKKVICK
Monday, July !W, 1885.

lowell, Augusta, Waterville and Bangor only
This train must be taken at Congress Street sta
tion as it is a through train from Boston to

PILES.

Arrangement, in

Lv. Gllbertville
"
Canton
"
Hartford

"

only

eodCm

THE

R.

effect

and

7 Niiow Hill, I,on.Ion,
3S4 fit. l'uiil St., JTIoutrcul.

vmnai3indotJd 3Hi

F. F. HOLLAND & CO., Portland, Me.
CEO. C. FRYK.

marl 1

a

BRANCH (
H'OBRSj )
jyi

wrapped in Tin Foil, and where it can-j
not be procured of the Trade, we wiT
Deliver Free on receipt of price.
1000 Sheet M 50 ct3. | Sample Packet 10 c!& J

Every Saturday, from

in

any

dies than any fifty-cent package of!
Pile Ointment. Each roll is securely!

jelO

Indigestion Cured.

any

MURDOCK'S LIQUID FOOD CO., Boston.

|

MAIMER.

BOSTON&

p.

"""<m

Summer

"

Pine

The United States Government 1ιαν<- used It for
four years. These are some oi the best diplomas
that we receive, same from Hospitals and Physicians of all countries that have ever tried it, and
are the only kind, as we never offer Murdock's
Liquid Food for award of Medals at F'airs it being
the only Raw Condensed Food known.
Find an instance on record of any honest manufacturers of anything ever staking essays written
oil a different article to sell their product by, or
trade-mark of other manufacturers, or selling
their product by live, or six names, as foreign to
each as an extract of one teaspoon of molasses to
one barrel of water, which would not have the
value of one grain of white sugar, which it might
be represented to be, to parties not knowing its
value.
lv.. tVmun /»r»nntnrfi»itpr« nulv.
",l

made pure

left, and the loaf
wholesome, and noticeably

complained

UNITED^STATES.

·

no

perfectly

a

an

use.

be

can

The result is

causes.

leave Portland
Orchard Beaches, Saco and Biddcford at 10.00 a. 111., 1.00, 2.00,
3.00 (mixed) 3.30 stops at Old Orchard lh. 50m.,
4.15,5.30 p. in. Returning leave Old Orchard
Beach (5.52, 10.24 a. in., 2.35, β.ΟΟ, 7.30,υ.49 p.
in.
Fare to Old Orchard and return. 30 cents.
JAS. T. FUKBKR, Gen. Manager.
I). J. FLAN DE US, G. P. & T. A.
jly25dtf

Sunday Passenger Trains will
for Scarboro, Pine Point and Old

FOOD

Rumford Falls and Buekfield Railroad.
Train» Mouth

Commencing' July 2β, 1885, and every
Sunday after, until Sept. 1st.

BEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS.

soda in proper proportions. As high as 11.85 per cent of
lime has been found by the chemists in some of these pow-

ders,

Boston & Maine RR.

lu

ingredients

by their manufacturers is adulterated from five
twenty per cent. They do not know how much lime
contains, and hence are unable to mix it with the alkali

4.

F. Ε. Ρ KAY,
jelSeodtf

Is (lie trade-mark oi' III*' Itlurdoek
Liquid Food Company oi' Boston,
protected by the t. S. Government,
blown into every bottle, and on every label and box.

of tartar of the market

cream

comor

such pow-

to the fact that

and that the

one

damage upon

Buildings.

cheap,

used

Arrived.
sell Standard, Bennett, Philadelphia—coal to
Randall &McAUister.
Sch Jos W Foster, Perry, Perth Amboy—coal to
Maine Cent RR.
Sch Monte l'y, Gamage, Weitport, NS—live lobsters to W F Trefethen.
Sck Afton, (Br) Odell, St Jolm, NB—lumber to

FROM

alkaline taste

sour or

used in them

NEWS.

Sch

biscuits

low-grade baking powders is due
ders are not properly combined,

PORT OF PORTLAND.

M 1*

or an

any

Supt' Public School Buildings

by the
use of an
or
improperly compounded
are unwholesome,
Both
producing intesbaking powder.
tinal derangements, indigestion, etc.

j ^55
{; ; ; 10 it 1 ill

TUESDAY, August

yeast,

poor

mentation in the

High water ; ;
Hight tide

by

dough. Sour
adulterated, impure,

β
5
0
6
U
β
«
7
7
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
13
15
15
18

AUGUST 5.

MINIATURE ALMANAC
Sun rises
Sun sets
Length of

punishment

SOUR BREAD.

New York..Porto Rico..Aug
Quebec
Liverpool.·.Aug
New York..Havaua
Aug
Newport
City of Berlin—New York..Liverpool.. .Aug
Donou
New York..Bremen
Aug
New Yolk..Antwerp—Aug
Belgenland
Rlieatia
New York. .Hamburg.. Aug
Servia
New York..Liverpool...Aug
New York.. Havre.
Normandie
Aug
Sardinian
Liverpool. Aug
Quebec
Gallia
New York..Liverpool.· Aug
New York..Liverpool. -Ang
Wyoming
Claribel
New York. .Hayt!
Aug 18
St Laurent
New York..Havre
Aug 19

64

Stocks.

Swine—receipts 9,301 ; northern dressed hogs

0,AC

rl'Ivc?7

25c

16%
114Va
107%
121%
106%
Ill;·

$42.

»A5tial.--i--1A(,
l.igonla--·:·--;·■

14^15c

47 Va
1244'»
65%

quality

.,4(

•■J

80ya
32 H

first quality at 7 00,α7 GO; second quality T> 00®
4 00,S4 50.
G 50; third
Receipts ot eattleJlSll head.
Store Cattle—Working Oxen %>pair #100.®$225 ;
Milch Cows and Calves ?25« $48 ; Farrow Cows
at $15®$30; fancy at #50@#80: yearlings #10®
#20; two years old 814@$30 ; three years #24®

Kerosene-

■

18%

preferred

ΓΉ/Λΐίχ»

Ifellf
■Sa^î»
■

134
141
26 Va
82 Vi

(By Telegraph.)

8E8«#«

1 75α 1 85

90

144
32%
78%

WATERTOWN, Aug. 4,| 1885.—Cattle market
is less firm ; prices trifle lower.

mSk««;s^8m

Mediums.... 1 75@1 75 Sllvf
German md.l 40@1 50
YellowEyesl 00 0,2 00
1 50 «,3 50 lied Τ on
Onions
Potatoes,bbl 2 25 α2 50

123
y%
12»

Watertown Cattle Market.

provwi®U8·
Pork—·

·■

3

$2ΐΓ

eS^owf200

E?rî
white
Water White..
Dcvoe BriUtPratt

22Ά
40»/a

Lard at 7(37%e
lb for tierces; 7%@7%e for
ΙΟ-lb pails; 7%®8e for 5-lb pails; 8@8'/ic for3-lb
pails.
Butter—Northern creamery, good to choice new
18@19c; New York and Vermont new dairy 16@
17c; fancy at —; extra Western fresh made
creamery 18<sJ19c; common to good at 16@18c;
Western ladle packed 10312c ; do fair to good 9@
1 lc ; imitation creamery, choice, 12@12yjc. Jobbing prices ranee higher than these quotations.
Cheese—Choice Northern at 7Vic; lower grades
according to quality ; Western at 7@7%c.
Eggs—Eastern 15 316c; New York and Vermont»14y2c; North 13%@14c; Western at 12Va@
13V2C; Island 14c.
Beans—Choice large hand picked peas at 1 40®
1 45 φ bush ; choice New York small hand picked
do 1 50(81 55 ; fancy ; small Vt. hand picked peas
1 60@1 «5 ; common to good 1 40@1 45c ; choice
screened do 1 40; choice improved yellow eyes at
—®1 80; old fashioned yellow eyes at 1 75®—;
red kidneys 1 80®1 85.
Fruit—Evaporated apples 6y»®7%c V !b;faney
8c, and North and East quartered and sliced 4c.
Messina oranges 4 50@5 00; Palermo do 4 Ο Of/.
4 50. New Jersey apples 2 003:2 50 ψ bbl.
Hav—Choice prime nay $22®$23 ; fair to good
$20'à'$21 ; choice East fine $10@$20; fair to good
$16:ii$18; poor do $16. Rye straw, choice $2β@

,()ΐΛ8 00

no® 14

38
88

12 00.

°C\&e0à!2»0O
SackdBr'n,

1

91%
23 Va

Boston Produce Market.

E'loier.

50
00
00
00
50;
00
25

20

BOSTON, Aug. 4,1885.—The ffollowing are to
day's quotation» of Provisions, etc. :
Pork—Long cut 13 00@13 50; short cuts 13 50
@14 00; backs 13 50®14 00; Jilrht backs 12 50@
13 00; lean ends 13 00@13 50; prime mess 13 00
@13 50; extra prime 11 00®11 50; mess 11 75@

.11,,1, MixedCor'n.B8®59
Superfine and
low grades..3 25ά,3 50
X Spring and
XX Spring..5 00&5 25
Patent Spring
Oats, cai lots.
5 75^6 50 Outs, bag lots— 44a45
Wheats
MichiganWinterstraights4 75&5 00,
00S27 50

25

··

Eureka
The Hale & Norcross Co. has levied
ment of 50e per share.

Flour, Grain, Provisions, etc.:

—

10%
4%
7 Ye

Crown Point
Yellow Jacket

PORTLAND, Aug. 4, 1885.
The following are the closing quotations of

50
00

82

Chollar
Opliir
Hale & Norcross

PORTLAND DAILY WHOLESALE MARKET.

75

32%
35 Ve
101%

Bodie

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.

—

70
95
65

Best& Belcher
Gould A Curry
Savage

Absolutely Pure Congress Y'east Powder. It
has been used for nearly forty years and is always reliable.

5 50(α>δ
roller
St Louis Winstraiglits. .5 25@5
5 74^0
do roller
Winter Wheat
δ 75@G
Patents
Fiih.
Cod, φ qt\—
Large Shore3 25^3
Large Bank3 75 «.4

24Va

California Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
SAN FRANCISCO, Aug. 4, 1885.—The follow
are
official
closing
quotations of mining stocks
lng
to-day :

Hypophospiiites in Consumption and
Dr. C. W.
Barrington,
Wasting Diseases.
Pittsburg, Pa., says: "I think your Emulsion oj
useful
iu
Cod Liver Oil is very
consumption and
wasting diseases."

do

95
140

(By Telegraph.)

with

Omalia Bee calls the Omaha Republican
"Junk-shop sheet." There is old irony in this.

68%

NEW; YORK, Aug. 4, 1885.—The following
are the closing quotations for mining stocke :
Colorado Coal
13 50
Hoinestake
15 00
Ontario
24 00
3 00
Quicksilver
20 00
Quicksilver preferred
Belcher
2 40
Hale & Norcross
6 25
Sierra Nevada
4 45

Oil

The

118
78%
m
47 3/»

Union Pacific 6s
Union Pacific L. G. 7s
Union Pacific Sinking Fund 8s
St. P. M. and M
Wells Fargo Express
U. S. Express Co

because

Orinoco

96%

Reading

A New York cook ends up her advertisement
for a situation thus: "None but first class families need apply."
οι·

45%
U8%

Wayne

New York

City Washington

130

Richmond & Danville

For Raevmatism. Lumbago, Neuralgia.
Cramp and Colic there is no remedy superior to
the genuine Dr. Thomas' Eclectric Oil.

Scott's Emulsion

Fort

FROM

New York..Kingston. J Aug

New York..Bremen
Aug
New York. Havana
Aug
New York..Bermuda ...Aug
New York.. Liverpool... Aug
New York..Hamburg.. Aug
New York..Laguayra... Aug
New York. .St Thomas. .Aug

70%

Pacific Mail

at.
he augers well.

15%
30%

Pullman)Car

Castritis.
That is the medical term for a troublesome ailment of tho stomach, which proceeds from indigestion, impoverished blood and other causes.
Its name is bad, but tlie disease is not incurable.
Brown's Iron Bitters will drive it out by enriching
the blood, toning up the ncrvops system and setting the stomach to lights. Mr. M. S. Miller,
Steubenvillo, O., says, "I used Brown's Iron Bitters for stomach troubles and derived great bene-

prophet

150
128

one

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHI PS.
Albano
Werra

Reward will be paid to any
TENwhoDollars
will give information wnicli will lead to
the detection and
who
of
mits any nuisance or does any
around any of the Public School

BAIL.RO ADS.

IMII.ItOtDt.

ADVERTISE.TtENTtt.

CITY

$10 TEN DOLLARS. $10

55s ; bacon 31s Gil for short clear and 30» Cd for
lone clear ; l»rd,prime Western 84e; cheese, good
to fine 40m, Tallow 28s.
LIVERPOOL, Aug. 4, 1885.—Cotton market
dull; upland» 5Vied; Orleans 5 9-16d; sales 7,000 bale» ; speculation and export 500 bales.

130%

St. Paul A Omaha
8t. Paul tc Omaha preferred
St Louis and San Francisco
do 1st preferred

"Beware of imitations," as tlie monkey said to
tlie dude.

a

of

131

do preferred
Hartford & Erie 7s
Missouri l'acific
Houston & Texas
Hannibal Λ St. Jo
do oreferred
Kansas is Texas
Louis* Nash
Lake Erie & West
Morris & Essex
Mobile & Obio
Metropolitan Elevated
Manhattan Elevated
New York Elevated
Northern Pacific common
Oregon Nav

WIT AND WISDOM.

not necessarily

to-day's closing quotations

Alton & T»rr· Haute
Alton & Terre Haute preferred
Boston Air Line
Burlington & Cedar Kaput*
Central Pacific
Canada Sont Hern
Del. & Lackawanna
Del. & Hudson Canal Co
Denver & H. G
E. Term., Vir. & Ga

at β.00 p. ni.

is

are

Erie
Erie preferred
Illinois Central
Lake Shore
Michigan Central
New Jersey Central
Northwestern
Northwestern preferred
New York Central
Kock Island
St. Paul
bt.iraui preierrea
Uuio· Pacific Stock
WesUrnUnlon Tel
American Express Co
Adam· Exprès» Co

Morning Νortlnvestern.via Grand Trunk Hallway
—Arrive at 8.45 a. m. Close at 9.00 a. m.
Lewleton and Auburn—Arrive at 2.05 and 9.00
Close at C.15, 11.45 a. m.,
a. in. and 1.10 p.m.
4.40 and 9.00 p. in.
Eastport. via each steamer—Arrive at 0.00 a. m.
Close at 4.40 p. m.
Foreign Mails, via New York, day previous to
sailing of steamers—Close at 8.15 a. m.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East—Arrive
at 2.05 a. m. Close at 9.00 p. in.
Skowhegan, intermediate offices and the NorthArrive at 1.10 p. m. Close at 11.45 a. m.
Skowhegan also closes at 9.00 p. in.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. R.—
Arrive at 12.45 p. m. Close at 12.45 p. in.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward's Island—Close
at 11.45 a. m. and 0.00 p. m.
5 wan ton, Vt.. and intermediate offices, via P. & 0.
K. It.—Arrive at 8.15 p. m. Close at 7.45 a. m.
ISartlett, N. H., and intermediate offices, via P.&
O. R. R Arrive at 9.00 a. m. Close at 11.45 a. m.
Worcester. Mass.. and intermediate offices, via
P. & R. li. R.—Arrive at 1.00 p. m. Close at 12.30
p. m.
Rochester. Ν. II., and intermediate offices, via P.
& Ii. It. R.—Close at 7.00 a. m.
Carriers' deliveries are made dailv (Sundays excepted) iu tho business portion or the city at 7.00
and 10.00 a. m.. 12.20, 1.40 and 5.00 p.m. In
other sections at 8.00 a.m., 1.40 and 5.00 p. in.
Collections are made oil week days at 7.00 and
11.00 a. m., and 4.00 and 8.00 p. m. On Sundays

carpenter

following

Stocks;
Chicago & Alton
Chicago & Alton preferred—
Chicago,Burlington & Quincy

ifiKiiTOO
zS&jm

A

100.535 shares.

Government securltirs:
United States bonds, 3s
102%
United States bonds, 4%s, leg
111%
United States bonds, 4%s, coup
112%
122 V»
United States bonds, 4s, leg...
United States bonds, 4s, coup
122%
Pacific Os. '«3
127
The following ire to-day's loosing quotations of

ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF MAILS.
Boston and intermediate offices—Arrive at 12.05
p. m. Close at 8.15 a. in.. 12.00 and 9.00 p. m.
Boston and the West— Vrrlvoat 12.05,5.15,8.25
and 11.10 p. in. Close at 8.15 a.m., 12.00, 5.15
and U.00 p. in.
Intermediate or Way Mails, via Boston A Maine
Hallway—Arrive at 12.20 and 8.25 p. m. Close at
8.15 a. in. and 12·.00η. in.
Great Southern & Western—Arriveatl2.05.5.15,
Sand lino p. m. Close at 8.15 a. in., 12.00,
p. m.
and connecting routes—Arrive at 1.10
at
11.45 a. in. and 9.00 p. m.
Close
.71,
p.
Ai-fiusta and connecting routes—Arrive at 9.00
a. fV^nd 1.10 p. in. Close at 11.45 a.m., 4.40
ar-ιΛ.ΟΟ p. m.

to

118

4 85% «.4 80%. Governments dull and
Stale bonds very dull and steady. Kailroad bonds
moderately active and generally about steady.
Tile stock market was heavy during the last hour
until shortly before tlie close, when there was
a fractional
rally and some more active stocks

OFFICE HOURS:
From 7.30 a. m. to 8.00 p. m.. Sundays excepted.
Sundays, open for Carriers and General Delivery,
Irom 8 to 10 a. ui.

-' =

201%
20%
f>2%
117

New York Stock and Money Market.
(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK, Aug. 4, 1885.—Money on call
continues ea»y at 1'alVi per cent; prime mercantile paper at 4®6.
Foreign Exchange firm at

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
Juue !28j 1885.

■S

0«V«
37S'''8

A. T. & 8. F
Mexical Central 7s
···.
Flint & Fere Marquette preferred
Flint & Pere Marquette common
Bell Telephone
New York & New England
Kastern Kailroad
;
Fort land. Saco it Portsmouth Κ
Boston & Lowell Kailroad

THE PRESS.
May lie obtained at the Periodical Depots of N.
G. Fessenden, Marquis, Armstrong, Hodsdon,
Robert Cestello. Gllpatrick, Jewett, Peterson,
btarks, Strange, Gould, Lanagan, Wade, Boston
& Maine Depot, and Chtsholin Bros., on all trains
that run out of the city.
Auburn, Willard Small & Co.
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Bangor, Bangor News Co.
Bar Harbor. F. S. Jordan.
Bath. J. O. Shaw.
F. M. Burnham.
Blddeford,
"
A. L. Jellerson.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.
Cumberland Hills, F. A. VerriU.
Damariscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Frveburg, A. F. Lewis.
Fairfield. Ε. H. Evans.
Farmington, D. H. ICnowltou.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorbani, Jas. H. Irish & Co.
Hallowell, C. L. Spaulding.
Lewlston, Chandler & Estes.
Long Island. T. M. Glendennmg.
Livennore Falls, G. 1). Hughes.
Mechauic Falls. Α. Λν. Bridge, E. A. Thomas.
Norway, S. L. Crockett, A. 0. Noyes.
Old Orchard. Geo. E. Eogg, A. L. Jelllson.
Klclimond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. S. Andrews.
«abattus, Ε. H. Johnson.
Maccarappa, A. H. Adams.
Saco, Η. B. Kendriek&Co.
C. II. Pierce.
Springvalc,
So. Paris, A. M. Gerry.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Viualhaven, Η. M. Roberts.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, C. H. llayes.
Yarmouth, A. H. Seabury.

rt

received

(By Telegraph.)

ΜΙΜΈΙ,Ι,ΛΛΚΟΓ*.

European Markets.
(BY Telegraph.)
LONDON, Aug. 4, 1885.—Consols 09 13-10.
LIVERPOOL, Aug 4,1885.—Winter wheat a»
Cs 9dg.es lid; spring wueat 6s9dig6slld; Cal
iforula average Cs 8dge» lod; club at 7s@7s 24 ;
Corn 4» 5 i/ad ; P«a# û* 7d. Provwons, etc.—Pork

prietorj.

TRADE MARK
Gile*' Liuiment Iodide Ammonia.
Removes all Unsightly Bunches, Cures Lamenes*
in Cattle, Spinal Meningitis, Founder, Weal

Limbs, Sprung
Windgalls.

Knees.

Spavin, Ringbone, Quitter

stable should be without it. Railroad, niin
ing and express companies all use Giles' Lini
Belmon
ment, and in the great racing stables of One
tria
and Lorillard it has achieved wonders.
will convince.
Write ]>}{. GILES. Box 3483. Ν. Y., 1'. (>., win
will, without charge, give advice on all disease
and also on the management of cattle. Sold b;
all druggists at ROc and $1.00 a bottle and ii
quarts at $2.50, in which there is great saving
The Liniment in white wrappers is for family use
that in yellow for cattle.
inayl3eod6mcW
No

DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP.
heretofore

existing be

Co-partnership
THEunder
tweeen the undersigned, transacting busi
the firm name of Swan & Barret is thi

ness

day dissolved by mutual

consent.
FRANCIS K. SWAN,

RUFUS H. HINKLEY.
GEORGE H. RICIIARDSON.

Portland, July 15,1885.
The undersigned have this day formed a c<
partnership in business as Bankers and Brokei
under the firm name of Swan & Barrett, and \vi
continue the business hitherto conducted by thei
predecessors, ander the s;une linn name.
RUKl'SH. HINKLKV.
(JEOliUE H.lUClIAJtnsON,
HENRY ST. JOHN SMITH.
jyliidtf
Portland. July 15,1385.

diiik;o mineral water.
Iced water ruins digestion; Dirigo Water in
it; is always palatable, refreshing an
proves
healthful. Delivered daily, cool and ret'reshin
from the spring. Our improved cans will keep tli
water cool from 36 to 48 nours ; use of cans iret
water per gallon 10 cents.

RUNDLETT BROS., Proprietors,
4IS Fore Street.

je23

THIS PAPER
Bureau

HOLSTER'S ίΙΙΙ,Ι.Ν.
HANCOCK HOUSE—M. Hancock, Proprietor.

dtf

(10 Spruce Street), whore advprtl
Advertising
in* eontracta may be uiauu for It IN JN BW Oil Ii
du
m

Are

now

attached

QUINCY HOUSE—J. \V. Johnson

& Co..

Proprli

PORTLAND, 1.10 P. M.

tor.

AMERICAN HOUSE, Hanover St.-L. Klce
Soli, Proprietors.
BBVmWICK.
P. & K. DINING ROOMS—W. IS. Field. Proprli
tor.

HIRAM.
Mr. CUTLER HOUSE—Freemam Pugsley.Propi
etor.

(ΟΚΛΊΧΙΙ TIUAGE.
LINCOLN HOUSE—C. E. Woodbury, Proiirietc
CALAIS.
AMERICAN HOUSE—M. D. Gardiner, Proprl·
tor.
COB1VHH.
DAVIS ΙΙΟ'Π:!. M. B. Davis, Proprietor.
KLLSIVOUTU.
HANCOCK HOUSE—George Gould, Propriété
KASTPORT.
PASSAMAQUODDV nOUSE-T. H. Bucknat
1EWISTON.

DtfWITT HOUSE—Quinby & Murcli, Proprietor
lACHIAS.
EASTER HOTEL-E. E. Stoddard, Proprietor.
MECHANIC! FAI.LS·
COBB S HOTEL—P. R. Cobb, Proprietor.
NOItKIDtiEHOlK.
DANFORTH HOUSE—C. Daiiforth, Proprietor.
PORTLAND.
CITY HOTEL. Corner of Congress and Green St
.1. W. Robinson. Proprietor.
FALMOUTH HOTEL. Corner of Middle and t
ion Sts.—J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
PERRY'S HOTEL. 117 Federal St.—.J. G. l'err

Proprietor.

PREBLE HOUSE, Congress St.-M. S. Gibso

Proprietor.

V. S. HOTEL, Junction of Congress and Feder
Sts.—McDonald & Newbegin, Proprietors.
RAYMOND VI IJ.AtiK.
CENTRAL HOUSE—Win. H. Smith, Propriett
SACCARAPPA.
PRESUMPSCOT HOUSE—W. S. Pratt, Propri
tor.

l«KO\VUE«AH.

COBURN.HOUSE—Robert W. Haines, Proprieti

to train

leaving

BOSTON.

Proprietor.

Co-Partnership ÏSoticc.

WORCESTER

;

dtoctl

jeSO

Portland and Worcester Line
Portland & Rochester R. R
ARRANGEMENT OF TRAINS.
On and after Monday, J une
will lea

188Λ, Passenger Trains
TB3!| l'01
ilaml at 7.HO a.

in., an
1.IO p. «m., arriving at Worcest
in.
7.25
and
p.
at 2.15 p.
Returning lea
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.
at
12.50
Portland
at
ρ in. and 5.'
a. m., arriving
p. m.
For C'lintoii, Ayer Junction, Fitchbiir
Nnwhiia, Lowell, H'iudhnm, and Lppit
at 7.:tO a. hi. and 1.IO p. in.
For HancheMter, Concord and points Nor
at l.lOp. ni.
For Kochr»tcr,
Alfred, Wale
boro uikI Maro Rirer, 7·!ιΟ a. in., t.l
p. in. and (mixed) at 6.30 p. m. Keturnii
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.45 a. m., 11.00
m. and 3.35 p. m., arriving at Portland (mixe
U.40 a. m., 12.50 p. m. and 5.40 p. m.
For <>«orlinin, Waccarappa, C'limbcrlni:
HilU, \\e-lbrook and Woodford's at 7.!
a. in.. 1.10, 0.20, and mixed at *6.30 p. m.
The 1.10 p. m. from Portland connects
Ayer Jniiel. with lloowac Tunnel Koufe f
the West, and at F η ion Depot, Worcester, f
iVew York via Norwich Uue and all rni
IV. A'. A: IV. Ε. Κ. 1
Via
("Steamer Maryland Route") for Philadclphi
Knltiniorr, ti a*!iiui;toii, and the Month a
with ItoMtou A- Albany Κ. K. for the Went.
Drawing room cars on train leaviug Portland
1.1 o p. m. and train leaving Worcester at |7.30
——15

3-a~
m.

Spriigval·.

Kprinyfieid,

in.

Close connections made at YTc*tbrook Jim
tion with through train of Maine Central R. ]
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with throu
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points West and Son
may he had of s. H. Hellen. Ticket Agent, Po
land & Rochester l)enot at foot of Preble St., a
of Rollins & Adams, No. 22 Exchange St.
•Does not stop at Woodford's.
J. W. PETERS, Supt
ju26dtf

PIIIliADEliPHIA
Direct Sieamehip

Line.

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAV.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY.
From Long Wharf. Bosten, S
in.
From Pine Street Wharf
at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate·!
sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. K., and
South oy connecting lines, forwarded free ef remp.

Philadelphia,

misslon.
PnuniKe Ten Hollar*. Itonnd Trip 918·
JMeals and Room included.
For freight or passage apply to.
Κ. Β. NAJtlPftON, Age·!,
31 (11f
TO I.ong Wfcarf, Boot—.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Eastport, Me., Calais, Me., St. John, N. B„
Halifax, N. S„ to.

Summer

Arrangement,

Commeuriug ilny IS, ISS5.
3

trips

Ter

week.

Λ Τ Κ Λ VI F It*

OF ΤΗΝ
Ι.ΠΕ WIl.l. I.BATK
....
—RAILROAD mill·,
foot of State street, every Monday,
Wednesday
and Friday at 5 p. m.. for Eastport and St. .loha,
with connections for Calais, Robbinston, St. A»drews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock, Ciraad

Menan, Campobello, Dlgliy, Annapolis. Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle. Amherst,
Pietou. Shedlac. Bathurst. Dalhousie, Charlottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Inter-

and Annapolis, Western
colonial. Windsor
Counties Railroads and Stage Routes.
Through Tickets issued and Baggage cheeked
to destination.
HP-Freight received np to 4 p. m.. and any laformation regarding the same
may he had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad
Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion
Routes, Tlekete,
Stale Rooms and further
information
apply ai
s
Company
.Office, First National Bank
corner Middle and
Exchange streets.
myl8dtt
j. Is, COYLE, Manager,

I&Tldtag,

■

THE

STORNI.

THE

PliESS.

V. C. A. AND P. C.

j
The rain

WEDNESDAY MORNING, AUG. 5.

force

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
NEW ADVERTINE.TIEIV'rr* TO-DAY.

or

probably

fell

never

with greater

longer period than
few claps of thunder

violence, for

a

yesterday morning.

Λ
heard at 11 a. in. The Fore street sewer was blocked, and cellars on Munjoy overflowed in consequence.
Many cellars on

were

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Seersuckers—Rines Brothers.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
l.awn Sale—liines Brothers.
Abbott Family School, for Boys.

Commercial street were flooded, and a numThe celber of streets were badly washed.
lars of Mr. Mussey's new block on Com-

To Let—Rooms.
Major Hendershot—Lewis' Hall.
AUCTION SALES.
House and Lots—Old Orchard.
Real Estate—Wasliiugtou ami Madison Sts.

Portland

mercial street

filled, and the boys went
in swimming there. The day boats between

To Let—Storage.
Notice—George F. Juilkius.

and

Boston

night boats had

a

WS&Mlyr

Testimonial from James S. Sanborn of Boston,
Manufacturer of Coffees, Spices &c.
Mb. Kinsman. 1 have used Dr. Kinsman's
Vegetable Elixir for five years or more, and consider it the most valuable remedy for the complaints which it is recommended to cure, more especially Neuralgia, from which I was suffering
severely for one week, which interfered to considerable extent with my eyesight ; and upon application of Dr. Kinsman's Vegetable Elixir, 1 was
immediately cured. 1 recommend it is as a very
valuable medicine.
J. S. SANBORN.
Aug 5
W<S w

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
TERM—WESTKKN IHSTHIOT.

Tuesday.—The following cases were disposed
of:

Frank W. Robinson vs. Inhabitants of Wiscasset. The statute objected to in the motion of
the defendant is held not to lie lu conflict witli any
of the provisions of the Constitution of the United
States. It is therefore ordered that the execution
upon the judgment in this ease, when issued,
shall lie in the form prescribed by that statute.
FRANKLIN COUNTY.

John Mitchell et al. vs. Wellington B. Morse.
Judgment for defendant.
Harrison Parker vs. David Williams and Frank
W. Parker. Judgment for plaintiff against Williams and Parker, and against the logs attached
on the writ for $63.31 with costs as awarded bv
uie reieree.

Charles Green vs. Kennedy Smith.
Motion
overruled.
Sarah J. Hawes vs. Thomas M. Oliver. Judgment for defendant.
Frank B. Pierce vs. Robert D. Paul. Motion
overruled by consent.
State vs. Charles F. Packard. Exceptions overruled. Judgment for the State.
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

State vs. Inhabitants of Wales. Judgment foi
the defendant.
John L. Davis vs. Timothy Callahan. Exception» overruled by consent.
YORK COUNTY.

Lament A. Stevens vs. Erastns Hilton et al.
Motion and exceptions overruled by consent.
Wells Village Library Association vs. Harriet N.
Curtis. J udgment for plaintiffs.
George C. Bragdon vs. Charles B. Hatch et al.
Judgment for defendants.
William G. Shattuck et als., appellants from
decision of County Commissioners of York county. Exceptions overruled. Case to be certified by
tne County Clerk to the
County Commissioners to
proceed according to the report of the committee.
Harry E. Thibbets vs. Alexander Villandre.
Motion overruled.
Belfast & Mooseliead Lake Railroad Company,
in equity, vs. City of Belfast et als. Bill sustained.
No costs for either party. Decree according tc
the opinion of the court.
George H. Phillips vs. William O. Aldeu, Jr
Death of plaintiff suggested. Action
(Χ'ΜΒΚΐυ-ΛΜ) JmrrSrr.
In all the Stile cases in Cumberland
county
except one against Martin Foley, which is to Ik
argued in writing, the exceptions have been over
ruled and judgment entered for the State.
HANCOCK COUNTY.

Joseph I). Grindle

vs.
vs.

BEFOREJUDGE GOULD.

Tuesday.—Dennis O'Neal, James Dougher,
Thomas Welch, John Curran, Herbert Webber
Ellis F. Dinsmore, William Mitchell,
.lames
White, Patrick Ford. Intoxication. Kach flvi
days in the county jail.
Martin Gilman, John Gillespie, Patrick Busby
Intoxication—second offence. Sixty days in tin
county jail.
Walter B.
Waterhouse.
Thre<
Larceny.
months In the county Jail.
Belle Busby. Assault. Sixty days in the
countj

jail.

John Richards. Assault. Thirty days in tin
county jail.
Emma Burrows, otherwise called Emma Bulon
ery. Vagabond and idle person. Four months it
the county jail.
ismiua Araee and Lavma
(iQQdrow* Vagabond:
and idle persons. Continued for sentence
upox
promise to leave the city.

deep and

some

ten feet

J. M- Dyer & Co. have draped their win
dows very tastefully for Gen. Grant.
The yacht Leila sailed yesterday for thi
eastward.
The annual meeting of the Atlantic & St

Lawrence Railroad Co. was adjourned yesterday for lack of a quorum.
Rev. Mr. Grosvenor preached the ser
mon at the funeral service of the late Capt
Robert Dyer at Knightville.

Grattan,s

oursion to Long Island

on

base ball ex

Thursday, Augus

6th.

Major Hendersliot, the famous Druminei
of the Rappannock, will give an exhibi
tion at Lewis' hall, Woodfords, Thursday
evening at 8 o'clock.
Portland Division, Sons of Temperance,
will have a basket picnic to Long Island tomorrow, the boat leaving the foot of State

Boy

ova V/V^u miu I'lrtimmi

«

Ici 11.

Steamer Forest City will go on si sail down
the bay at 3 o'clock this afternoon, returning at live o'clock. Music by Chandler's
Band.
Owing to the condition of the courts the
annual tournament of the P. L. T. C. will be
played on Thursday, Aug. (i, at 3 o'clock, instead of on

Wednesday.
The police commissioners

were in session
last evening, but as no applicants appeared
before them, and there being no other business, the board adjourned until the firsi
Tuesday evening in September.

The lawyers'
Saturday ; the

offices will close at 2.;f0 p.

m

wholesale dry goods firms
•bout 2 p. m. ; the boot and shoe factories at
2 p. m., and the lumbermen at 3 p. m. all

through August.
Mr. W. H. Ilobbs, of the National Traders
Hank, had his boat caught in Custom House
dock by the wind and tide yesterday and upset. Mr. Hobbs was rescued by a boatman
near

at hand.

There

was a report current yesterday that
schooner Ε. K. Dresser was ashore on Bulger Ledge, Deer Isle, but no telegram had
been received by the owners and it was nol

credited.

Yesterday a son of Officer Morse was
whittling a piece of wood, when his knife
slipped and cut a deep gash four inches in
length in the boy's knee It was necessary
to take six stitches in attending to the
wound.

Mrs. Amos J. Dennis, a lady living neai
the Enfield depot, who discovered a fire in
the roof of the wood shed there and gave the
alarm, thus saving the Maine Central quite
an amount of property, has received from
General Manager Tucker a pass over the
railroad for one year.
Laborers' Day at Maranocook.
Many persons will be glad to know of the
special trains to be run by tile Maine Central
Itailruad to Lake Maranocook at low rates of
fare on Sunday next.
This magnificent resort grows more

charming

each season, and
an opportunity is now offered for those who
cannot find it convenient to visit the lake on
week days to do so on Sunday. Chandler's

Band has been engaged for the occasion, and
a programme appropriate to the day lias been
The train from Portland will
arranged.
leave at 9 a. ni., and will be met at the lake
by trains from all parts of the road.
A

Magnificent Sight.

The parlors of Mr. C. H. O'Brion, near the
of High and Cumberland streets,
were filled with neighbors and friends yesterday evening to witness his superb nightblooming cereus. The plant lias sixteen
buds, of which twelve were all in bloom last
night. A cereus with two or three buds
corner

flowering
such

at the same time is uncommon, but

a case as

this is remarkable.
Boat Race.

The race last evening, between Mike Barry of this city and Nestor of Lowell, took
place in good water but in so thick a fog that
the oarsmen had hard work to follow the
course.
Barry was the winner by about four
boat lengths.
The start was made from the
Cumberland Bowing Association's house,

and

was

witnessed by

a

sea ran

themselves on a trans-Atlantic trip.
The drapery on the various public build-

ings received

hard usage from the

wind,

presented a drabbled appearance.
Owing to the block of the Fore street

and
sew-

er, the Grand Trunk round house was flooded, and at one time it looked as if no engines
could get out. but Mr. Martin had men take
spades and dig trenches to a sewer, which

relieved this house and prevented trouble.
A sewer on Portland street, near Parris,
was

affected

by

the storm.
PERSONAL.

Rev. l)r. Bolles of Salem, Mass., was in
town yesterday.
Mr. W. H. Beckett, the well known New
York basso is in town.
A. A. Strout, Esq., was also invited to speak
at the Grant Memorial services next Saturday, but was compelled to decline.
The many friends of Mr. Quintero, of Nutter, Kimball'& Co., are glad to welcome him

back after his long absence in Cuba.
Mr. Herbert W. Sears, time-keeper at the
Portland Company,was married Monday and
the company presented him with a handsilver service.
R. R. Smith, Philadelphia, E.

some

iW

AlVllNVIl)

and

V.J

»i·

Λ/IUUOV,

family, Montreal,

A.

ilUll.

G.

Cook,

UUgll O.XM0V.L

Bennet, Dorral, P.

among the guests at the Falmouth
Hotel last night.
Dr. J. N. Boynton of New York, was In
the city yesterday for the purpose of inspecting the Underwood Spring at Falmouth Foreside, whose waters are now attracting so
much attention from the medical fraternity.
Mr. Joshua Nye, one of the best known
and most efficient workers for temperance in
Maine, has undertaken the business management of the newspaper, Law and Order, and
will make Boston his residence hereafter.

Q.,

were

Evading

in the centre of the room. The stove was
moved and the officers pried up a trap door
which was completely concealed by the
stove. Beneath the door was a large box,
half filled with stagnant water.
In the
water rested a barrel of beer, to which the

attached.

The officers drew off a quantity of the
beer to take to the station and think they
have a clear case against the keeper, whose

is Hasan.

The young man, evidently
the bar tender, who was in the room when
the officers began their search, suddenly
vacated the premises when they approached
name

the stove.

number of persons.

Mr.

Hadlock, in the Supreme Court yesterday morning, claimed that the four counts
against Rounds for forgery set forth but one
offence ; that the general verdict might have
been based on any one of the counts, all con-

taining the order reported in the indictment ;
that it is irregular when there are several
for same offence to take a verdict of
than one count, and when the
nolle prosequi was entered it removed the
only count on which judgment could be
legally pronounced. He claimed there was
nothing in the record to show upon which
count the jury found Rounds guilty, and for
aught appears, the jury found upon one count
noli pressed. Mr. Hadlock further claimed
that if the jury found the intent to be to defraud the bank they could not consistently
counts

guilty

closed in the case, the judgment against
Rounds be revesred.
Attorney General Baker followed for the
State, arguing that there was no such error
in record and process as would entitle the
plaintiff in error to a new trial.
The Court overruled the exceptions and
■sustained judgment for State.

Some False Rumors Corrected.
During the past few days D. H. Bates,
President of the Baltimore & Ohio Telegraph
Company, has been in frequent communication with Robert Garrett, who is at present
in

Germany, in relation to the statements
opportunity had been given to Mr.
Jay Gould to obtain control of the Baltimore
& Ohio wires. The story which has been in
that an

circulation is to the effect that Mr. Gould
had been offered the control of the Baltimore
<fc Ohio Telegraph lines in consideration of
his aiding the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad
Company. In several of his despatches Mr.
Garrett has characterized these statements
as "lies" and "inventions." Yesterday Mr.
Bates received the following cablegram :
Hamburg, Germany, July 30,1885.
D. 11. Hales, JialUmore ά Ohio Telegraph Com-

pany, New York:
All rumors of any arrangement with the Western Union Company are
absolutely false.
Robert Garrett.
Mr. Garrett will return to London about
the middle of August, when he will fully
consider the rather extensive plans for the
further development of the Baltimore &

Ohio line which Mr. Bates forwarded to him
few

days

ago.

Western Union Telegraph Co.
In the United States Court yesterday before

the club—Venerable Cunner Association—
we believe was adopted when the adjective
"verdant" would have been more appropriate. Be this as it may, there can now be no
dispute that it is well entitled to the name it
bears.
Of the six original members there are now
four living, one of whom can boast of attending every anniversary of the association.
The present number of members is limited
to twenty, and when a vacancy occurs it is
speedily filled. There are now two vacan-

cies,

believe, occasioned by the death of
M. Knight of Boston, and of the one

we

Lucius
for whom

the

is named, the loss of
whose good fellowship we all profoundly regret. In its forty years of existence it has
camp

borne the names of filty members on its roll,
twenty of whom have passed away. This
brief review we have thought would not be
out of place at this interesting period of its
At an early hour this moming, a majority
of the members were on their way to the
The weather was not propicampground.
tious, but the party was safely sheltered in

Bluff Cottage before the rain fell. It was
worth a drenching even, to sit on the piazza
and watch the riotous old ecean, the immense rollers heaving in and breaking in

cl»uds of spray on the neighboring bluffs
with a roar like" continuous thunder.
After a breakfast, gotten up in Kobinson's
best style, the boys employed themselves in
various sports, and time passed merrily on ;
though the clouds rained without, mirth
reigned within doors. The business meeting
was deterred until alter dinner, at winch the
usual reports of the secretary and treasurer
were read ; also letters from absent members.
The election of officers resulted in the choice
of—
Ruinery.
Commissary—Jerome P.
Vice Commissary—E.
Staples.
Secretary—C. O. Leach.
Treasurer—Samuel Thurston.
On motion of F. E. Pray, it was voted the
camp be named Win. A. Winship, in memory
of our late brother.
Brother Ross, of Philadelphia, was on
hand, whose presence was more cheering
than would have been the sunshine. Some
one remarked during the forenoon that the

"thundering good
of the
and the heavy
time;"
thunder claps confirming the truth oObe
cunners

were
the roar

having

a
ocean

Pie.

remark.

The fifth concert by Chandler's Band will
be given at Deering's Oaks, Thursday afterThe
noon, at 2.30 p. m.
the programme :
Overture—"Bronze Horse,"
Selections—Olivette
Waltzes—Les Sirenes

following

Medley Overture—Pretty as

Picture

Selections—Uirofle-Glrofla

a

Auber
Audran

Cheerfulness (Duet for two cornets)
Potpourri—II Polinto
Selections—La Mascotte
Letter Carriers'

will be

Waldteufel
Catlin

Leeocq

Uumbert

Donizetti
Audran

Delivery.

The following is the letter carriers' delivery for the month of July :
Delivered.

Ordinary letters
Registered tetters

144,090
1,960
36,335
70.059

Postal cards
Papers

Collected.
118.921

127,688
16,005

SUBURBAN NEWS.

Judge Webb, some preliminary

motions

heard for a receiver in what may be
termed the revived suit Smith vs. the Western

were

Union Telegraph Company. This action was
brought many years ago by the late Hon. F.
0. J. Smith.
A large amount is involved.

Judge Waterman
Hon. Bion Bradappeared for the estate.
bury and Hon. O. D. Baker for defendant
company.

Hon. C. W. Goddard and

The Lost Found.
Levi T. Lincoln,
residing at No. 264
Brackett street, left his home on Monday.
Ile is over 75 years old, and is partly deranged. The Boston Journal says he was found
wandering around Maiden, Mass., Monday
night, by friends. He does not remember

anything since leaving
for by friends, and
yesterday afternoon.
The

home. He was cared
sent home to this city

Libby

Case.

The Supreme Court has overruled the exceptions taken in the case of Thomas J.
Libby, convicted of the murder of Lydia A.
Snow, and the 'judgment for the State will
stand. Libby will be sentenced at the next
term of the Superior Court.
Real Estate Transfers.

The following transfers of real estate in
county have been recorded at the registry of deeds :
Falmouth—A. J. Dearborn to Κ. H. Bailey, land.
the

$r,oo.
Windham—Theodore
Frank, land. $1D0.

Sayward

to

Melvin P.

will stop

as

LEAVE OCEAN PARK.

10.35

supersede

the old one now

standing.

A new
of the building is partially finished, and a foundation
for a new boiler house is being laid. A new
penstock will probably be built this fall.
The yacht "Vixen," which has
been
lengthened ten feet, and entirely remodeled
and refitted this season, was launched yesterday. She is elegantly finished throughout in
polished mahogany and cherry, and all her
She will
appointments are first-class.
probably be ready for sea the latter part of
this week,-at which time Capt. J. H. Richardson, who is now home on his vacation,
will take command.

dust-house attached to the

rear

OCEAN
Convention

of

PARK.

Bates

Theological

"

The storm which had been foretold all day
by the sullen sobbing of the restless sea,
broke in all its fury about midnight on Monday, and continued with no signs of abatement until yesterday afternoon.
The con-

tinuous
ears

all

of the breakers sounded in our
like the boom of cannon.

roar

day

The "white steeds of the sea" came proudly riding in, their snowy manes tossing like

prancing war horses.
Notwithstanding the
the grand spectacle was

wind and the rain,
witnessed by many

The storm was so severe that the reunion
at 9.30 was omitted.
Kev. B. F. Hayes presided over the regular
meeting at 10 a. m.
Kev. A. W. Anthony, a talented young

preacher, presented an able paper on the
"Grado and
value of Bates Theological
School to Free Baptist students."
The discourse was divided into the heads,
"Money, Faculty and Students." Under
the first was considered the location, and it
was stated that it is less expensive there
than at any other school in New England.
As to the second he said that the instructors
give the time exclusively to the students.
They are not famous, but are thorough. The
students represented there are zealous and
earnest.
Rev. F. L. Hayes followed with a practical
paper on "The Needs of Our School."
An earned discussion followed, in which
nearly all of the alumni present took part.
The alumni conference met and organized,
and then adjourned to meet at the close of
the afternoon exercises.
At ï p. m. the chapel was well filled. Rev.
J. J. Butler delivered an interesting historical address.
Th'e history of the Baptist
Theological School was followed from its inStatistics and
ception to the present date.
names of interest to the alumni were given.

Bates Theological School was incorporated
in 1855. It has four professors. Hillsdale
Theological School, a western branch, incorporated in 187.Ί, lias three professors. It
may be said the school ought to be larger
and better. We choose to rejoice in the good
it has done, and in the prosperity which it
enjoys. The speaker indulged in brief personal reminiscences of his forty years' service. Burine that time slavery has been
abolished. The Morning Star was the first
paper which raised a protest against the diabolical traffic.
High Calvanism has passed
away, and in its place full and free salvation
is now, almost universally, everywhere pro-

claimed.
No. 3, "Come, sing the
Gospel's joyful
sound" was sung and then the convention
was favored with an able address from Rev.
A. Given, R. I., from the scripture, "See that
thou make all things according to the pattern
shown thee in the Mount."
Ileb. 8:5.
The heights of Christian experience, the
grand outlook, the need of following the
plans we make when we are thus lifted above
every day life and the personality of the revelation, "to thee" were points specially
brought out.
The Alumni Association convened immediately, and presented the following resolu-

tion:

Whereas, it is the sense of this gathering that
the exercises of today have been an increasing
bond of brotherhood among us, as Alumni of the
Theological School, and also, we trust, a source of
help and encouragement.
Jtcunh'ti— That we seek a repetition of these
exercises in the programme of the Ocean Park
Assembly next year and that a committee be appointed to arrange for the day.
Revs. T. Spooner, L. W. Raymond and F.
H. Peckham were appointed a committee.
The disposal of the papers and sermons
were also referred to this committee.
Prof, llowe offered prayer and good byes
were said.
his
lecture on
Satialibrah continued
Father India, Transmigration of souls. Emtiie
dead, love, marriage and worbalming
ship were the themes last evening. His imitation of the high tea to which he was invited by a Boston lady convulsed his hearers
with laughter.
Today is children's day, exercises to comKev. II. F. Wood
mence promptly at 'i p. ni.
committee.
A good deal of dissatisfaction has been felt
and pretty loudly expressed at the refusal of
conductors to stop at the entrance to Ocean

Park

on

the main line

as

"

Rev. C. W. Bicknell at Bethel.
Rev. Geo. W. Bicknell of Lowell, Mass.,
formerly of Portland, occupied the Universalist church Sunday, preaching a very fine
In the evening, at the request of
sermon.
the Grand Army Post, a memorial service
was held, the Post attending in a body.
Mr.
Bicknell was an officer in the Fifth Maine,
and it was here that Co. I of that regiment

recruited, the gallant Captain, and afterward Colonel C. S. Edwards being still a
resident of the village.
Mr. Bicknell has
many warm friends
among the G. A. B. boys, and all were anxious to hear liis tribute to our brave Commander-in-chief. The church was full, and
many were obliged to return home, being un
able to get into the audience room.
The text taken was from Jeremiah; the
words being "Weep not for the dead." A
brief review of the leading traits of Gen.
Grant's life was given, and from these valuable lessons were drawn by the eloquent
preaeher. The hearers were urged to emulate his energy, fortitude, perseverance and
modesty, and not to forget the patient spirit
shown during the past months of terrible
suffering. No brief report can do justice to
the sermon, which was one of the best we
have heard from this talented speaker.
A general memorial service will be held in
the First Congregationalist church next Saturday evening, at which time short addresses
will be given by several speakers.
was

Setii.

Old Orchard Beach.

Old Obohahd, Aug. 4.
The surf was never so wild and high at
the beach as today. After the storm the
people gathered en masse along the shore in
front of the hotels to watch the breakers as
they dashed in on the beach in their weird

advertised.

We

Dark Lawns
yards
"
"
"

3000

10

or

2000
1000
3500
1000
10
10

Lynn Lasters'

Crusade.

at Norway,
Me., said that the statement was as fair as anything which he
had
read
concerning the
difficult}'.
firm
The
had
not
been
threatened
the
Lasters'
but
at
the time
by
Union,
the Union made its demands for the adoption of its increased price list for labor, owing to the time it was made and the condition
of the firm's business, the demand was acceded to. The firm was entirely undecided
what to do. At present its factories in Norway and Lynn were running by the Lasters'
Union, but the Union and the factory could
not exist together in Norway. One or tlic
other must go. If the firm was to contend
with the Union in its business, it preferred
to do it in Lynn rather than in Norway. The
firm had nothing to say at present, but between now and the next trade it would decide upon a course of action. It was preparing for a contest on its old fighting ground.
Its poliey would be shaped at the conclusion
of the season. He said: "We are thinking
seriously of returning to Lynn."
STATE.

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

Mr. Arthur M. Thomas, A. M., of Hallowell, for the last five years in charge of the
Richmond High School, has been electee:
principal of Houlton Academy as successoi
of Prof. W. S. Knowlton, for ten years the

principal of that institution.
CUMBERLAND

"at
"
"

Light
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BINES
MAJOR

HENDERSHOT,

Mr

ocrats was held at Hotel North to talk ovei
the Augusta post office matter. Among those
present were Dr. Martin, 1). 1'. Pike, Ton
Murphy, T. J. Lynch, George Cony, Charles
Morton and Manley Pike. It is reported tlia
the meeting was not very harmonious.
There are now more intimates of the Sol
diers' Home at Togus than was Cver before
known. The dull times are driving many tc
seek a home there that have heretofore supported themselves independent of the home
There have been twenty-six new inmate!
arrive inside of two weeks.
A new stage
has been put on the route between Toguf
and Augusta to accommodate the increasing
travel.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

A man employed at the Windsor Hotel
Ransrnr. Kntnrrinv slinnoil intr» flu» rnnm ni
James Mullen, a porter in the hotel, stole î
watch, a suit of clothes, $4 in money ami
other articles, amounting in all to $G0, anc
went out the front entrance of the house, according to the Whig. On Saturday the police
recovered the watch from a man to whom il
had been sold.

There are now six tugs in Bangor harbor
Two schooners were recently sold in Bangor, one for 81400 and the other for SflOO· The
were

very low.

$1.10 TO

for
"

48 cents.

—

AT

on or
1885, as

LEWIS' 1IALL,

WOODFOItDS,
Thursday Ev'ng, Aug. 6,at 8 O'clk.

TO

Postponement on Account of the Weather.
<12t»
A»MISSIOSiS5C"rS.
augB

No

518Vi Congress Street.
Inquire of L. υ. STltOUT, 518 Congress St.
LET—Two

rooms

in a
5-4

rooms

ABBOTT FAMILY SCHOOL

BOYS.

IjKT—Storage.
TO TON
ST.

sssai «s /urns®?. »

Inquire

MOUL5-1

TODAY

FOR THE

—

No. 5

at

DEATHS.
In this city. Aug. I, Emma Lillian
daughter of Elislia and Mary E. Young, Young,
aged 5 months
and 25 days.
In this city, Aug. 4, Thomas Carey, aged Gfi
years.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
In Bath, Aug. X, Alden Sprague, aged 74
years
7 months.
In Bath, Aug. 1, Edith S., daughter of Edward
B. and Emma F. Curtis, aged 7
yeArs !» months.
In Lisbon Falls, June 19, Alvin Frazler, aged
77 years 1 month.
In Jay, July 28, Mrs. Harriet Bartlett, aged 82
years.

[The funeral service of the late Thomas E.
Griffin will take place this morning at 8.30 o'clk
at his late residence, No. 10 Chatham street.

Vacation

May do you much good, but if you wish to gel
yourself into thoroughly gooel condition, strong
active, and healthy, ready to work hard when you

return, you should aid Nature in her efforts to dc
you good, by taking Hood's Sarsaparilla; it will
take all the impurities from your blood, create an
appetite, promote healthy digestion, and give you
strength in place of weakness. Try it now.
"I bave beenlising Hood's Sarsaparilla and am
greatly improved in health. It has toned up my
entire system, enriched my blood, and given m'e
an appetite."
Jas. O. C'avis, New Albany, Ind.

Needed a Tonic.
"I was generally run down, had no appetite,
and needed a good tonic. I never used
anything
that did lue so much good as Hood's Sarsaparilla.
I now have a good appetite and feel renewed all

over; am better than I have been for years "
E.
H. Rand, 41 W. 9tli Street, Oswego, Ν. γ
•I recommend Hood's Sarsaparilla as a wonderful blood purifier—a sure and reliable remedy."
Mus. S. F. Bukgbsh, West Morris, Ct.

Hood's

Sarsaparilla
Sold by all druggists. ?1 six for §5.
;

by C. 1.1100D& CO., Apothecaries,

aug5

To Let.
to let single or in suits, with board.
Apply at No. 99 High St., corner of Spring,
dtf
may 13

STOKES

FOR

Prepared

Lowell,
100 Doses One Dollni-

Mass.

eodtsepl

Sunday or night work,

we

ask

bonus, sell at actual value, want
ilita

M

an offer.
G.
Uit«tnn
Muae

Oi'.i; W-wtiniirt.m

MALE—Parties in Maine desiring to sell
write to us aa
welliave great facilities for selling farms all over the
JOHN W. S. RAYMOND
New England States.
& CO., Real Estate Agents, 277 Washington St.,
28-1
Boston, Mass.
tlieir farms would do well to
FOR

furniture and busmost punuiar
road house out of Boston; this hotel is not offered
for sale in Boston, as the owner desires to sell
without having it publicly known; there has been
a fortune made in it. and it never was more popular than now; no letters answered; If you want
an A 1 house, put your money In your pocket and
KAYMONI) &
come to my office." JOHN W. S.
3-1
CO., 277 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

cash;
FOKÛALE-§7000,
iness of the best known and

OK

RIP VAN WINKLE.

SUMMER

actor

—

A bottle of this
may

save

Medicine in the house
a Doctor's fee.

Read these Recent Proofs of its Efficacy from well
known People.

CHOLERA MORBUS CURES.
Had occasion to use Baker's Great American
Specific for a very severe attack of Cholera
Morbu* and Summer Complaint. One dose
relieved and a second cured me.
A. K. JENNESS, Fryeburg, Me.

Col. Tlios. A. Scott, for years President of tin
great Pennsylvania li. K., said just before his sud
den death, in answer to a question: "There is bn
one Dr. Flower, and it will be a century befon
there is another, and the one medicine for Live
and Stomach troubles, and the general system, i:
his Liver and Stomach Sanative."

STERLING,
I uspector of Cu*tome, Port laud, Hie., say·—
Have used Baker's Specific for Summer ComJ. C.

WITHÔÛTA PARALLEL.

plaint, and it cured me.
household remedy.

In that horrible railroad disaster at Ashtabula
Ohio, which every one remembers, Mrs. F. M. Coul
ter was hurled through the bridge 70 feet Into tin
Her friend and Messrs. Moody t
river of ice.
Saukey's associate, the sweet singer P. P. Bliss
was killed, and she so badly injured and her nerv
ous
system so shocked that chronic hysteria fol
lowed. .She was sent to a private asylum, where
after a long treatment, she was pronounced incui
able Four years ago a friend sent her a bottle o
The effect was liki
Dr. Flower's Nerve PiUs.
magic; 17 bottles were taken, and Mrs. Coulte
was thoroughly cured.

N. ».

It is

an

invaluable

FABRINGTON,
of Gov. Robie'e Staff, writes:
"Have used it with perfect satisfaction for two
years. Have known many others in this neighborCOL. E. C.

hood who used it for cholera morbus, internal
pains, etc., and never knew a single case of dissatisfaction."
E. C. FAKËINGTON,
Fryeburg, Me.

my29FM&Wlstor4thply

MR. GEO. Ρ ARCHER,
Custom*, Sure, Me., irritée:
Consider Baker's Great American Specific one
of the best family medicines in use.
Whether
used externally or internally, good results are
! equally sure to follow. It is In very general use
; in our vicinity, and all agree that it invariably
Collector of

gives satisfaction.

PRAY, ESQ.,
St., Providence, R. 1., says:

EDWIN L.

!

All our regular .$1.00 Frencli
Dross Goods at SO cents.
All our regular $1.35 Frencli
Dress Goods at Ϋ5 eents.
Large job lot ol' Satin Parasol·
at very low prices.
Odd lots ol' Corsets at just liall

:

;

I

35 Potter
Was taken with cramps in the stomach, very
similar to Cholera Morbus*. Took 40 drops
Baker's Specific in water and bathed outside of
stomach freely, «and was entirely free from pain in
thirty minutes ami as well as ever. Can cheerfully recommend your medicine a» a sterl-

ins;

article.

Ask for "BAKER'S Great American
Specittc," prepared by Maurice Baker & Co.,

Portland,

Me.

! SOLD BY ALL DEALERS,

Price 50 cents.

SATISFACTION

Ask

your grocer for

jyio

GUARANTEED.

Baker's Best Flavoring Extracts.

Spécial Bargains

in

Hosiery ami

Underwear.
Fresh lot of Centemeri Kids jusi
received.
Exclusive sale of "The Merger"'
Vulcanized Rubber Circulars; superior to all others.
Agents for the celebrated Pearl
Shirt.
Agent for Mme. Dcmorest's Patterns.

TURNER BROS.,
488 & 498
je23

Congress St.

<ltf

24-1

FOR

the 29tli, a pocket book in smoking
ear of east bound train on Portland and Worcester Road. The linder will be rewarded by
leaving the same with E. P. STICKNEY, at Morgan, Butler & Co's, on Middle St., Portland. Me.

LOST—On

3-1

FRENCH

gress
High street;
rewarded by returning to 99 HIGH ST.

LARGE AND VARIED STOCK.

Waldo House, Little Chebeague
LOST.—At
Island day of Grocers' excursion,
lady's
with
a

gold ring,
finely cut cameo, surrounded l>y
pearls. The finder will be suitably rewarded by
leaving the same at 14ô DANFORTH ST.
29-1

Sebago Lake, Sunday, a gold ring.
The linder will be suitably rewarded by leaving the same at McKENNEY'S clothing store,
No. 181 Middle St.
28-1

LOST—At

cashmere shawl, between Portland
and Poud Cove or in the city, about ten days
A
suitable
reward will be paid for returning
ago.
to 120 SPUING ST.
24-1

LOST—A

reward paid for delivery to this
LOST—Liberal
office of
embroidered shawlette lost
Bowdoin St. and Western
an

near

Promenade.

It will pay you to look over our goods
and note the low prices. Remember
that lookers incur no obligations to
Another case of $1.25
purchase.
Crochet Quilts for $1, just received.

Congress Street.
eodtf

BUY

LOST.—On

bracelet 011 Cumberland St.
Call at 4β9 CUMBERLAND ST.
22-1

FOUND—Gold

Saturday, July 25th, about 6.30
FOUND,—On
p. 111. on the road at Portland Light, a white

NICK

ALONZO S. DAVIS,
PHOTOGRAPHER,
ISO
]?Ii«ldle
Street,
near corner

of Exchange St.

BEST OF WORK AT REASONABLE PRCIES.

jali)

eodtf

CELLULOID
COLLARS and CUFFS wholesale and retail, at

Waterproof

handkerchief. The owner can have the same
by calling at this office and paying for this advertisement.
29-1

LOST.
A BROWN SILK UMBHELLA with hammered
Jr\. silver handle ; lost at steamer Cadet, Franklin Wharf ; a suitable reward will be paid the Under. at SWAN Λ BARRETT'S, between the hours
of 12 and 1.

jy31dlw

at

the

old

stand

189 MIDDLE STREET,

PORTLAND, ME,

jyl8

j FOR DOORS CARS, SHIPS AND
CHURCHES MADE TO ORDER.
BROKEN LIGHTS MATCHED.

H.
mar4

PIANOS, ORGANS,

jy3i

6'0

^

UNDERWOOD, Janitor.
FOR

13-7

SALE.

MALE—Fine paying business on Con
gress St. ; the location is one of tilt' best ; rea
quires very small capital, anil pays good prollts;
low rent ; aiiy one desiring a business ean leara
furtlierlpartlculars by calling on N. S. (JARDIN Kit, No. 40 Exchange St..
4-1

F

OK

OK

IALB-Λ nice little farm, cheap
5 miles from Portland ;
Γ
building*;
20
of
F.
new

acres

LEY & CO.

land, all crops Included.

about
IB or

Ο. BAI
4-1

SAliK—Baby carriage; willow, sunshade top, four wheels; price Srt.OO.
At
J E\V ETT'S News Depot, Mechanics Hall, corner
of C'asco St.
3-1

I^OK

OR HALB—Lot of land 40x80, on Melbourne
St., pleasantly located on Munjoy Hill; will
sell cheap on easy terms. Also a bouse on Emerson St.. with stable, very pleasantly located,
line
views ; will sell on easy terms ; now Is your time to
buy. Address I. B. WHEKLOCK, corner of La
1-1
fayette and Quebec Streets.

F

MALE.—House

for two famiand down,
and sebago, stable nearly new, will
rent for $(',oo, within a few minutes walk of the
Post office, a good Investment, price $4200.
N.
S. OARDINEK, 40 Exchange St.
2ft-l

arranged
FOR
lies. with water closets up stairs
gas

MALE—Row boat price PftOO, includFOR
ing spoon oars,
cushions, etc. ; newly
;

new

painted and hi good condition.

Address P.

BOX 1176.

O.

2!>-l

Ij^OR
hand Phaetons,

canaries, of this
lust received at
27-1

slaughter prices,
one

two

second-

Rockaway,

Coupe

one

anil one Top Box Buggy, two Ccncord Wagthree Express Wagons, ont} Milk Wagon all
in good order ; also one new Canopy Top. 2 seat
Side Bar, one Side Bar Box and one Corning, all
my own make and first class. C. U. KOB1NSON,
30 Preble St.
2Π-2
open

ons.

HALE-Carriage and Open Buggy cheap
FOR
at Mart, Plum street. Carriage built by Z.
THOMPSON, JR.,

to

new, very cheap.

order, Coming Buggy most
20-1

at Old
Avenue, camp

Orchard, situated
on Oakland
ground; contains
six rooms, painted and blinded; piazza first and

FOR

MALE—Cottage

second stories ; good well of water ; desirable lot ;
will be sold at a bargain if applied for soon.
N. S. CiAHDIN'Elt. No. 40 Exchange St.
23-1

MALE—The residence of the late W. F.
FOR
Phillips, No. 103 STATE ST., Portland. En-

quire

on

the premises.

15-4

MALE—Pure bred Berkshire pigs, from
four weeks to seven months old. For sale by
C. K. HAWES, Knlghtville. Cape Elizabeth, Me.
22-1

FOR

single jigger with pole and
FOR
shafts; light and in good repair. C. S. FAIRMAI.Ε

FIELD,

at

1

Tenney

&

Dunham's,

12

Exchange

F

ΟR

St.

22-1

MALE—The well known ΒΑ Κ ER HOUSE

situated in the thriving village of Yarmouth,
Me., is offered for sale on easy terms. This house
has been kept by the present proprietor for 1(5
years, is In good repair, and doing a good business.
Inquire on the premises.
14-8
MALE—Steamer ''Lizzie."
FOR
Is 35 feet long. 8 feet wide
last

Said steamer
over all ; hull ne w
steel boiler and engine new this season, and everything first-class; will speed 10 to 12
miles per hour. For further particulars, enquire
of .JAME3 Ql'INN. 49 Commercial St.
14-4

cashier to do writing and
WANTED—Lady
cashier ; pay will be small at first ;
assist
of

pleasant ; in a good neighborhood ; will be sold at
a great sacrifice if sold
Inquire of
FRANK E. WEBB, at P. O., Saccarappa, Me.

school preferred; experience
references must be excellent. A
essential,
lady with approved references accustomed to selling kid gloves can also secure a permanent situation. Address "Α. Η. B.," Press Office, Portland.
a

high
but

graduate

not

WANTED—Hi to 18 years of age, in
grocery store, No. 8 Custom House Wharf.
References required. Littlefleld & Co.
1-1

BOY

—

families; sightly, healthy, and

immediately.

3-12

FOR SALE.
A DOUBLE barrelled Shot (inn, English make,
x*. 12 guagc, top action, pistol grip, laminated
barrels, cood as new entt i.ll> nrit'tt é*>f. < 11 11
Also any new gun 10 per cent less than price list
sent C. O. D.
W. M. MULLAY,
198 Washington St., Boston.
jySldlw

I?!-

y Τ
also a girl to do second work. at ί;8Ϊ Congress street; references required.
DR. S. 11.
WEEKS.
20-1

tin-plate worker who understand hardware to run
the business 11 not sold soon, G. P. PER LEY,
Jy27deowtf
Briilgton, Me.

stqre; registered apotheWANTED—Drug
flrst class
cary wants good location for
will

SUMMER RESIDENCE FOR SALE.

a

a

store;
new

buy

an

a

established business or start

a

particulars,

to

'Address, giving

store.

3 Free Street
iania

Block,

Tuning

and re-

\\i ANTED—A

few line coat makers can comwork at once and have steady emL. C. YOUNG, 47 Exchange St.
28-1

inence

man.

SHINGLES,

ST.!

cheap.

PORTLAND, MAINE.
F.

M. CÏ.BMLENT.
dtf

CAUSES iiu.l
CORE, by one
was deaf
twenty-eight years.
Treated by moat ot the noted specialists of tlie
Cured himself in three
day with no benefit.
months, and since then hundreds of others by
same process. A plain, simple and successful
home treatment. Address 'X. s. PAGE, 128 East
20th St., New York City.
Iy20eod4w*

mil*
who

"WOOD'S"

children's
best cash
velvets, cashmeres; also gents'
suits,carpets, &c., all kinds second-hand goods;
please send postal anil we will call. Address MK.
or MHS. M„ No. 158 Federal street,
city. 27-1
price for silks,

Pungent, Aromatic, Economical.
ivlO

eodly

M.

A.

STATED MEETING of the Maine Charitable
Mechanic Association will be held In the Library Itoom, Mechanic Building, on THURSDAY
EVENING, August 0, at 7.30 o'clock.
It. B. SWIFT, Secretary.
aug'ldat

V

I

will call.

Ad-

27-1

agents;
WANTED—Fifty
Grant's History, introduction by

more
General
Dr. Newman; Gough's "Platform Echoes;" "Picturesque
Washington;" "Tokology"—great book for ladies;
"Kings of Capital, Kniglits of lalmr;" also grand
religious works, and many other big books for fall
canvassing. MAINE BOOK AGENCY, E. H.
Judkins. Manager, 385 Congress St.
25.1

hire
large cottage on Peaks'
WANTED—To
Island for the first two eeks in August, a
furnished

FORSALE.
KA At'KK* OF LAND on Main Street. In
fJVJ the town of
Peering. 4 miles from Portland City Building, and Vz mile from Allen's Corner, consisting of 30 acres of tillaue and about 20
acres of wood land ; it has a verylarge frontage,
lying on both sides of Main Street, and extending
to (Tray Street, with very desirable building lots
on Main Street; a part of it is particularly
adapted
for market gardening; said land will be sold in
art if wanted. For further particulars inquire of
W. ATKINS, on the premises, P. ().. address,
Portland. Me.
maySOeodtf

S

YOU

IF

w

Address BOX 1555,
24 1

and

Sts.
24-1

CONTEMPLATE

LIFE

a

Be

IMRAKCE,

to look into System and Avantages ο! the
Endowments and Five Year Distribution Plan
of the Old

sure

D—Three good agents to canvass for
WANTE
the Eagle Wringer.
Good commissions

Mutual Life Ins. Co.

ager.

ASSETS

paid. STEELING MANUFACTURING CO.. No.
35 Temple St., Portland, Me. 11. B. Martin, Man23-1

to do general lousework
small family ; one w illing to go into the
the
summer, may apply at the
country during
office of the GAS COMPANY before 3 ρ in.
22-1
Τ »

in

or

new

yokk.

Premiums may be paid monthly if desired.

a

"VJJTANTED—A flrst class cook.
TT
J. LIBBY.Portland.Me.

Address H.
22-1

trally located, and possession given immediately ;
will pay a good price. Address H. J. 1>ANIE1.S,
United States Hotel, city.
20-1

Everybody to know where the
WANTED
to buy the best flavored
headquarters

W. I).
aprl

LITTLE, Agt.
dtf

GENTS'LOW SHOES
—AT—

VERY LOW PRICES.
Former

—

are

black cherries on earth at wholesale prices, in
lots to suit customers, at It. COSTELLO'S, No.
7 Exchange street.
20-1

who are troubled with
Corns, Out-growing Joints and In-growing
to
Nails,
leave their orders with MRS. DR. SHERMAN, 57 Spring Street, who will be pleased to
wait upon them at their residences. Corns removed for 35 cents,
jy31-2

WANTED—Ladies

VIT ANTED—Ladies and Gentlemen In city
TT
or country, to receive light,
easy work at
home all the year round ; distance no objection ;
salary from $1 to S3 a day; no canvassing. J.
FOWLER & CO.. Boston. Mass.. box 5117. 15-8
TT

TEOS. WOOD & CO., BOSTON.

Summer Residence, situated on
Casco Bay. at Falmouth Foreside, 4 miles from Portland, with 20 acres of land,
and island opposite belonging to the estate. Nice
orchard, good well of mineral water, line privilege
for boating, fishing and bathing.
For further par
ticulars enquire at premises or address
MRS. It. JOHNSON,
inarSeodtf
East Peering. Maine.

BEAUTIFUL
the shore of

gents' mid
WANTED.—Ladies',
cast r<Iclothing, will pay very

"IVTANTED—Laundry

.genuine
selected
1
SPICKS.

C.

undertaker's store
given.
28-1

cen-

Also all kinds of building lumber

M.

an

Best of references

house,or basement and
Portland. WANTED—Furnished
first floor of furnished house ; must be
dtf

$1.50 Per Thousand.

jy20

28-1

"ITifANTED—A girl

■

NO. 1 CEDAR

Nlurdivnnt'!· Wh'f.

full

PRPGG 1ST, Press Office.

or

Samuel Thurston,

eodly

Street.

Julian Hotel, No. 196 Middle St. ; good reswith house. Apply to R. W.

taurant connected

MALE
A line residence, situated at
FOR
Saccarappa, 2V4 story, 12 finished rooms;
convenient for two

board bv gentleman
STOOLS AND Wanted.—Taiiie
wife in the vicinity of Carlton
Neal
Address W, Press Office.

Some Rare Bargains still remain.
pairing to order.

FARLEY,

Congress

OF

COVERS.

4 EXCHANGE STREET.

ARTISTS' MATERIALS
DRAUGHTSMAN'S SUPPLIES.
PICTURE FRAMES.
CYRUS F. DAVIS,

A

healthy

season,

WANTED.

cottage preferred.
Portland. Me.

eodlin

FIGURED GLASS

and

LAIIGENT MTOC'K

Till:

432 COMMERCIAL

AUSTIN'S,

TO

ED—A reliable person would like a situation as housekeeper in a small family.
Address A. M. S-, Minot Corner. Me.
4-1

pay cash. Please send postal.
dress M. T., This Office,

~

L·. D.

18-1

L· ET—Furnished rooms at reasonable rates
in a pleasant and
locality ; kitchen
accomodations for those wishing to board themFor further parno
to
children.
objection
selves;
ticulars address MRS. S. E. GOODING, Yar14-2
Me.
mouth,

silk

Carpets, furniture,
WANTED.—Second-hand
bedding, stoves,|&c. ; also cast off clothing;
I

It Ε S Τ

PIANO?
CAIjL·

PORTLAND CIGAR STORE.
A. H. HASKELL. 72 Exchange St.
GEO. I!. MrKENNEY & CO.. 8ft Pearl St.
V. I!. FULLER & SON, 82 Congress St.
F. A. TURNER. 221 Congress St.
J. K. DUNN & CO., Sacearappa, Me.
C. E. T0WN8END, Brunswick, Me.
A. F. CAMPBELL, Brunswick, Me.
EASTERN CIGAR CO., Ν. E. Agents,;;82 Com
mercial street, Boston.
jy20eotUm

24-1

the evening of the 21st inst. between Exchange and Lewis Sts., a small Willougliby pug dog. A liberal reward will be paid
for his return to No. 31% Exchange St.
C. P.
MATTOCKS.
24-1

-W"*T Λ MTVn—

—

591 Congress St.

Τ

22-1

board.

rooms

Τ II Ε

A. L. MILLETT & CO.,
Μ. Λ. DILLINGHAM.

HASTINGS'

who desire good work to call
FOR SALE.
All tlic Novelties of the Season in Plain, WANTED—All
at the hair dressiug
of REED &
Tin and Hardware Stock and Store at
SNOW. City Hotel.
31-2
STOVE,
Brldgton, Me. (irand opening for man with
Embroidered and Combination.
$1,500 to 35,000. Good assortment.
WU 1 hire

WOULD YOU

FOB SALE BY

octave

7

a

Ο li Ε Τ—Pleasant front rooms with
Apply at 150 FREE ST. after 4 p. in.

* A 1,1·: —At

1-1

SMOKE

—

3-1

WANT

GOODS.

DRESS

511

CICAR

;

144Va Exchange St.
WABEKOOMS.

on
or on

cars

as

may2

5-CENT

furnished*

LET-Two

forte at No.

HALE—Young male
silk knit durse, containing
smail
FORyear's
first importation,
LOST—Bed
of money,
Thursday, July 30, in Con- PORTLAND
ΒΓΚΡ STOKE.
stret
finder will be

a

BEST

4-2

handsomely
St. also
TO at No. 22 WLlinot

furnace,

LOST AND FOUND.

ployment.

IN THE WORLD.

nice rooms, en srte or single,
unfurnished, at ll-^Jb'REE ST.

or

new

SALE—Wall paper and artists' material
store for sale, in a flourishing village in Massachusetts, doing a good business; will stand investigation; good store; best location in town;
rent low : stock of about $2000, at appraisal ; this
Is sold to settle estate ; old stand, been established
20 years. Address E. 1,. POND & CO., 178 Wash21-1
ington Street, Boston, Mass.

in
J. M. DYER & CO., WANTED—Situation
by youug
Address "B," Press Office.

3ΞΕ9

re-

manu-

tract for

eodtflstor4tlip

price.

Black Spanish Laces at less than
half price.

Τκ-a4-1

any

or country at 100 per cent profit, will cona small sum with parties to manufacture
royalty, or will sell whole thing for §600, must
Address
be disposed of at once to raise money.
E. L. POND & CO., 178 Washington St., Boston,

city

in

sum

Portland, Me., says—
have found immediate relief for Cramps. Colic
and Summer Complaint, in Baker's Great American Specific·.
It immediately allays the griping
pains and distress.

Price, $1.00 per Bottle, 6 Bottles $5.00

EXTRAORDINARY
Prices for This Week

jr»nes

LET—A few

TO furnished

a

D ALTON,

I

ALL DRUGGISTS.

advantage

on

ALL Internal & External PAINS.

A RAILROAD PRESIDENT S TESTIMONY.

BY

COMPLAINT,

AND

—

(whose equa
in the character of Bip Van Winkle we shall nevei
he visited Dr. Flower in
states
that
see
again),
He had given up tin
very low state of health.
stage on account of his health being utterly brok
l)r. Flower entirely cured him, and lu
en down.
is to-day enjoying the very best of health, aftei
having filled last season a lieavy professional en
gagemeut. The two great remedies used in this
celebrated cure were Dr. Flower's Liver and Stom
acli Sanative and Nerve Pills.

A CASE

quired.

a

can

.Joseph Jefferson, the great

to rent to

St.,
Address li. W., Press ίifiioe.

CRAMPS, COLIC,
SALE—One
second hand tent, very
SALE.—$500 buys
manufacturing FOR
last summer; size 10x12, large
CHOLERA
cheap,
MORBUS, FOR
be
to it. Address TENT, This Office.
business,
protected
by
patent,
flylbelonging
ALL FOKMS OF
wood working shop
in
factured to
4-1

Remedies.

Scientific

MALE.-A line little mail or travelling
business, secured by copyright ; will be sold
can
be handled anywhere by anyone ; best
;
cheap
opportunity ever offered to go into business for
yourself ; profits enormous ; If you have a few hundred dollars don't miss this chance. E. L. i'ONI)
31-1
& CO., 17» Washington St.. Boston.

Γ

tedon

TO

SALE.—A restaurant in Boston, right
near theatres, close to Washington St., one
of the best fitted places in Boston, large plate
now;
glass windows, seats 08, feeding 300
tills is a rare chance for someone to step into a
no

room

in a private family, pleasan'
TOtlenian,
near State St.; reti
Pine

IjET—Rooms, single and enS^dte, witl
31-1
board. 86 STATE ST., cor. Gray St.

CHANCES.

27-1

INSTANTLY RELIEVES AND CURES

dtf

IET-A furnished

the. Thompson blook, Nos. 117,119,
121 and 123 Middle street, a few door below
the post office; fitted suitable for wholesale or retail business, with light, finished, airy basements,
lient reasonable. Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON,
No. 104 Brackett St., Portland, Me.
janl4dtf

W

OR. R. C. FLOWER'S

C. W.

marl 4
ΚΟΟ.ΊΝ TO LET.

in

BUSINESS

SPECIFIC

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
F. Ο. Κ A I LEV.

TO LET.

no

Thou-"lid^ of persons in every trade,
profession, and calling, liave
been cured by

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

ROOMS

good business,

In Cumberland

Sampson.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

daily,

THE
Mills. July 20. by Rev. Ε. M.
Cousins. Simeon li. Wight and Miss Naomi F
both
of
Westbrook.
Martin,
In Cumberland Mills, Aug. 3, by Rev. Ε. M
Cousens, Edwin West and Miss Ernestine Colley,
both of Westbrook.
In Turner, Aug. 2, Fred M. Gillmore and Julia

ON

dtf

—

PERILS OF TOMORROW

AUCTION·

TUESDAY, August 11. at 3 o'clock p. in.,
the real estate cor. Madison and Washington
streets, consisting of two houses and land. Terms
and particulars at time of sale.
F. O. BAIIiEV A CO., Auctioneer».
dlw
aug5

THE

5-1

ESTATE

Bt

large 2Va story brick house No. 455 St.
John St. ; dwelling lots for sale on this street
on easy terms.
Apply to J. HOPKINS SMITH,
First National Bank building.
JySldtf

September,

LET-With board; large airy
IIOpleasant,
quiet locality. 74 Sl'KINU ST.

lively struggle.

Your

IIO

To Let.

said Parish is about to close up its
affairs and dissolve. CJEOKGE F. JUNK1NS,
30
augSdlm*
Exchange St
Treasurer,
A. D.

—

I SHALL sell at public auction, on the premiJ ses, on Friday. Aug. 7, at 3 o'clock p. in., MY
HOUSE AND LOT, ANDTHREE HOUSE LOTS,
situated on the beach, between the Tray nor
House and Dr. LaPolnte's house; said house is
32Vax22Va, two stories high and contains eight
square rooms, besides closets and clothes presses,
all painted aud in good repair; good well of water;
stable, with two good stalls ; the lot on which house
stands is 125xG4:14 feet and contains 8081 feet;
the house is No. 1 on the plan ; No. 2 lot is situated on the beach between the above and Dr. Lapointe's house and contains 7800 feet: it is i>4:U χ
120VÎ feet; No. 3 is situated on Grand Avenue, is
64Mjx100 feet· deep and contains 0450 feet; No. 4
is situated on Grand Avenue, is tUVaxlOO feet and
contains 6450 feet ; also I shall sell all the furniture in the house immediately after the sale of real
JAMES COSTKLLO.
estate. Terms at sale.
JOII.V 191· CiOODWIHf, Aurtiourer.
d3t
aug5

REAL

LET-The fast and staunch Steamer "Llzzie" can be charte, ed to take pleasure parties
to any part of the harbor or Islands. Apply to
JOHN A. QUINN, Franklin Wharf, or 4!) Com14-4
mercial street.

No. 071 Congress Street.
Apply to
SETH L. LAKKABEE, No. 390 Congress St.

day

payment

WILL GIVE AN EXHIBITION OF HIS DRUMMING,

One thing remarkable about Princeton,
says a local paper, is that there never have
been any rats in the town.
Persons win
have lived there twenty years confirm this
statement. A few years ago a Calais rat gol
into an onion crate and came up on the cars,
but when he was discovered at the depot he
was attacked by a mob and killed after a

A.

'->-3

LET—The largest and best second floor
for business in Portland, over Woodman,
True & Co.. has been occupied for the past fifteen
years by Lord, Haskell & Co., new elevator with
motive power, one of the best. Apply to GEO. W.
9-8
WOODMAN.

» Τ

MARRIACES.

Exchange

FKANCIS FESSENDEN, 51%

ples'.

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

IN GENE BAL.
A fine banner is offered by the State, to be
competed for in a skirmish drill. The banner is painted on white silk and presents a
very handsome appearance.

corcor-

Sta-

over

persons having demands against Plymouth
STORE
of Portland, must present them for
ALI.Parish,
je22
of
before the fifth

:

says:

BENT-Store No. 237 Commercial,

NOTICE.

The Drummer Boy of the Rappahannock

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Simon S. Brown came down from Waterville
yesterday, and a meeting of prominent Dem-

TO

ner

(lit

40 barrels of oil.
Mr. John Eastman, of West Appleton.
died very suddenly on Saturday.
lie hat
been hoeing potatoes in the morning, but fel
from his chair and died before noon. He wai
about 80 years of age.

Boston Post savs: Wm. A
Steward, a man about 65 years old and claim
to
hail
from
ing
Waterville, Me., was takei
care of Sunday by the Lynn police as lie gav<
evidence of being insane.
He believes tha
he is Sesretary Endicott, and that lie has in
vented a mammoth fog liorn. He was form-

jyao-2

LET—Cottages; 2 new furnished cottages
at Libby or Prout's neck.
Apply to J. M.
jyl4-ltf
ALLEN, Scarboro, Prout's Neck.

ner

BROTHERS.

auuij

Capt. Charles Cazallis, of Cusliing, captured a whale recently, which he towed intc
Georges Island. The whale measured 00 feei
in length, and it is thought will yield aboui

Yesterday's

31-1

on

TO LET.

jel9dlii!

KNOX COUNTY.

IIO

AUCTION.

AT

Lowell Street, five
LETeach. Enrooms each. Sebago water; rent
Two houses

—

Old Orchard Beach,

LET—Upper tenement in house No. «3
nice rooms and bathing
TO Parris St., containing
rooms.
Inquire of SAMUEL THUKSTON, 01
St.

FOR ΗΛΙ.Ε ΔΤ

—

BKÎ**—At Freeport Corner, 7 rooms in
a douille house ; near churches and schools ;
four acres of land, if desired. LOCKED BOX OU,
1-4
Freeport, Maine.

Parris

LOTS

HOUSE AMI IIIIVSE

Λ-1

of Union St. Also 2d story of store
FOK
Horatio
of Cross and Middle Sts..

This is to be the Greatest Bargain Day we
ever oft'fered from onr White Goocls Stoek.

FOR SALE

Friday.

cents,

**"*'

30c
White Checked Nainsook at
"

Best
yards
"
"

COUNTY.

The Methodist society of Naples went or
their annual picnic to Crockett s Grove lasi

Island.

FOR

35

PREPARE

[Boston Journal.]
Mr. B. F. Spinney, of B. F. Spinney & Co.,
Lynn, upon reading the special despatch in
The Journal this morning from Portland, reviewing the troubles with the Lasters' Union

prices

4

at
for

Hon. W. L. Putnam of Portland is at the
Old Orchard House.
Spencer Rogers, the well known contractor
of Portland, is registered at the Aldine
Hotel. He is accompanied by his family.
Quite a sensation was created this afternoon by the report that a man had been
drowned, and the report proved to be nearly
true. Mr. J. S. Bangs of Ottawa, a guest at
the Old Orchard House, while in bathing,
suddenly lost command of himself, and but

for timelv aid would liavp drowned. Or.
Crandall of Portland was on the beach when
he was brought from the water, and after
three hours' work Mr. Bangs was finally re
suscitated. Although naturally weak after
such a shock, he is able to be about.
Extensive preparations are being made foi
the Grant memorial service to be held Aug.
8. The vocal music will be under the direction of Henry K. White, Jr., of Boston,
while Prof. Grimmer of Grimmer's orchestra
will conduct the instrumental music. Hon.
Wilbur F. Lunt has been invited to deliver
the oration.

Diamond

Great

duire of G. W. BUHNHAM, 10U1 Congress St.

beauty.

The

Landing.

our

Kennebunk.

Al'CTIOK SALE*.

TO

White Goods Department we shall
hold a grand sale of Printed Lawns,
also oft' Satines and White
Nainsooks, as follows:

In

5Si?r·
Biddeford.

"

LET.

LET—A small unfurnished or partly furnished cottage, suitable for man and wife or
three or four young ladies, °"J /jjfa, \Vm ο rV} I*
land, Echo Point. Apply to MRS. FILES, Farm

BlildeforU.
"

erly a clergyman.
Yesterday's Kennebec Journal

Alumni.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

LAWN SALE NEXT FRIDAY.

Portland.
"

7.53 a. in. for
"
9.24
"
2.24 p. in.
"
"
4.311
"
"
7.011
"
11.02 a. in.
"
2.37 p. 111.
"
"
5.34
"
6 47 "

THE

The Rifles held their annual meeting last
Monday evening, and re-organized ; forty
men re-enlisted, with no change in commissioned officers. The company is in good
financial condition.
Workmen are busy making additions and
numerous improvements at the Royal River
Manufacturing Co.'s mills this summer. An
extension of 28 feet front is being added to
the main building, with a new tower to

tVEW

follows:

YAIÎMOUTH.

on more

have found the same act to have been with
intent to defraud Frank E. Snow. The crime
perpetrated was a single act, and therefore
two distinct offences could not be created
out of it. Mr. Hadlock argued that because

a

ance, but of late years they have made use
of a more comfortable vehicle, and better
adapted for rapid locomotion. The name of

the Law.

street, whose hiding place was discovered
Monday by Office*?rSteele and McGrath.
The officerj-^fere looking around to see
**dia4-itT-5~eould find, and McGrath stepped
behind the counter in the back room which
served as the bar proper. Here, placed in
such a way as not to be easily seen, was a
wire which was used to draw out the nozzle
of about five yards of hose, which led down

was

Camp Wm. A. Winsuip, )
August 4, 1885. j
The "Venerables" are in high feather today. This being the fortieth anniversary of
the club, the boys laid out for an extra good
time—and they are having it.
This day forty years ago, six young fellows started for
Portland Head in a hayrack drawn by one
horse, on a fishing excursion. They enjoyed
the jaunt and sport so hugely that they then
and there voted to make a similar excursion
yearly. Thenceforth the first Tuesday in
August found them on their way to the
haunts of the cunner. For a time the primitive hayrack served as a means of convey-

Chandler's Band Concert.

The methods employed in hiding liquor
kept for unlawful purposes are numerous
and ingenious, but the height of the art has
been reached by a rum seller on Commercial

hose

Anniver- ;

history.

The Rounds Case.

Thursday will be Transfiguration Day ant
properly celebrated in the Catholic churches

a

long.

very high and
the breakers were particularly fine along the
Cape shore and at White Head, where the
epray was thrown high above the rocks.
Passengers to and from the islands imagined

harbor the

In the

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

on

but do not re-

the floor, the officers could see that the hose
led to a large object under the floor and
directly beneath the large stove which stood

MUNICIPAL COURT.

will go

rough time,

through the floor and underneath to the
hiding place of the liquor. Cutting a hole in

Harrison B. Mason.

Alexander Martin
same.
Motion overruled in both cases.

The

The

not run.

the ocean wave," on their way to St. John.
The rain flooded Commercial street for
quite a distance, and a large quantity of mud
and dirt was deposited in the gutters from
On Iligli street, below the
the side streets.
bridge over the Boston & Maine railroad
track, the water had dug a gully two feet

We' guarantee a good smoke in their "Pixie"
cigars ; only five cents.

LAW

did

St. Omer Commandery
port any damage.
must have got all they wanted of a "life on

Advice to Mothers.
Mrs. Wiuslow's Soothiug Syrup should always
be used when children are cutting teeth.
It re
lleves the little sufferer at once; it produces natural, quiet sleep by relieving the child from pain,
and the little cherub awakes as "bright as a button." It is very pleasant to taste.
It soothes
the child, softens the gums, allays the pain, relieves wind, refilâtes the bowels, and is the best
known remedy for diarrhoea, whether arising
from teething 01· other causes. Twenty-tlve cents
a bot tle.
dec 10

were

Celebrating Their Fortieth
sary Appropriately.

understand that positive orders have been
given them and that hereafter certain trains

TO

Glen House.

ST., from

7 to 0 p.

m.

and kitchen girls for
Apply at 73 BRACKET!'
21-1

WANTED.

small family, furnished house, from OcBY tober
to April, situated west of
High street;
a

(or partly furnished, carpets. &c.)
817, Portland, Me.

HOUSE. Box

jy27dlw

Table Girls Wanted.
or 4 experienced table girls at the
"Waldo,"
Little Chebeagae Island; best of references
required. Apply to ROLLINS & ADAMS, No. 22
Excliangë street, or at hotel.
Jy27tf

3

Newark French Calf Low Shoes,
$5.00
French Kid Low Shoes,
4.00
Wescoit Calf Hand Made Low Shoes, 4.00
English Enamelled Low Shoes.
3.75
Calf Tie Low Shoes,
2.25
Prince Albert Hand Sewed Low Shoes, 4.50
Boys' Patent Qua. Calf Vamp,
3.00

price

$6.50
5.50
5.50
5.50

■

3.00
6.00
4.00

These are all desirable and will go quick.

jy21

M.G. PALMER.

d3w

SCHOOLS OF DEERING.
» LI. Teachers are requested to
meet at High
i\. School liuiidlng, at the bead of
Pleasant St
SATURDAY, at 2 p. in., August 22nd.

JOHN (J.

Heeling July 28. 18Sr>,

PIERCE, Supervisor.

jy2«eod2w
Police Notice.
regular monthly meeting of the
11IIEboar.l
wil be l.el.l at the Conn,ionexamining
Council;
itoom,City Building,on TUESDAY KVKNINll
August 4. at 7.30.
aug3d2t
c. W. UOODARD,
Chairman,

